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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

A

Hie News Hae Been

ConetrncttoBooster for
Holland Since 1872

Volume Number 67

Born In City;
Reaches Four
Score

And More

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, February

MAYOR GEERLING8 GETS
BUSY ON ISLAND; LYONS
WIRES HE WILL
BE HERE FRIDAY

Number 5

1938

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

City’s Island

Kalkman’s

Deal Not Quite
"In

3,

Of 1,000

The Bag”

List

Names

Fails At Council

GROUND HOG SAW
HIS

Holland Oil Area
SHADOW

It is generallycontended in Hol-

land that the ground hog didn't
see his shadow yesterday. That,

Mayor Geerlings called a meeting of some of the aldermen and

Points

To Wealth

Speakers Believe

however, is a mistake. At 11:01 the
sun shot through a hole in the MANY ATTEND BANQUET AT
T>NE OF HOLLAND'S MOST BE* other interestedcitizens in taking SEEMS TO BE A LOT OF MISONLY SIX ALDERMEN FAVOR clouds
on West 16th St. and shown
CONCEPTION, MISUNDERLOVED LADIES, WAS 86
up the island matter again early
PUTTING TANNERY PROP- just five minutes. That is the only TAVERN AND HEAR THE
STANDING
ON
THE
ENSTORY OF NEW-FOUND
this morning. He appointed Aid.
YEARS WEDNESDAY
ERTY UP TO A VOTE
sun that appearedfor the entire
TIRE MATTER
Ed Brouwer, head of the Civic ImTREASURE AT HOLday. But, if there was a ground
hog near the Mulder home, that
Mrs. Katherine Vander Veer Van provement Committee, and Aid.
LAND'S DOOR
One
of
the
highlights
at
the
little fellow saw his shadow all
Duren. widow of the late George Henry Prins, also a member of that Holland Should Not Fail to AcCommon
Council
last
evening
was
committee,
to
go
to
Milwaukee
FriVan Duren, merchant, eupenrisor,
right. But the sun was there, as
quire Property, Which Will be
Wm. C. Vandenbergof This City
when the petition, filed by Aid. severalwitnesses can attest.
postmaster,and who held many of- day night to be there early the
a
Boon
and
Good
InvestGives Review of the Developfices of public trust, celebratedher next morning, when the meeting is
Whether
16th
St.
is
going
to
"Casey" Kalkman containing 1,000
ment Later
ment of the “Black Gobi"
have spring within six weeks will
86th birthday Wednesday.Mrs. to be held on this engineeringpronames, requestingthat the so-callbe difficultto say until after 42
Van Duren is one of the most be- ject. The man, namely Mr. Lyons,
Flelde
ed Tannery property on West 8th days have elapsed. Anyway, it will
A real surprisematter came up
loved women in this city, and has who is expected to do the work will
also
be
there,
and
it
is
hoped
that
in
the
common
council
last
evenOptimism
as
far as present and
St., which would call for a bond not make must difference.
been one of the most active. All
issue., be placed on the primary
To those who do not know what future plans for the development
her life she has been identifiedwith the whole matter will be ironed ing when rumors had gotten
out.
around town that Holland's prosballot in March, allowing the vot- a ground hog looks like, we advise of the Salem oil field Is concerned,
civic and military affaln.
ers to decide whether they wish to our readers to turn to page 1, sec- was the keynote last night at the
When the Holland Fair was still Att. Thomas Mahan, who is rep- pective island purchase at the head
acquire the property for city pro- tion 2 of this issue, where there first anniversary celebration banin existence she could always be resenting the Lyons Construction of the Bay was not entirely comjects not yet determined.
is a real photograph of the little quet of the discovery of oil in the
found in the art hall, either super- Co., received a wire late this af- pleted. It was understood that the
Salem territory.About a hundred
When the petitionwas read by "guy."
intending or judging different de- ternoon from Mr. Lyons, stating city buy the island for $2,000 with
oil men from Grand Rapida, Sagprovisothat the Lyons ConstrucClerk Oscar Peterson the ouestion
partments. To conduct a Fair with- that he would be in Holland ThursTTTTTfTfTYVrTTYYfTTTfYTf
inaw, Muskegon,Detroit Lansing,
first came up as to whetner the
out Mrs. Van Duren near simply day night or Friday morning be- tion Co. will receive the governproposal could be submitted again, H.O.H. TO CELfeBRATE ITS 27TH Ann Arbor, Zeeland, Holland, and
wasn’t done. While her* husband fore going to Milwaukee. It is un- ment contract for dredgingthe
variousother cities,Includingsome
since it was submitted a year ago,
was supervisingat the race track, derstood that he will meet with the turning basin and the channel, and
BIRTHDAY; HAS BEEN A from out-state, met for the occasand was lost by 101 votes. City
always In the judges’ stand, Mrs. Mayor, council members, and dif- that the silt and dredgings be
BOON TO MANY
ion in the main dining room of
Attorney Parsons stated that legVan Duren was ever prominent in ferent committee members, and go dumped on the island, fully deWarm Friend Tavern at 7:00 p.m.
ally it could be submitted as often
the baked goods department, can- into the matter bgain. Undoubted- scribedbefore, and filling that part
After “Bill” Connelly, Chamber
as the council saw fit to nut the
ning exhibits, or women’s wearing ly some good will come from that of Black Lake, which is now shalThe H.O.H. , better known as the
of Commerce director, had soundmatter up to a vote; that the petiapparel, upon which premiums meeting in their "cross-the-table" low water and adjacent to much
Hoilandsche OnderlingeHulpvertalk; and no doubt misunderstand- factoryas well as city property and
ed the gong for “grub,” the oil
tion was not binding on the aiderwere given.
Files of
men as to whether they would or eeniging,Concordia, will celebrate men filed In. The meeting opened
She has been closely identified ings on the proposal will then be many city street ends.
would not submit the matter. Mr. its 27th anniversaryWednesday, with the singing of one verse of
with soldiersof the World War. fully clearedup.
Well, it seems that the governHolland City
Sixty, Fifty, Forty,
Parsons pointed out that ordinanc- February 16. at 6:30 o’clock with America by those present, after
both in the American Legion and
ment
wanted
more
assurance
that
VVVVVVVVVTyV%TTVTVVVVvVw
es, revocations,or appeals, could a banquet in the dining hall of the which William C. Vandenbergsidd
Veterans of Foreign Wars. She
the deal was completed and that
Thirty,
not be submitted year after year. club, after which the guests will grace. A delicioushteak dinner
became head of the Red Cross in HARBOR PROJECT WOULD AID there was ample room for dumpFor instance, prohibition under the go into the auditorium, where a was served by Landlord Lillard
1917 and served as executive secing, signed, sealed and delivered.
OUR TRAFFIC PROBLEM
state law was one of them; but a program will be given. C. Wold- and staff, music being furnished
retary for more than 15 years.
There was a halt in the completion
matter such as the tannery prop- ring, the president,will preside, by John Swierengaon tha piano,
When she took charge 20 years ago
of the deal when some of the aiderHolland would be benefitedin a
erty could be submittedor not and there will be a program of mu- cornet, and aceordian during tha
it was at the behest of the late
men
held that the island was only
SIXTY YEARS AGO TODAY
great many ways with the fill-in at
Capitolbuildingat Lansing, is now
submitted at any time, as the al- sic and a play will be given, which repast. Mr. Swierenga also lad
Gerrit J. Diekema, who was chairto be purchased if the Lyons Con•
•
•
the head of the lake, made possible
complete and ready for shipment,
group singing and rendered severdermen saw fit.
man of the Ottawa County Red through the governmentdredging struction Co. was given the conwas recently seen at Montello Park
Buffalo Bill in his travels with erection,and dedication.Note:—
Aid. Brouwer stated that he in- school reunion. The Mokema bro- al vocal solos. Miss Marie Lem*
Cross, and it was under his regime
tract and that dredging was done
projectof our turning basin. HowThe statue is still there forty years
his new play, "The Red Right
vestigatedthe matter and said that thers will be on the program for men asssistedat the piano.
that Mrs. Van Duren was placed
the hydraulicway.
ever, one thing stands out stronglater. It is rumored that Senator
Followinga brief recces, Mr.
he found that some who voted for musical skits, and Mrs. Sam Plagin that office. It was six years
Anyway,
on
question
of
Aid. Hand" exhibits a scalp which he
ly. That is the extending of Pine
Earnest Brooks and Representative
it last year would not vote for it enhoef will give piano numbers Connelly as master of ceremonies,
ago that Mrs. Mabel Vanden Berg
Kleis, he asked Aid. Brouwer of the says was taken by him from the
Ave. across the made ground to
Nelson Miles salute Austin every again, while some who voted
took over the meeting. “Never betook over these duties, when Mrs.
the Grand Haven bridge. An out- Civic ImprovementCommittee what
when going to legislative against it last year favored the and there will be other featuresto fore,” he stated,“has Groundhog
Van Duren had reached her 80th let coming and going over US-31 the status of the whole affair was. head of an Indian Chief named morning
make
up
the
program
of
entersessions.
Day been so fittingly recognised,
projecttoday. Mr. Brouwer stated tainment.
milestone in life.
He stated that ther$ fwas unrest "Yellow Hand." The scalpingforms
• • •
is imperative.
for the groundhogprays for a dry
that if we were going to put it to
Mrs. Van Duren was also in
among many who feared that Hol- a scene in the drama. BuffaloBill's
The
H.O.H. is an unusual organToday when traffic comes In from
sense of proprietyis not nice. Note:
Mrs. James Ryder will take a vote, which he favored,consider- ization. When it was establishedhole in which to live— a driller,
charge of the production work in
land had lost a bet in not purchas—The News editor of 1876 surely charge of the City Hotel as prop- ing the 1,000 names, it should also 27 years ago, former Mayor Henry on the other hand, desires a hole
Holland and vicinityduring the the north over our most-traveled ing the island outright.
was some “slap on the wrist" critic rietor and it is rumored that the be the duty of the city to explain
which will yield a great deal of
World War. Despite the fact that highway,it reaches Holland over
Brouwer stated that he knew that
Brusse was elected the first presat that time there were offices in a four-lane drive, until it strikes the island was purchased, contin- of the old scout. Who knows, pos- name of the hotel will be changed the proposal fully — the cost, what ident and presided for some time. liquid.”
north Ottawa and south Ottawa, the P. M. railroad track. Then gent to the letting of the contract sibly they already knew about pub- to the Holland. Note:— That is it was going to be used for, and Other president* in their ordefi Three principalobjective!were
that stream of travel becomes botlicity stunts in those days. Wasn't just what happened, and Nicholas everything in detail, so a voter
all shipping was done through her
to Jack Lyons. Even the engineer
were Will Lawrence, and Fred outlined by the speaker for the
Holland office. Long after the war tled up in the business district at seemed to approve that “set-up.” it Anna Held who bathed in goats’ J. Whelan was made the Manager, could vote intelligently.
Kamferbeek, and former alderman meeting of the evening. “The first
was over garments and supplies River Ave. and 6th St., and the It seems that Mr. Lyons got rest- milk and the world stood agast?— followed by his brother, James Aid. Kleis stated that he would the late Frank Brieve. C. Wold- a selfish reason, is to make Holland
were made for women and children congestion becomes more pro- less about the matter, hearing that as must have been the goats. Any- Whelan, who died while in charge. just as soon put the matter up to ring is the presidentof today. Mr. the hub of another oil field in Michrefugees in the war-torn sections nounced as the traveler goes south. rumors prevailed that there were way, Buffalo Bill put on Wild West Twelve years ago the old hotel was the people, but the people should Lawrence many years ago was also igan; the second, is that ws wish
of Europe. A drive for old clothing CrossingRiver Ave. is not only others in the market to purchase shows forty years after this "Red wrecked and in its place Warm know beforehand the cost involved. an alderman, and Mr. Kamferbeek to honor those who have carried
dangerous, but tedious.With the
It is expected that soon an 800- was at one time town marshal, on pioneer work in the field; and
to be sent to the war-strickendisthe island. He, therefore,tele- Right Hand” show release. Your Friend Tavern was erected.
foot sidewalk will have to be laid sheriff, chief of police, and police the third, to bring all oil men totrict was also under her supervis- extension of Pine Ave. across the phoned to Milwaukee to the en- editor especially remembers the
fill-in, connectingup with the fourone at the World’s Fair at Chicago
Born to Mr. and Mrs. G. J. A. along one side of the property. commissioner.The vice president gether to get acquainted,and enion, and many weeks were devoted
gineering department, and he was
This would immediately bring about is Ed Westing; secrejtary,Bert courage among them a proper spirto receiving, packing and shipping lane highway near the bridge, it told that nothing seemed to be in 1893. Mrs. Mulder and I saw Pessink— a son.
would make a four-lane highway
the handsome Westerner on his
it and code of ethics.’'
a cost of $600, according to City
these articles to places where it
definite enough from the Holland
William C. Vandenberg,“who
Died at North Holland — George Engineer Zuidema. “Today we are
would do the most good. Shipment into the city, two lanes connecting end, and of course the governmentcharger, saving the passengers in
up with the four-lane highway near
a stage coach from bands of In- Pelgrim, youngestbrother of ex- getting$500 city taxes on the $16,has fittingly usumed the role of
was done in large burlap bags for
wanted
to
be
assured
there
was
the bridge; it would make a fourdians. There was plenty of shoot- county treasurer,Henry Pelgrim, 000, tne price at which the propa city developer,who is a Methoconvenience.
lane highway into the city, two ample place to dump the dredging ing and Indiansdropped from hors- at the age of 40 years. Note:— The erty is held," Mr. Kleis stated.
dist, and a Republican at present,
Mrs. Van Duren has taken a deep
from
the
proposed
hydraulic
methand who would have made a
es everywhere, and gracefullytoo, brothers are Henry Pelgrim of the
ft would also cost us at least
interestin MemorialDay exercis- lanes on River Ave. and two lanes od of doing this work.
mighty fine Irishman,” according
but “Bill” bore a charmed life and Bay View Furniture Co., and Hu- $6,000 for cleaning up the properes as long as the writer can re- on the proposed paved Pine Ave.
In order to protect his prospecto the evening’s toastmaster,premember. For many years she was It would soon be noticeable that tive contract,Mr. Lyons person- wasn’t even killed at the perform- bert Pelgrim, at one time county ty of old vats, concreteabutments,
sented a brief outline of the develplaced on importantcommittees the summer bathers to the oval and ally purchased the island because ance. Furthermore,we saw no treasurer.This being their young- and a great deal of stuff now covopment of the Salem oil field. “Disand took an intense interest in other bathing beaches on .Lake he wanted to be sure that there scalpinggoing on. Rather a thrillerkst brother, both men must be well ered with earth. Then there is inMichigan would avail themselves
covery in the oil business,”Mr.
terest on $16,000 to pay annually
now.
these annual commemorations.
was plenty of availabledumpage for two “honeymooners." That will in the eighties
• * •
Vandenbergbegan, “ii no different
on the bonds which would be isAttv. Arthur Van Duren, Alfred of Pine Ave. coming and going. ground to take care of the yardage. be 44 years ago next May. Only
from the discovery in moet fields.
Van Duren, Neal Van Duren, of With the ever increasingtravel the Mr. Brouwer furtherstated that 13 years more and we will be eli- John Van Zanten has purchased sued to acquirethe property. There
time is not far distant when River
Adventureand romance are presgible for one of those Heinz cor- the interest of his brother, Nicholas is also taxes of 1937 of $480 that
Holland, and George Van Duren of
the condition of the option, too, was
ent in all industries, but particularIndianapolis are sons, and the Ave. will have to be widened at a in such shape that the owner of the related57 varietiesfor aged cou- Van Zanten, in the Holland Tea the city would have to assume if
ly in oil. The refining, transportthe proposal was passed^, TCle)
Store on River St.
only daughter is Mrs. Christine tremendousexpense, or relief will property could sell it to any other ples.
• • •
• • •
ing, and marketingof oil are all
pointed out that, roughly figuring,
Van Duren Cox of Orange, N. J. have to come by way of the ex- private parties who were attempttended Pine Ave.
fascinating, but exploringfor oil is
George W. McBride, our City At- THIRTY YEARS AGO TODAY Holland would not be paying $16,There are seven grandchildren,Ating to purchase it for a higher price
extremely interesting and thrilling,
000, but approximately $25,000,
torney, and Joe Verplanke, our
torney Charles K. Van Duren of AAAAAAAaaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
• • •
than it was offered to the city or
and is always adventuresome.”
Marshal, have been elected ProseTraffic
Manager,
Charles
A. figuring all these costs, interest
Holland being one of them.
Mr. Lyons, but felt the man would
The speaker recounted how, for
cutor and Sheriff respectively. Hol- Floyd, of the Holland Interurban and taxes, with the purchase price.
The editor of the Holland City
not take advantage of that land is now without those officials.
some 50 years, a showing of oil
In ten years Holland would lose
News takes pleasure in extending
announces that round-trip tickets
However, if that would be the case
had been encountered in drilling
Peter De Koning was named by the to Holland from all crossingsbe- $10,000 in taxes. Mr. Kleis stated,
the “pride of the regiment" heartthen both the city and Mr. Lyons
operations in Allegan County. In
common
council as Marshal and tween Holland and Zeeland have "I am going to vote to put this up
felt felicitationsand sincerely
would lose and could not get any
1935, Gerrit Vander Leest, a longto the people.I will not say that I
Gerrit Van Schelven as City At- been placed on sale at 15c.
hopes that she may be spared to
part of it —but that didn’t happen.
• • •
time residentof Salem, wm on ream
going to vote for it at the
torney.
Holland, the city that she dearly
Mr. Brouwer stated that he felt
* * 0
lief in Muskegon.He wu inspired
A fire on the roof of Henry Pel- polls, but I insist that the voters
loves, and her many friends for
that Holland was not quick enough
by the belief that oil wm to bo
Just wait. Saugatuck proposes grim’s house on West 12th St. was be given information just what the
some time longer.
to take advantage of an opportunifound in the Salem section, so ho
e goto have a good harbor, a ship soon extinguished by our speedy cost is, and also what we are
------- o
ty, and should Holland in the end
started taking up oil leMes. “He
canal and a railroad in the near fire department. The furniture man- ing to use the property for after
ASK MINISTERS TO MAKE
lose the island it would be deplorahad courage and determination,
HENRY
BRUSSE
future. — Saugatuck Commercial. ufacturer sent the ‘‘fire laddies” we get it."
PLEAS FOR CHINESE HELP
ble, since today citizens only have
and he was a Dutchman,too.” Mr.
Mayor Geerlings stated,"If we
Note:— Yes, Saugatuck has dream- a box of cigars.
First
President
of
H.O.H.
about 160 feet frontage to get ac• • *
Vander Leest, it appears, informhad something in view for the
Mrs. Mabel Vanden Berg, head
ed of a railroad for years. When
cess to their own lake. The rest of
ed Mr. Connelly of nis ideas, and
place — say a new factory, a new
of the Red Cross in Holland wishes
the Chicago and West Michigan
Attorney Gerrit W. Kooyers has
the frontage is occupied by private
the News to stress the fact that
(now P.M.) laid its rails nearly sold a house and lot on College park, or some civic project, it Vander Poel; treasurer,Alex Van Mr. Connelly pledged his support.
property owners.
Hugh Crider, an officer of the
would be well and good to put it Zanten. The trusteesare Andrew
the Red Cross of Holland and Ot"There are poor approaches on 75 years ago, the village made an Ave. to H. J. Klingenberg. Note:—
to a vote of the people, but Klomparens,James Veltman, and Muskegon Development Co.,
tawa County would be pleased to
effort to divert the line to Sauga- That’s Johnny’s father.
Pine Ave. and 6th St.," Mr. Brouthe next individualto become inr. Kalkman has only spoken in Martin Kammeread.
have the clergy of this vicinity call
• • •
wer stated, “but that is about all. tuck, but insteadthe Fennvilleand
The secretaries of the past have terested in the idea. Lentz and Milattention to the congregation of
"fruit belt" route was chosen. For TWENTY YEARS AGO TODAY generalities and there are no definDR. A. C VAN RAALTE
As the matter stands now the isite plans as to what it would be been C. Vander Meulen, John Van ler, a drilling firm of Muskegon,
the drive for funds for needy Chinyears a stage coach between Holland is gone," Mr. Brouwer conMaurick, and the late Peter Koop- began operationsafter Mr. Vander
Founder of Holland
• • •
used for."
ese refugees. A nation-wide call
land and Saugatuckwas the only
tends.
Not an arrest for "drunk" was
Aid. Prins also stated that he man, who passed away two yean Leest had bought up leases, and in
has been made and Wm. C. Vanmeans
of transportation.
However,
We celebrate the 91st anniver- Mr. Lyons, however, promised the nearest our neighbor ever came made in Holland on New Year’s would vote for the proposal at ago. For a time C. Van Dyke of November,1935, a well wm drilled
denberg, president of the Ottawa
County organization,is also mak- sary of his coming next week Wed- the city the lion’s share of the is- to rail transportationwas when the Dav, which goes to show that the the council meeting, out insisted the Holland State Bank was treas- and completed. It wm dry. A
second block of acreage wm taken
ing a plea, which will be found nesday, with an appropriate pro- land even now. Mr. Brouwer stat- Holland-Saugatuck Interurban was "whiskey and raisin" spoon is a that the voters be informed as to urer.
thing of the past. Note >— We just what was involved, and the
The organization is chiefly for up, and late in 1936 another well
cram to be given at Hope Memor- ed that Mr. Lvons seemed to have
elsewhere in this issue.
built nearly two score years ago.
wonder.
more faith in Holland’sfuture than
uses the property would be put to. the benefit of those who need as- was started, the Rodd No. 1, which
The call is for $10,000,000 through- al Chapel in the evening. The
With the coming of the motor car
• • •
did some of the aldermen. He statMuseum
of
Dutch
lore
on
East
Mr. Kalkman, in a shrill voice, sistance at critical periods.De- came in as a producer in the Travout the United States— in cash, not
and truck, togetherwith good highed that in paying $2,000 for that
Mayor Nichodemusbecame angered when his proposal spite depressions the H.O.H. has erse field. It was the first producclothing. There is no way to dis- 8th Street will be open to the pubways, electric lines also went into
island Holland could not go amiss.
Bosch, proprietor of the Western was questioned.He says by getting come through with flying colon,
in the Salem area.
tribute clothing in the stricken lic all day next Wednesday. A
“We pay much more than that for the discards. Today Saugatuckis Machine Tool Works, is on a bus- these proiectswe could keep wel- paying all sick and death benefits Others who became interested in
areas in China just now, but funds cordial invitationis extendedto
connected up with one of the best
iness trip to New York and Boston, fare working.He says we could without fail. The offleen state the development were Gordon Van
tulip bulbs in establishingour Tueveryone.
will help a great deal.
main highway tru"k lines in Michsince last October more than Eenenaam, former state $enator
VVVVVVVVWvvfvvvvvvvVVTf lip Festival, and we take the chance igan and is no longer isolated be- in the interest of the Holland plant. do somethingfor our young folks that
$400
has been paid out to mem- and Parmenter. At the present
every
year
on
frost, a poor crop of
by
building
a
band
shell,
a
comTWO WOMEN ON JURY LIST MUSICAL PROGRAM
cause of transportationfacilities.
Alderman Frank Brieve reports munity hall, a YMCA. He says ben of the organizationwho were day, there are from 55 to 60 protulips, and bad weather, but we
FOR FEBRUARY COURT TERM,
FOR DUTCH MUSEUM have faith in it, and that is why
to the common councilthat $81.28 they have been promised a YMCA in need through sickness or other- ducing wells in the Salem field.
SIX HOLLAND JURORS
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
it has been a great success."
has been expended for relief during for years, but nothing ever comes wise. The dues have been made The questionthen arose m to what
Arrangements have been made
• • •
the last two weeks in January by of it. Holland does not get big low, namely, 60c a month, enabling should be done with the oil. and
Mr. Brouwer pointed out that
The jury for the February term to hold open house at the Dutch
The Fellows brothers of Ottawa the city.
with the island there are many
of Ottawa county circuit court was
conventions, because we have no those in meager circumstances to it was finally sent to an “embryo”
Museum on Blast 8th St. in the old
Stationare buying pine, whitewood
belong. The sick benefitis $9.00 refinery in Grand Rapids, which
drawn yesterday in the county Peoples State Bank building, on projects possiblethat would mean and basswood bolts to be manufacbig convention hall.
per week, and the death benefit later developed into the Imperial
Harry Orr and Ronald Rosie of
much
to Holland, of which anclerk’s office. The list ipcludestwo
Mr.
Kalkman
said
further,
"When
Wednesday,February 9, when the
tured into berry boxes and crates.
women from this section, Mrs. A. 91st anniversary of the founding nouncementscannot yet be made. Well, there is still a lot of wood the Star Auto Co. have a thrilling Dr. Van Raalte came here he do- to a husband is $100.00 and to a RefiningCo. with an output of 2,story to tell. They left for De- nated a public square in the heart wife, $50.
500 barrels.
However,he mentioned one, which
F. De Heer of Grand Haven and
of Holland will be celebrated. This
for boxes — now raise the berries
The fiscal year ended October "About the same time, a group
troit Saturday for the purpose of of the city. That is now CentenMrs. Mary Anderson, Spring Lake.
would net at least $16,000 for dockissue is replete with articles tellto put in them is the question. An1st, 1937, and the balance on hand, of producers opened the “Old
taking home two new Fords. The
The remaining listed: Cornelius
age facilities.He stressedthe fact
of the museum and the new exother item at the station is a mys- terrible storm came as they were nial Park. He didn’t do it for him- less the bonds, showed $3,580.67.
Dutch" refinery in Muskegon, which
Van Weelden, August Van Tol, ing
that the Holland Fish and Game
self,
but
he
gave
it
for
our
chilhibits.
tery — there is a flne-two-hundredThe bonds at par value are listed could handle about 3,000 barrels.
about to leave Detroit. The two
Herman Balgooyen and Joe WierHowever,there is going to be a Club have been working hard on pound bell that should be placed in driven, each with a "Lizzie," went dren and children’schildren. He at $9,000, giving total assets of The Naphsol Refining Co. of Musenga of GTana Haven; William musical program, upon which Miss this project and there are many our school, but for some unknown
also donated a college campus—
$12,580.67. The receiptswere $5,- kegon, the Baer Refining Co., and
over, under, and through the snow
Kramer, Polkton township; AbraRuth
Kepnel will .ppe.r. firing other citizens fostering the enter- reason remains stowed away in a banks, and the 176-mile stretch not for himself, but that Hope Col- 950.30 and disbursements $2,369.63, several Eastern refineries also
ham Kline, Port Sheldon: Alfred violin numKr., and .tie wiil to ac P™6' ®U.l
we bam a half-miledistant from the
lege would be a place for educawas filled with them. After an tion of our childrenand children’s leaving the balance of $3,580.67, as bought up Michigan oil.”
Smith, Robinson; George Stoddard,
nothing tangible yet to tie
companied on the piano by her mo- h,ve nothi',|! t“*lble »et
all-night drive they arrivedin Hol- children. We are falling down in stated above.
Up until last Tuesday, the ImTallmadge
Horace W a 1c o 1 1, ther, Mrs. Albert Keppel. The Hope to. that this island and the possi- school house. • • •
land exhausted, but with can in- this. It is about time we are
The H.O.H. has been a boon to perial refinery had gathered and
Wright; Richard Nykamp, Zee- College Girls’ Trio will also sing, bility of the fill of severalacres is
Next Wednesday evening Lyceum tact, and two new Ford customers
land: Bert Brower, Zeeland city;
to become city property.
thinking of our children rather many people of Holland and vicin- transported its own products,raw
and Dutch Psalm singing and talks
Opera House will be under the man- made happy.
William Ossewaarde, Allendale; on Dutch art and other objectson
“Something must be done,’’ he
than always selfishly thinking of ity. It has a flourishingmember- and prepared, but now the Comagement
of Wm. Rogers, Editor of
ship of approximately 450 and past monwealth Co., composed of a
• • •
Julius Alyworth, Blendon; George
oureelves."
exhibit, including chinaware, and stressed,“and that must be done the Holland City News, and the reThe young people of Drenthe
experience, covering nearly three group of producers,will transport
Fahllng, Jr., Cheater; Frank E.
immediately
if Holland is not going
Mayor
Geerlings
stated,
"The
so forth, will be featuresof interdecorated house will open with gathered at the consistoryof the
Meyers, Crockery; George Howell,
to regret the results of delay.” ~
program you have proposed would decades,shows that the H.O.H. has these products and materials by
est.
church and gave a puree to Rev. cost us a Quarter of a million dol- proved to be a financial harbor of truck. The honored guests were sal^
There is going to be open house
Bert K. Brouwer of $75. The pas- lan for all these buildings."
safety during a financial storm. To uted for their ‘thrilling,adventur‘ Henry P. Zwemer, Cornelius De
all day; there will be no admisstand.
tor was visibly affected and told
Witt, Peter Brusse, George Mooi,
Kalkman retorted, "Why be sel- many it has given a feeling of ous, profitable, and worthy year,’
sion charged. The program of mu- was not going itto partnership
the young folks that despite the fish? Do somethingfor our chil- confidenceand protection.
by speaker Vandenberg, who conCarl C. Dresseland Edward P. Morwith anyone, but would buy the issic will be at 2:00 o'clock in the
The floatingbridge across Gos- rift he would continue to do his
— o
cluded by commending Mr. Vanlock were drawn from Holland.
dren.”
land
outright
Attorney
Thomas
afternoon, with another program
------Mahan, who was present, and who hom Lake in Allegan County has best for the church as well as for
Aid. Huyser stated, “I fint want DOCTOR’S WIFE FALLS AND der Leest upon the sweetest romin the dliy.
been rendered impassable by rea- the community.
HURTS BACK
ance of his life— from relief, to vaHOLLAND MAN AT ZEELAND later
to know what this property is gois
intimatelyacquainted with Jack
After the pretentious program
*
*
son
of
the
body
of
ice
that
has
“Lir
cationingin Florida with the faming to be used for. Spending a
given in Hope Memorial Chanel, Lvons, stated that the option ex- frozen over it. W. H. Easter, the
TEN YEARS AGO TODAY solid 416,000 in cash and losing Mre. Gerrit Kemme had the mis- ilv, in one short year, and congratpired on January 29. Thus it would
which
will
be
interspersed
with
a
Gibson mail carrier, came near
The next meeting of the Zeeland
• • •
money in taxes and otherwise be- fortune, last Saturday, to fall on ulating Mr. Connelly for his panot prevent anyone else interested
Literary Club will be held at 8:30 pageant, even more interesting to make a bid for the property. losing a horse there Monday.— Judge Orien S. Cross of the Ot- sides, without even knowing what the steps of her home, injuring her tience with Mr. Vander Leest, “even
than
last
rear,
augmented
by
a
Lake Shore Commercial.Note:— tawa-AUegan Circuit is holding the property is going to be used back quite seriously. She was if he, is a Dutchman.”
o’clock on Tuesday, February 8, in
Mr. Mahan stated that the option
the city hall. Dr. Bruce Raymond speaker and musical program, the in the first place carried no date The pontoon bridge remainedfor court in Detroit this week to aid for. does not meet #itn my approv- taken to Butterworth hospitalfor
Vaudie Vandenberg,newly-elecof Hope College will address the Museum on 8th St will again be other than written at the bottom many years afterward and it was congested court conditionsin al.”
examination, but later released to ted presidentof the local Chamber
thrown open after the Chapel exergroup on “World Trends- •
This angered Mr. Kalkman when her home in Drenthe, where she is of Commerce, and affiliated with
by the witness. He said that he rather a novelty to drive a team Wayne County.
Dr. Raymond has addressed the cises are completed. These pro- drew the deed of the Lyons pur- of hones over it. In the “horse
• * •
he said, “What do you want to put now recovering,although it was the VandenbergBros. Oil Con
grams
and
the
Museum,
it
must
and buggy days” the writer rememdub on previous occasions and
necessary to place her in a cast. called on for a few -remarks.He
Jack Knoll, David Damstra, Hen- oa it, a poor house?”
chase from Mr. Vander Bie
bers driving rather a spirited team ry Kraker and Wm. Thompson, The matter finallycame to a vote,
members are anticipatingan inter- be remembered,are not for the that the option would have
welcomed the oil representatives
to
Hollanders alone, but for everyone.
from Boone's Livery Stables over Holland plumben, are in Dayton, and not enough votes were musesting
.
the meeting, and stated that he
on
January
29.
Even
with
the
Damson, therefore,the three alMusic will be provided in the It may be a museum of Dutch lore, tion in legal form, the option v
that bridge, and it was a great Ohio attending a school of instruc- tered to place it on the ballot
dermen voting against it, the two sorry that our Versatile Mayor
relief after the crossing had been tion of water softening.
form of a clarinet solo by Mr,- but it is a museum for all the peo- have expired had the council
Those
voting
“yes”
were
Prins, aldermenabsent, and the one va- Geerlings vresn’t present to say a
ple, and that goes for the exercises
made. Not so many years ago the
Gordon Berkel.
Kleis, Kalkmim, Drinkwater, Brou- cancy brought about a condition few words. The mayor, however,
ed last night, which was February
Hostesses will be Mrs. J. Ypma at the Chapel also. In fact a corbridge was abandoned, condemned Patrons of the Holland post office wer, and Smith. Those opposed
wm busy with a common council
that prevented a majority vote, it
dial inviUtion is extended to everyas unsafe.
and Mrs. E. Ver Hage.
were rather surprised to hear a were Oudemolen, Bultman, and taking seven votes of the alder- meeting at the time and came late.
Mr.
Mahan
stated further that
* • •
one.
chorus of "peeps’’ during a severe Huyser.
Guests at the banquet, sponsored
the owner said that he had other
to carry a proposal of
o
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kirchen,
FORTY YEARS AGO TODAY snow storm, it proved to be an Aid. Steffens and Aid. Vogel- men-elect
by the Chamber of Commerce, were
private
interests
who
were
seeking
that kind. Consequently, the mo• Bom to Dr. and Mrs. Paul Van
*
•
•
16? West 12th St,, were dinner
eariy consignment of “Chicka” sang were not present since they tion lost, and the buying of the then introducedto the group by Mr.
the property and would pay even
guests of Dr. and Mrs. W«JHam A. Verst of River Forest Dl-v* »on, more, but Mr. Vander Bie preferred The statue of Austin Blair. Mich- from the Brummer - Frederickson are basking on the beaches of tannery property proposal will not Connelly. Among them were “011/'
Paul,
Wednesday
morning.
Paul
is
Hyland and Mr. and Mrs. Chesigan’s War Governor, which is to hatcheries. For, them the season Florida. No alderman was appoint- be found on the ballot in the com- AttorneyCharles K. Van Duren;
a grandchild of Dr. and Mrs. G.
ter F. Idema of Grand Rapids last
ed to fill the vacancy of George ing primaries in March.
(Continued on Page 4)
be placed in front of the State opened fifteen days earlier.
(Continued
Van Verst of Holland.
night at the Kent Country club.
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245 CONVIC- CARL BOWEN NAMED HEAD
OF ROD AND GUN CLUB
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PROSECUTIONS
SIX MONTHS
251

Seventy-fiveenthusiasticsportsHolland,Michigan
men met in the court room in the
Report of the prosecuting at- county buildingto form the North
iMraS m Sanai Cka Mattar at Om torney, John R. Dethmera, for the Ottawa Rod and Gun Club.
six months ending December 81,
Carl T. Bowen, formerly of Hol1937, has been filed showing that
at Ctavnaa. Hank M. im.
land, now engineer for the Ottawa
out of 251 prosecutionsthere were
County Road commission,was elec245 convictions. In the record there
ted president;S. P. Nelson, saniwas one ncquittal, four dismissals tary’ engineer of the Ottawa Counand
one
dismissed
on
payment
of
SIMPLE
ty health unit, was chosen vice

THREE

RULES

costs.

president,

and

J.

Nyhof

4

Poel, city

AS

LINCOLN

GREW OLD
.

Red Cross Here
Ask For Relief
For The Chinese
COUNTY CHAIRMAN VANDENBERG MAKES PLEA FOR
FUNDS IN COUNTY THIS

GRAND HAVEN GROUP NAMED
TO ASSIST IN PROGRAM AT
NETHERLANDS MUSEUM
Frank Bottje, registerof deeds,
is a trustee For the Holland
Histories]society, hu appointed a
committeefrom Grand Haven and
Soring Lake to co-operate in the

who

plans for the celebrationat Holland on Feb. 9 at The Netheriands
Museum in Grand Haven.
An appeal for funds to be used The members are WUliam Verfor the relief of millions of suffer- duin, Peter Rvcenga, Martin Boon,
ing; men, women, and children in
Adrian H. Rmgolberg and K. T.
China was made today by Wm. C. Vanden Bosch and Frank Scholten,
Vandenberg,of Holland, chairman Spring Lake. A meeting will be
of Ottawa County Red Cross Chap- held tomorrow night at Mr. Botter, who announced that at the tle’s home to make plans to attend
suggestion of President Roosevelt, the meeting, to interest pioneersin
chapters throughout the country attending and if possible to secure
were joining in the appeal.
exhibitsfor the museum.
"In asking our community to asCommitteesworking in collaborsist in raising funds,’’ Mr. Vandenation with The Netherlands Pioberg said, “there is little need to neer and Historical foundation have
emphasize appallingconditionsex- planned two main events for the
isting around Shanghaiand other day. First, an open house meeting
cities, inasmuch as newspapers,
at The Netherlands museum during
newsreels, and radio have vividly the afternoon in charge of Mrs.
pictured conditionsthat exist.”
James Dykstra.— Grand Haven TriHe said that "this money would bune.
be allocatedto relief agencies and
hospitals already existing, and that fTVYYYWTTfVYfTWTYYTYVf
a committee of American business
HAMILTON
men in China, appointed by the

WEEK

million miles of driving

in

-

-

-

-

KNOW YOUR FARM

MAKE

-

-
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Mrs. John Knoll from Holland,

Mr. and Mn. Menser Jongrijg
from Crispe, Mr. and Mn. Jack
Nieboer visited with Mr. end Mn.
Franklin Veldheer and family Wednesday evening.
Mn. Bolman from New Groningen visitedher children, Mr. and
Mrs. Cornie Van Den Bosch a few
days lut week.

Violationsof the state highway
clerk, secretaryand treasurer. Earl
laws topped the list witn 56
twenty-debtyean without a aer- arrests and 56 convictions;there Hill was elected assistant secretary-treasurer.
ioua mishap.
were 46 disorderly persons conThree directors were chosen:
victed,
nine
for
larceny,
six
for
That is the record of Kmmett
Louis Hicftje,Frank Sanders and
malicious destructionof property. Herman Poel. The officers and
M. Williams of Monroe, Ga., who
One arrest for murder failed of
has owned thirty-five autoe in that conviction due to insufficientevi- directors, together with a director
from each of the six surrounding,
time.
dence at the examination.
townships will combine to make a
He ought to know Bomething There were 18 convictedof driv- directorateof 13 members.
The purpose of the organization;
about autos, and certainly he knows ing while drunk, 11 for speeding
and 32 for no operatorlicenses.
something about driving them that The remainder of the cases were is to promote fish and game interest in that section;to stock game
othen should know.
for the usual offenses, including and plant fish in the townships,
Here are the rules he says have breaking and entering,violation of lakes and streams; to co-operate
conservation laws, emberzlement, with the state conservationdepartkept him unharmed and unharming
gambling, negligent homicide, ma- ment; to co-operatewith conservaIn a million miles at the wheel of
licious destructionof property,in- tion officers; to study legislation
The tragic march of time that
an auto:
decency and immorality.
affecting interestsof sportsemn; etched deep furrowi in Abraham
o
Maintain your car in top-notch
to provide winter feeding for small Lincoln's brow is clearly illustrated
game and birds, and seek co-opera- In these pictures from the Yale UniMAN WELL KNOWN
mechanical condition.
tion among the farmers.
IN
HOLLAND
PASSES
Always have your car under
versity Press. The above photoo
control.
Winnie Masselink, daughter of graph was made by Matthew Bra- American Ambassador,Nelson T.
Frank V. Blakely, who for sevThe American Reformed church
Keep your eyes on the road.
eral years, came to Holland often Mr. and Mrs. Harm Masselink of dy. famous Civil war photographer, Johnson, would be formed to dison February 27. 1860. This picture tribute the fund. No personnel will Ladies Missionary Society met lut
Oakland,
recently
submitted
to
a
to
speak
at
dinner
dub
luncheons,
These roles sound easy and senweek Thursday afternoon with
appeared before the common coun- minor operation at Holland hospi- and his speech at Cooper Union. be sent from the United States."
sible, and, of course, they are.
Mrs. Jacob Eding. Mrs. ‘George
“In
addition
to
the
urgent
need
Lincoln
once
said,
made
him
Presital.
She
has
returned
to
her
home.
cil, collaboratedwith the Holland
But upwards of fifty thousand Chamber of Commerce, is dead. Mr.
for food, shelter and warm cloth- Jappink was the assistinghostess.
Miss Marie Smith and Gerard De dent
ing, one of the great needs in Devotions were in charge of Mrs.
Americana will die this year, most- Blakely was assistant secretaryfor Jonge of Vriesland were married
China at the present time is for I. Scherpenisse with Mrs. B. Voorly because motorists will not do the West Michigan Tourist and Re- last week Saturday in a ceremony
medical assistance,”Mr. Vanden- horst reading the scripture.The
sort association of which the well solemnized at the home of Mrs.
what la easy and sensible.
berg said. “Great danger exists mesdames Kools and Kibby gave
known Hugh Grey is the head. Hol- Harriet Smith, mother of the bride.
short talks. A business meeting
that epidemics may break out’
land is directly interestedin this The Rev. E. E. Heeren of VriesAdmiral Cary T. Grayson, na- followed the program. The “Sunwonderful organization. It has done land officiatedat the ceremony. Mutional Red Cross chairman, said shine Mittens” were also collected.
more for Western Michigan mak- sic was furnished by Miss Edna
BUSINESS
Americanofficialsin China had in- At the close of the meeting Mrs.
ing it the "Summer Playground of Ossewaarde of Grand Rapids and
• • •
formed him that 650,000 sick and Scheroenissepresented Mrs. Joe
America" than has any other ave- La Verne Huyser of Jamestown.
HsKelskamp with a gift from the
Many sweeping statements have nue before. Michigan's tourist Attendants were Miss Laurine
society for her twenty-twoyears
been made to the effect that farm- business is the second largest en- Smith, sister of the bride, and Kenof service as secretary and treasers are poor business men because terprisein the state, netting a neth De Jonge, brother of the
urer of the society.
third of a billion dollars each year groom. Mr. and Mrs. De Jonge will
"They do not keep account recThe Woman’s Study Club met
and Holland receives a share of reside in Hudsonville.Those preslast week Thursdayevening in the
ords.” As a matter of fact, many that outside business.It is be- ent at the wedding ceremony inhome of Mrs. H. W. Schutmaat
fanners have been keeping records cause of such efforts that ovals and cluded the following:Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. B. Kibby presided.The proJ.
G.
De
Jonge,
Harold
and
Floreven though the method is often
gram on "Youth of Today” was in
ence De Jonge, the Rev. and Mrs.
quite crude. While those accounts
charge of Mrs. C. White and Mrs.
E. E. Heeren and Lois Wyngarden
M. Nienhuis. Mrs. Marvin Kooiker
are worthwhile,there is an urgent
of Vriesland, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
favored the group with two solos
need for more records and for
Diepenhorst and son, Delbert Earl,
accompaniedby Mrs. I. Scherpenof
Grand
Haven,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gil
One
February
23,
1863,
two
years
them to be kept in an organized
isse at the piano.
Van Noord of Zeeland, Warren after the war began, Brady again
way so that they may be interMrs. H. W. Schutmaat, Mrs. WalSmith, Philo Gregory, Mrs. Huys- trainedhis lens on the featuresof
preted easily.
lace Kempkers and Evelyn Schuter, Mrs. Altman and Misses GenLincoln. Here we see him in remaat spent Friday in Grand RapInventoriestaken at the beginevieve and Myrtle Schut of Hudpose, part of the war behind him.
ids on business.
sonville, Mr. and Mrs. La Verne
ning and closing of each year proweary to his soul ... a wise, sadBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Joe JipHuyser
and
Miss
Elizabeth Van
vide an accurateindex of how much
ping last week, a baby girl.
Noord of Jamestown, Mr. and Mrs. dened man.
financial gain or loss has been made
Mrs. John Brink, Jr., and son reAlgar Carlman and son, Dale, of
turned Tuesday evening from the
during the year.
Detroit.
Holland hospital.
o
This method is much better than
Mr. and Mrs. John Haakma and
NAMES
OF
HOLLAND
judging the gain or loss from the
Joyce Kooiker motored to Grand
STREET SIGNIFICANT
differencein cash on hand. Most
Rapids on businesslast Monday afWM. C. VANDENBERG
ternoon.
young farmers would be badly disSenator Earnest C. Brooks, in an
Miss Mabel Lugten, bride-to-be,
homeless persons were crowding
address before the local Lions club
couraged if this method was used,
the
International Settlement and was honored at a shower given for
at
their regular meeting in the
since it is much better business for
Greater Shanghai at the present her by the Drenten sisters in the
Warm Friend Tavern Tuesday
them to pay off their debts than to
noon, stated that new names,
time, with many times that num- home of Mrs. Bud Ten Brink last
increase their bank balance.
ber scattered throughoutcoastal week Thursday evening. A two“which really mean something," if
Changes in inventories merely
given to local parks and streets,
and interior cities, towns, and vil- course luncheon was served. The
show whs* has been done, but do
guest was the recipientof many
would add a great deal to piclages that have been devastated.
not picture how or why the changes
The national chairman did also beautifulgifts.
turesque attractiveness of Holhave occurred. If a classified recThose present were: Mesdames
land.
noint out the lack of adequate
FRANK V. BLAKELY
ord ia kept of cash receipts and exhousing facilities for the homeless Jack Drenten, Jim Drenten, Bill
Among names suggested by the
penditures in addition to invenand aggravatingthe health prob- Drenten and Miss Kathleen Drenstate parka are built, and Holland speaker were the changing of Rivtories, then a fanner has a basis
lem, and that existingpublic shel- ten of Grand Rapids, Mrs. John
has received ita share of these. erview Park to De Young park,
for determining the reasons for his
ters have long been over-crowded, Wolters,Mrs. Jim Welters and
The development of our resort dis- former mayor De Young having
financial success or failure.
resultingin thousands of homeless Helen May Wolters of Graafsrhap,
trict, aside from public recreation been a member of the board of pubThirty-six such records have been spots, has been material because lic works for many years; Centenbeing forced to huddle under straw Mrs. Peter Van Dyke of Holland,
Mrs. Egle Glass of East Saugatuck,
matting shelters.
kept by fanners in Allegan county of tourist and resort publicity.
nial Park to Van Raalte Park; and
during 1987, 25 of which have been
Now it is 1864 and in the South Alleys and doorways in towns Mrs. Alyce Lines of Battle Creek,
Mr. Blakely has appeared often Windmill Park to Brieve Park.
anmmarisedby the Farm Manage- before our board of supervisors “Typically Dutch" names were Lincolnhears the steady, undimin- and cities were crowded with be- and Mrs. Wm. Drenten, Mrs. Herment. The remainder of the books and has personallysolicited funds stressed in particular by Mr. ished roar of the guns and the gasps wildered men, women, and chil- man Nyhoff, Bobby and Marilyn
should be in the county agent’s of- from our businessmen and a ready Brooks as being instrumental in of the dying while at home discon- dren, Americans on the scene re- Nyhoff, Mrs. Bert Vos and Ruth
fice very soon for checking.New response for the resort causes al- creating a great deal of color and
ported, and since railway services and June Vos, Mrs. Henry Drenten
tent rises. He is pleasant-faced and
farm account keepers are being ways greeted the genial Blakely. atmosphereabout the city. Diekehad been disrupted there was no and Sarah Drenten, Mrs. Wallace
smiling here as he tries to give his
way to evacuate them to other Kempkers, Mrs. Julius Kempkers,
added this year. Anyone interested As field representative of the West- ma St. as a name for 12th St.,
Mrs. Henry Kempkers, Mrs. Ben
can obtain a book from the county ern Michigan association for 13 Kolia Ave. for Columbia Ave., Ny- followers a note of confidence.But areas.
agriculturalagent’s office at Al- years, he covered 30 counties in- kerk Place for Graves Place, Land- who would say only four years sepa“An offer of assistance to the Lugten, Mrs. Bud Ten Brink, Misses Mabel and Florence Lugten.
legan for a very small cost.
cluding Ottawa and Allegan. Fun- wehr St. for 22nd St., Visscher St. rate this photograph and the first Japanese Red Cross was made last
Rev. Stoppels of Bethel ReformAugust by the InternationalRed
eral services were held Monday in for State St., and Mulder St. for one?
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Cross Committee at Geneva," Mr. ed church at Holland, conducted
Grand Rapids under Masonic aus- 14th St. were other substitutions
Vandenberg said, “but it had re- the Sunday evening servicesin the
MANY NEW EXHIBITS AT pices. He died at the Webster Ho- suggested by the speaker as being
plied that they were able to take American Reformed church. Rev.
reasonable for their h/istoricalsigtel in Detroitof a heart attack.
DUTCH MUSEUM
Scherpenisse preached at Bethel.
care of their own needs.
nificance.
o
Choir rehearsalof the American
“The Red Cross has become an
The local Lions organization,
Newly-electedofficers of the lointernational symbol of mercy, and Reformed church choir was held in
through
its
sponsorship
of
fthe
cal
chapter
of
the
Royal
Neighbors
The NetherlandsMuseum wi
there is great need for our co-oper- the home of Miss Evelyn SchutSociety of America, installed at a president's ball and telegrams,
celebrate its first anniversary c
ation at this time. I am sure that maat, Monday evening.
the 9th of February. It has n< meeting in the local hall last Thurs- turned over $132 to the Warm
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Schutmaat
our appeal will meet with a genday evening,included Grade, Anna Springs Foundation fund. Bernard
only survived its first year but hi
erous response, and that we who and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Klompartripled in lixe, moved into largt Zietlow; past oracle,Nellie Kleis, De Pree and George Damson were
live in such a fortunate land will ens attended the funeral of Mrs.
vice oracle, Blanche Shaffer; chan- announcedas being in charge of
quarters,and enlarged its scope
assist the sufferingand homeless J. Hooker at Muskegon last ThursLions'
Ladies’
Night,
to
be
celecellor,
Martha
De
Witt;
recorder,
include an educationalprogram f<
day.
thousands in China.”
brated
February
16.
Leona
Norlin;
receiver,
Marne
more than 4,000 school childre
Several people from here motoro
Remittances for this cause may
Beck; marshal, Minnie Serier; asemploying in this capacitysix Ho|
be sent to Mr. Otto Kramer, Treas- ed to Holland Tuesday evening to
sistant marshal, Grace Urick ; inner FIRE DOES DAMAGE TO
College students working on tl
urer, care of Holland State Bank, see and hear Ben East
FACTORY PLANT
federal government N.Y.A. projec sentinel, Carolyn Bruinsma;outer
The employees of Schutmaat’s
at Holland, or to the Zeeland chapsentinel,
Agnes
Guilford;
Faith,
This institution, unique in i
Damages estimated at upwards
ter headquarters at Zeeland, Grand IGA store were busy taking inBelle
Smith;
Courage,
Mrs.
Keller
conception and development, is tl
ventory last Tuesday.
of $1,000 were incurred late TuesHaven or Holland.
of Zeeland; Modesty, Lillian Bocks;
only one of its kind in the UniU
day when fire broke out in the
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Ten Brink, Mr.
Mrs. Mabel Vandenberg is head
States. It was designed primaril Unselfishness, Fmlricka Hertz;
Bouwer Bros, novelty shops, locatof the Red Cross in Holland with and Mrs. Julius Kempkers and Mr.
as a depositoryfor treasures thi Endurance, Kate Van Slooten;
and Mrs. Wallace Kempkers were
offices in the city hall.
manager for three years, Millie ed on US-31 on Lakewood boulewill preserve to posterity the her
vard. An overheated furnace was
Sunday evening dinner guests of
tage of the Dutch race in Amer Thorp ; flag bearer, Vera Katz, and
blamed for the blaze. Firemen laid
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Funeral
services
were
held
»t
2
musician,
Millie
Thorp.
Melva
ea. It has, however, accumulate
a hose line to a fire plug at Black
Kempkers.
p.
m.
Thursday
for
Walter
Hornthroughout the past year outs tarn Crowle and Anna Roos served as
River bridge, but the water was
The First Reformed church Woer, 79, of Central Park, vfho died
ing exhibits from virtuallyever installation officers. Prizes in
last Tuesday from complications man’s League met Monday evening
games played went to Leona Nor- frozen in the pipes, which are conpwrt of the world. Native-made a
nected directly with the river. Over
fractured hip in the home of Mrs. Herman NyHere is one of the most famous resulting from
tides from the Dutch East Indi< lin, Martha De Witt, Grace Urick,
hoff.
1.600 feet of hose were used in
and the South Sea Islands, bra* and Mrs. Hertz. A prize was also fightingthe blaze. Water was car- pictures ever made of Lincoln, tak- which he sustainedabout five weeks
Mr. William Drenten led the
ago.
Services,
held
at
the
home,
given
to
Mrs.
Kleis,
retiring
oracle.
from Spain, pottery from Sicil
ried by neighbors from Bareman en during the last years of his life were under the auspices of the Christian Endeavorer services in
and Arabia, shoes from China an Marie Huizenga, Lorinda Charter Brothers dairy, nearby, to aid in and showing a face scalded by time
Holland Masonic lodge. The body the First Reformed church. He
delft-ware from The Netherland and Lena Hooker were in charge of
extinguishing the fire.
was to be taken to Chicago for discussed the topic, “The Church
lend color to and contrastwith tY the meeting held last Tuesday.
The building was insured. Decremation. Mr. Horner, a member Needs Us.55 Maurice Kronomeyo
more drab pioneer exhibits thi
puty Sheriffs William Van Etta,
of Manistee Masonic lodge, was a er and Justin Roelofs favored with
were used in this colony nearly OTTAW A DAIRY
Henry Borr, and John Boes directnative of England. The widow and special music.
century ago.
GROUP AT PEAK ed traffic on the scene.
A Parents-Teachersmeeting was
one
son. Prof. Robert R. Horner of
Civil war exhibitsare mute e’
o
the University of Michigan, sur- held in the Auditoriumlast week
idence of the prowess of the Dutc
Tuesday evening. Rev. Wilcox of
Increasing interest is reported MUST BE MORE EXACTING
vive.
in battle. A big drum, capture
IN SCHOOL RECORDS
Allegan pave a travelogue and
from the rebels during the batt among Ottawa county dairymenin
RETURN FROM° STATE RALLY showed slides of his trip abroad.
of Tebbs Bend recalls the stoi the work of the Southeast Ottawa The Child Accounting Division of
the Departmentof Public InstrucMr. and Mrs. Frank Dekeraa and
of how Col. Moore with 250 me: Dairy Herd Inspectionassociation
Misses Jean and Dorothy Nien- Johnny of Kalamazoo spent Wedtion has requested that Allegan
and
the
West
Ottawa
association
repelledan attack of 4,000 confei
huis of MontelloPark returned nesday with Mr. and Mrs. Dekecounty be more exact in its attenderate troops, under Col. Morga: with the result that the former is
from Pontiac, Mich., where they nesday wit hMr. and Mrs. John
up to full membership with 24 ance records. It will be necessary
thus saving the city of Louisvill
sung and attended the State Young Haakha. Mrs. Dekema is spending
Ky. Eighty-eight of the 250 wei herds and 370 cows on test. There that each teacher check her
People's Fellowship Club Rally a few days in the Haakma home.
are 185 cows on test in the recent- monthly reportsvery carefully and
Dutchmen from Ottawa County.
held at the First Baptist church
Alvin Strabbing shot a red fox
Back of the Museum is an activ ly organizedOttawa group and send them to the commissioner
of which the Rev. H. H. Savage is in the woods near here last Satat
the
end
of
each
month.
These
there
is
room
for
a
few
more
memorganisation of Hollanders froi
the pastor. Dr. M. R. De Haan of urday.
must 1* mailed monthly with the
bers.
all over West Michigan who ha\
Grand Rapids gave the principle
The annual meeting of the health reports.
worked out a program that wi
address and Mr. Floyd Leary led
OLIVE CENTER
Southeast association in Hudsongive permanenceand stability to
the song services. Miss Ida Nienville January 5, was attended by YOUTH JAILED ON
movement that typifies the best
huis is the secretary and treasurThe PT-A was held at the local
MOTHER’S COMPLAINT
103 dairymen from all parts of
Dutch historyand ideals.
er of the State Young People’s school Thursday evening. John
the
county.
The
tester,
Carl
This organisation,whose pres
Robert
De
Hare,
19 years old,
Fellowship Club.
Knoll was the main speaker, his
Bjork, reported average producdent is Dr. Wynand Wichers,
was sentenced to 60 days in the
topic being, “Comparisons of Fifty
The Netheriands Pioneer and Hii tion of 8,071.9 pounds of milk Ottawa county jail for assaultand
Capt. and Mrs. James P. De Years Ago Today1’ which was en
and 362 pounds of butterfat by
torial Foundationwith its men
battery on complaint of his mother
Young and son, master Roy, have joyed by all. Two dialogues were
bership open to all of Dutch cultui cows unde|> test. According to
by Justice Peter Verduin, Grand
returned to their home in Toledo, given. Mrs. Henry Redder and
in America. This group is worl Leo R. Arnold,county agricultural Haven. He was arrested by DepOhio after a motor trip to Hol- Jack ieboer gave “The Deacon’s
ing with the federal govemmei agent, this showing will place it uty Charles Salisbury who anland, where they spent the put Decisions”and “The New Maid” by
among
the
highest
producers
in
through ita Historical Records Su
week as guest* of their parent*, Mrs. Jack Nieboer, Mrs. Menser
the state. The state average is swered a call from the De Hare
vey, headed in this district by Wi
farm. The mother told the officer
And here is Lincoln today, his Mr. and Mrs. James De Young, on Jongrijg and Mrs. Franklin Veld*
lard C. Wichers, who is also ad less than 300 pounds of butterfat
Robert had been asked to work Image preserved In statuaryform Central Ave.
beer. Music and songs was furannually. Keppel Brothers of Zeeing head of the Museum.
about the farm and declined, start—
o
nished by Mr. Palaaki. Clarence and
land won both silver cups for high
for the thousands who visit this reing an argument, and the fight folA
meeting of representative*of Julia Siamsionsand the Bakker
herd and high cow, a Holstein provered spot in LIncob memorial.
lowed.
various churches in the city
Brothers and Sisters, all from Hsr
ducing 17,556 pounds of milk and
Washington.D. C.
MAN 18 HELD FOR
o
held Monday afternoon in Trinity lem. The next program will be in
DRUNK DRIVING 616.4 pounds of butterfat.
MAN FINED FOR USE OF
Reformedchurch to make plana for April.
Officers of the Southeast asehruaxy
SLUGS IN CANDY MACHINE
the arrangements of the city’s parMr*. Symers and family and Mr.
Jesse Snyder, 28 years old, was sociation elected are WUliam Holstatute Alumni and Business Men’s ticipation in the “Worid’a Day of and Mrs. Harm Kuite are on the
arrested by Gran$ Haven police on leman of Jamestown, president; Ray Dodd, 24 years old, of Denannual dinner will be held at 6:80 Prayer” March 4. Mrs. James program committee.
a drunk driving charge after fail- Joseph Vander Velde of Zeeland, nison, Ottawa county, pleaded
p. tn. in First Methodist Episcopal Waver presided at the meet. ServMr. and Mn. Abie Van Den Berg
ing to heed the suggestion of Pa- vice president;Jacob Stroven of guilty to operating a candy vendchurch. From 150 to 200 persons ices will be held March 4 in Four- fh>m Pine Creek were the guests
trolman FerdinandKinkema that Hudsonville,directors.
ing machine by use of slugs be- are expected to attend. Heads of teenth St. Christian Reformed of their parents,Mr. and Mrs. Marbe remain out of his car a few ' Harry Sutter, Jr., tester for the fore Justice M. C. Locke of Grand committees in charge of arrangeboon to sober up. Soon after see- West Ottawa association, is to give Haven and was fined $10 and costa. ments are: Juliina Fredericks, church from 2 to 4 p. m. Mrs. G. tin Nienhuis recently.
A quiltingparty was held at the
ing Snyder, Offieer Kinkema aaw up the work on April to farm his A businessman complained of find- room decorations;Suzanne For, ta- Glupker, Mrs. A. Weller,and ]Kra.
H. D. Terkeurst were in charge of home of Mrs. Henry Redder Thunthe Snyder car gone. Snyder was homesteadin Talltnadge township. ing large numbers of slugs in the
ble decorations;Miss Ostendoro of refreshment*.
A fine time
picked up later and lodged in the A new tester has not been selec- machine. Three juveniles admitted Zeeland, nut cup committee; Maro
by all Those preunt were
sotutty jail, not having obeyed the ted. The West Ottawa group ia using slugs also but were let go
jorie Bender, -program committee;
The 8 3/4 pound son that
‘ Jtisseriadafrom Hoifast approaching records in milk with a warning from Chief Law- Helen Kraker and Margaret* Colborn on New Year’s Day to Mr.
ack Nieboer, Mn. Henand butterfatproductionset by the rence De Witt of the dty police. lins, costume directors;Winifred
and Mrs. Alonzo Bell at Bahrien, ry Redder and Mn. James Knoll.
Southeast group and keen rivalry
Westerhof, dinner music; Mrs. Arabia, hhs been named Curtis Cal- Albert Mulder, Harm Kuite and
i» growing. Dairymen wishing to
Mr. Mack Mulder of Benton Har- StoddardHamilton, musical skit: vin. He arrived on the first wed- John Browar motored to Drenthe
become members are referred to bor recentlycalled on his sisters in Elaine Wierda, Betty Boer ana
ding anniversary'of his parants. on businees Wednesday.
Mr. Arnold or 0. A. Piewa of Fruit- Holland, Mrs. Frank Van Ark and Mythelle Voorhorst, reservations ;
Mrs. Bell is a daughter of Mr. and
Mr. and Mn. Oliver Banks called
port.
Mrs. Jennie Verschure.
Kathryn Schaafama, publicity.
on their daughter, Mn. Dorothy
Mrs, M. J. Bast.

A

and childrenat Robinsoa Sat-

urday.

De

recently.

Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Banks called
their lister, Mn. Olive Brigge

on

at Grand Rapids a day last week.
Esther Timmer, who wu on the
sick list, is improving nicely.
Henry Mulder wu in Muskegon
on business recently.

& Dornbos

Vries

Co.

THE HOME OF GOOD FURNITURE
40-44 Eaat Eighth St., Holland, Michigan

Advertised Prices for Thig Sale Only!

AFTER-INVENTORY

SALE
Continues

Still

Charge Purchasewill not be

billed until

6 Seamless Willon

March 1 Statements!

Rags

-

$39.95

9xl2-fL seamless rugs of superior quality. Good patterns and
colors..Formerly priced to $69.50.

FLOOR COVERINGS — SECOND FLOOR

8 Axminster

Rags - -

$26.50

9x12 and 8.3xl0.8-ft. sizes. Values to $89 Good choice of patterns. All

first

quality.

FLOOR COVERINGS-SECOND FLOOR

looer Spring

Mattress

-

$11.95

5 Year Guarantee, inner-springrasttresa. Assorted colors and
ticking.

BEDDING DEPARTMENT-FOURTHFLOOR

- -

Ostermoor Mattress
The

$29.85

Best, unconditionallyguaranteedinner-spring m*ttres|

made. Nationally priced at

$42.50.

MAIN FLOOR

Felt

WINDOWS

- - -

Rags

Base

and

$4.99

15 different patterns for this ule only. 9xl2-ft size.

SECOND FLOOR

Samples

Carpet

-

97c to $2.50

Hundreds of Salesman’s Rug Samples,

all IVi yards long. As-

sorted patterns and quality.

FIRST

Pall-Up

Chairs

FLOOR

. . .

$4.95

25 differentStyles and cover* to choose froen. All going at
$4.95 to $7.95.

-

FOURTH FLOOR

Table aod 4
TaN* with
oak

Chairs

. .

24.95

center porcelain top and refectory leave* Solid

chairs, off-whitecolor. Other 5-pc. sets

u

u

low

$12.95.

i

- --

THIRD FLOOR

MODEL DRUG STORE
33-35 W. 8th St.-Phone 4707-Holland

Headquarters for Wheatamin Products

a

-

-

-

and

all

Vitamin Products
Camels, Luckies,

Valentine

Chesterfieldsand

-

Candy

Old Gold Cigaretts

Gilberts, Whitman

2

and Walgreen
Beautiful Heart

for

25c

$1.19 Carton

Shaped Boxes
See our assortment of Pipes,

50c

Kaywoodie, Yellow-bole,
Grabo and cheaper ones.

to

Our &>da Fountain

$5.00

i

is the

Busiest Piece in Holland.

i

-

-

wu

-

-

wu

wu

“Meet Your Friends at The Model"

NOTICE
#

If

we hive 12
left. Size 70x80 for SVC.

you «ie in need of an extra blinket,

only nnglc p*rt woole

29

left of

the double

pin wool

pliidi SI.69-

• jThii
et

will be your laet blink-

bargain opportunity for the

aeaaon.

THE
LOCAL NEWS
Arthur J. Bennlnk, senior of
Western Theological seminary, is
the first member to receive a promise of « call. The call came from
Tyre Reformed church, Waterloo
N. Y. Bennink, a graduate t
Central college,lives in Armour,

HOHANP

CITY

NEWS

VETERANS OF FOREIGN

Dayton, O, was principalipeaker
at a banquet served in the evening.
Speakers at the afternoon meeting included Atty. Gen. Raymond
W. Starr, Capt. C. J. Scavarda,
Michiganstate police safety division director; Dr. Eugene B. Elliott,
state superintendentof public instruction,and Dr. E. W. McFarland, chairman of the liquor control commission.

few weeks in Chicago, HI., and Ra- 4,828 articles of clothing consistcine, Wisconsin. In the former city ing of men's, women's,children’s
underwear, night-wear,overalls,
Because of the absence of Rev. he is to meet his sister who resides
coveralls, dresses,coats and jackH. W. Pyle, the pulpit of the Over- in North Dakota.
ets; pants, playsuits,
isel Reformed church was occupied
shirts, sheets, pillow cases, towels,
by Mr. Gerrit Rientjes in the mornIxwis Padnos attended a funeral
comforters,infants' accessories; 20
ing, and by Mr. Morris Snyder in of a relative in Chicago last week.

OVERISEL

rompers,

cords of wood and mlacellaneoas
the afternoon.Both are students
items.
in Western TheologicalSeminary.
• • •
The clothing was made by the
Mr. Julius Essink had charge of FOLLOWING REPORTS
local WPA sewing projecta and disthe
Christian
Endeavor
Monday
All you overseas ex-servicemen
* • •
tribution in thii counts was in
remember you are invited to an evening.
charge of Hugh S. Rowell, ColumMiss Marian Knowlton, who is
8. D.
Mr. and Mrs. Marius Mulder and
open V.F.W. meeting and fish frv.
employed in Holland, spent the
A report as to the distribution bia Ave.
Don’t forget to come next week, daughter, Dorothy, and Miss Mariweek-end with her parents, Mr. and
Mr. Barkema reported that supof surplus commodities in Ottawa
anne
Van
Eyck
of
Holland
were
Thursday
evening
7:30,
Feb.
10,
179
E. A. Gogolin, regional sales Mrs. Ralph Knowlton, at Fennviiie.
River Ave. above the Owl, back of guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. county for 1937 was made public plies are received from the federal
manager of the Holland Furnace
* • •
here today by Henry Barkema, surplus commodities corporation
C. J. Voorhorst, last Sunday.
Model Drug Store.
Co.; B. J. Stall, branch comptroller, Miss Annette Vender Poppen visid shipped direct to the county
• • »
Miss June Pomp, who has been Holland, district supervisorof comand Harold McLean, formerlyof ited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ERA district warehouses and local
confined
to the hospital for a week, modity distribution.
this city, but now branch manager Evert Vander Poppen at Bentheim
Our hall now is a meeting place
In Michigan the surplus com- county warehouses.Workers ashas returned to her home and is
at Kalamazoo,attended a meeting recently.Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
and recreation hall.
modity distribution project Is car- signed by the WPA then package
slowly
recovering.
•
•
•
of Western Michigan branch sales- Holde and family of Holland were
The Young People of the Chris- ried on through the cooperationof and complete plans for distribution.
men of the Holland Furnace Co. in guests at the home of Mr. and
Comrade Beider and Jillson, how
'Whenever possible retail grotian Reformed church held their the Works Progress Administration
Grand Rapids Monday.
is
the
committee
report
coming?
Mrs. Ed. Busscher.Mr. and Mrs.
a • a
annual social gathering on Friday and the state and county Emer- cery stores are used from which
Arthur Cook of Holland visited at
• * •
gency
Welfare
Relief
Administrato distribute. These stores are seThe home of Mr. and Mrs. E. P. the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
Comrade Pete and Shud now arc evening. A short program was ren- tion.
lected accordingto their geographidered, and games and refreshments
Stephan, 80 East Ninth St., was Cook, also at Bentheim, north of
the official painter and carpenter.
Distribution of the following cal locationthroughout tha cities
broken into Saturday night, but Holland.
Good work, boys, and also Dutch were enjoyed.
Albert I^ampen submitted to an food supplieswas made in Ottawa and rural areas so that deliveries
nothing was taken. Mr. and Mrs.
Hank, where did you get lost. Get
operation for rupture on Saturday county in 1937, Mr. Barkema re- can be made quickly, permitting
Stephan were not at home at the
out from under the cover, we miss
relief clients to go the shortest
Daniel Ten Cate of the firm of
morning in the Holland hospital. ported:
time the thief or thieves called,
you.
Canned beef, 1,665 pounds; dried distance possible to receive supDiekema,
Cross
and
Ten
Cate,
HolHe is recoveringnicely.
since they were visiting at the
The Young Ladies Mission Guild peas, 2,376 pounds; dried prunes, plies.
home of Mr. and Mrs. John S. land attorney,and Lloyd R. Reed,
Looking for you next Thursday,
credit manager for Home Furnace
the Christian Reformed church 8,500 pounds; fresh grapefruit, 31,"All persons are notifiedin adDykstra, 89 East Ninth St.
Harm. 67 Pickels — B 4 — me 2 of
entertainedthe members of the La- 126 pounds; eggs, 2,850 dozen;
a a a
Co., returned from Crawfordsville,
vance when and where to call and
—
Bingo.
canned
milk,
4,611
pounds;
grapedies Aid on Wednesday afternoon.
Zeeland High school officialsan- Ind., where they were on a business But the hunter failed for there was juft 5 minutes of sunshine over
Delegates from the Young Peo- fruit juice, 2,400 cans; fresh cab the commodity clerk meets them
nounced Saturday that the Zeeland trip for the load firm.
Holland at Eleven a. m. yesterday “Ground Hog Day”- Just enough
The
Indies' Auxiliary now meets ple’s Societiesof Zeeland and vic- bage, 3,966 pounds; frozen fish, at the stores and diftributeasup•
•
•
school would leave the class C
on the same evening as the men inity met in the ChristianReformed 13,490 pounds; potatoes, 27,925 plies to them. Schedules for
ranks this year in basket ball and « Walter Van Saun, 68 West 12th however to do his shadow act.
in their usual place, the G.A.R. chapel on Monday evening to make pounds; butter, 1.600 pounds; oat amounts issued are baaed upon the
plav under class B in the annual St., it was announced last week by
room, city hall.
plans for the next quarterly pub- cereal, 2,106 pounds; apples, 39,204 size of family, the nutritive value
nigh achool basket ball tournament Bertal Slagh, manager of the local
• • •
of each commodityand the normal
lic meeting. Julia Schrotenboerpre- pounds; fresh pears, 10,360 pounds;
.AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA Saturday, 7:30, Praise and Testito be held the first week in March. auto license bureau, was the first
consumption of same per average
grapes, 12,600 pounds.
Now,
ladies, don't forget to send sided at this meeting.
The Zeeland High school team has Holland motorist to purchase halfmony Service.
Clothing distribution follows: family, reads the report.
Pa
out
to meetings the same night
Mr.
Gerrit
Schaap
is spending a
year
plates
for
his
car.
Frank
been playing several B class teams
Sunday at 1:30, Sunday School.
you go.
in the season and has showed well. Rozeboom,298 West 12th St., was
At 2:30, Service of Song, Music,
• • •
Definite reasons for the shift were the second applicant. Business at
Message and Praise.
Haven't heard anything of Fennnot disclosedby the school author- the local office shows a daily inAt
6:30,
Junior
Prayer
Band.
IMMANUEL CHURCH
crease, Mr. Slagh has reported,
ities.
At 7:30, Monthly Sacred Con- viiie and Saugatuck for a long time.
C. M. Beerthuis,Pastor.
since March 1 is the absolute deadcert by the Mission Orchestra. Let’s get out,•fellows.
• •
(Services in Armory.)
line for 1937 plates. The local of"One Hour of Music." InstrumenIt was announced by Dr. W. M.
Comrade
West
should bring out
Sunday Services
tal and vocal. Brief message by
Tappan, citv health officer,last fice will be open Wednesday afterHarold, Jr., some time. We would
noons
throughout
February
to
care
George
Trotter.
week, that there is no scarlet fever
10:00 A. M. “What Believers
like to break him in early.
Tuesday, 7:30, Prayer Meeting.
epidemic in Holland at the present for the business rush.
Possess in the Day of Trouble.”
• • •
Wednesday,
7
:30
The
Young
Peotime. The officer’s statement was
11:30 A. M. Bible School.
When
do
we
eat; bring on the
Donald Daugherty of this city is
in answer to inquiries which had
6:30 P. M. Young People’sFel- ple's Fellowship club meets.
fish.
reached him concerning local cases a patient at Pocono Hayven Sani- lowship. Leader: Jean Mokma.
• • •
of the disease. At present there tarium, Pocono Mountains, Penn7:30 P.
"The Indwelling CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
After looking through the Taps
are three local families quarantined sylvania.
Christ.” Special music, and the
Services in Warm Friend Tav- column for a long, long time in tne
• • •
because of the disease.
orchestrawill play during the song
ern.
Foreign Service Magazine, we fi• • •
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. James service.
Sunday services, 10:30 A. M.
nally had our good old friend and
Miss Betty Jean McLean was a De Young, Central avenue, last
Monday, 7:30, P. M. — Men’s
Subject: “SPIRIT.”
comrade, Deputy Chief of Staff Len
week-end guest at the home of her week were Capt. and Mrs. James Prayer Meeting.
Wednesday Testimonial meeting, Merchantof St. Joseph in person,
the
Built
parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Mc- P. De Young and son.
Monday, 7:30 P. M.— Orchestra 8:00 P. M.
at our last meeting. No, not for
Lean, West 12th St. She is a stuPractice, 376 W. 21st St.
• • •
money but just a good friendly visit
dent at Milwaukee Downer semiTuesday, 7:30 P. M. — Young
According to Mr. and Mrs. John
stressing on our membershipdrive.
REP.
MILES
TO
nary, Milwaukee, Wis.
Breen, word has been received by People’s Bible Class, followed by
• • •
• t *
them that Mr. and Mrs. Edgar H. General Chorus.
RUN, HE SAYS Calling all Comrades,
calling all
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson A. Miles, Smith, missionariesto Africa, have
Thursday, February 10, 2:30 P.
660 College Ave., have left for a arrivedin England in safety. Mrs. M.— Ladies’ MissionaryMeeting. OTTAWA COUNTY WILL VOTE Comrades. Don’t forget our membership drive and remember the
trip to Pompano, Fla., and Wash- Smith was formerly Miss Nell
Thursday, 7:30 P. M. — Bible
STATE OFFICES AT losing groups put on a fish fry for
ington, D. C. At the former city Breen.
Class, prayer and praise meeting.
the winners. New and reinstated
THIS YEAR’S ELECTION
they will visit Mr. Miles’ brother,
Studies in I Corinthians.
• * •
members, don’t get caught as a
Mr. Charles Miles, and family.
Saturday,
10:00
A.
M.—
"Through
Miss Jean Elenbaas,daughter of
• • •
* * *
loser.
the
Bible
Study”
Class
for
children
(Grand Haven Tribune)
Mr. and Mrs. John Elenbaas, Sr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Deters of and Harold Volkers,son of Mr. and 5-14 years old.
• • •
At our meetings we have plenty
Hopkins, Miss Jean Hossink, and
Everyone Welcome.
Ottawa county voters will be
Mrs. Harm Volkers,were united in
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lubbers of marriage Friday morning in a cerecalled upon this year to vote for of hot air and baloney but where
Holland spent the week-end in ChiFIRST ORTHODOX BAPTIST two members to the state legisla- are the gas men ? Come, Spoor and
mony performed by the Rev. Henry
cago.
Ruid, get out.
ture — a state senator and a repreVan Dyke in the parsonage of
CHURCH
• • •
• • •
Fourth Reformed church.
sentative.
19th St. and Pine Ave.
Hello, Adolph, our good old exWhen the mercury drops toward
Present
office
holders
are
EarnDr. Chas. F. Fields, Pastor.
fire chief. Hope you didn’t lose
zero, we keep warm by turning
est C. Brooks, senator, and Nelson
Res. 359 College Ave.
too much weight at the job.
back the files 60 or 60 years and
About 135 attended the 23rd anA.
Miles,
representative.
Both
are
Phone 3923.
reading about winters that were nual meeting of the Federation of
• • •
Holland residentsand are completSUNDAY
Women’s Adult Bible classes FriLast but not least our good Com• •
10:00 A. M. Morning Worship. ing their first terms as members of
Hook and line fishing is un- day evening in Bethel Reformed Sermon subject,“Christ’sMedita- the legislature, having taken office rade Commander Tiesenga will be
there to welcome you all and if
usuallygood around Saugatuck this church. Mrs. John Wiggins was
Center-Traction Triad
tions as He Trod the Path to Cal- January 1, 1937.
winter, especiallyon Silver lake, in charge of devotions,and Mrs.
Senator Brooks is undecided as you don’t make yourself at home
vary.” Observanceof the Lord's
where many fine strings of blue- A. Nienhuis presided at the meet- Supper.
to whether he will seek reelection tell us who is to blame.
• * »
MinimizM Skidding I
gills are running exceptionallying. The Rev. C. W. Meredith,pas11:15 A. M. Bible School with in the coming fall election. He
tor of Wesleyan Methodist church,
large for this locality.
Comrade Bontikoe, if you should
classes for all. Lesson, Mark 2:13- said his decision will depend largely
Beit for lightning get*«wsy and
* * *
on a number of things, "particufortunate enough to catch 200
"Buy Up Your Opportunities,22.
A Hi-Y Congress was held last
emergency stops 1 Center-traction
larly
the
situation
in
Lansing."
His
or
300
fish
before
next
Thursday
3:00 P. M. Boys and Girls SerSaturday at Lansing. Members of for These Are Evil Times.” Mrs.
vice under the direction of Mr. L. district includes Ottawa and Mus- bring them to the hall. We might
holds
against sideways as wall as
the local delegation,which com- Jack Essenburg and Mrs. Harold
kegon counties.
need them for our fish fry.
Mulder.
posed a part of the 820 students Mokma rendered a vocal duet. A
forward
slides. T3et full protection
Ren. Miles gave indication today
6:30 P. M. Young Peoples Serwho attended, were Robert Spaul- welcome was presented by Mrs.
that
he
will
seek
reelection.
against slippery going
. now/
vice. B.Y.P.U.
ding, Lerov Alder, Charles Stop- B. Naberhuis on behalf of the en"I expect to be a candidate for
7:30 P. M. Gospel Service. Serpels, and Clarence Harris, students, tertaining class, and speeches were
reelection
as
representative
of
Otmon subject .“Saved; for How
and Leon N. Moody, gymnasium in- given bv retiring president, Mrs. A.
tawa county in the fall election unDouble Insulated Carcass
Long?" Special music.
structor at Holland high school. Nienhuis, and newly-electedpresb
less there are some unforeseen deMONDAY
The meeting was held to acquaint dent, Mrs. MargaretMarkham. A
7:30 P. M. Monthly meeting of velopments,” he said.
for Extra Safatyl
delegates with parliamentary pro- social hour and refreshments conThe two members of the state
the Deacons.
cluded
the
meeting.
cedure. Dr. Frank D. Slutz of
legislature
will
enter
the
primary
TUESDAY
Thousands of fatigue-proofcords
2:30 P. M. Ladies Prayer Circle electionin September and if suc. . . insulatedin live rubber . . •
cessful
in
gaining
the
nomination
at the home of Mrs. Knipe.
FOR SALE: — A few blanketsthat
7:30 P. M. Business and social they will be voted on in the fall
cushions of heat-rssisting
we can offer at tremendously low
meeting of the Men’s Bible Class election. Brooks is a Democrat prices.Save 51c on each blanrubber between plies
. minimise
and Miles is a Republican.
at the Parsonage.
ket. |2.39 double part-wools for
To have their names placed on
WEDNESDAY
heat and friction
. most common
$1.88.
Mass
Furniture Co., 50
7:30 P. M. Mid-week Prayer the ballot in the fall primary, both
West 10th St., Holland.
causes of dangerous blowouts 1
Service. Family night for the candidates will have to file peticlt4
tions, containing signatures of a
church.
Liberal Allowaiu* for Your OldTIrM
8:30 P. M. Gist of the Bible certain number of voters. Brooks FOR YOUR Windstorm insurance
Ask about Wards Paymant Plan
is
required
to
file
his
petition
with
we have the Michigan Mutual
School lesson given by the Pastor.
the secretary of state. Miles will
WindstormInsurance Co. of HasFRIDAY
tings, Michigan. William Kooy7:30 P. M. Friday Night Bible file his petition only with the clerk
ers, Holland
c2t5
Class in synthetic study of the of Ottawa county at Grand Haven.
Word of God for all Bible lovers
We are glad to announce that
Finest Health Foods— Eat Plenty of
These
who wish to come. Class taught The followingpersons paid fines
last week for traffic violations, ac- we have bought the Sam Dykstra
by the Pastor.
Low Prices will Save on your Food Budget.
cording to Police Chief Frank Van feed business; and that we have
(A hearty welcome to all.)
• • •
Ry: Fred Vos and Clarence Tuber- made arrangements with Sam Dykgen, failure to stop at ston street, stra whereby he makes all our
CITY MISSION
California Sunkiat Navel
$3 each; Ed Stielstra,speeding,$5; feed, so as to avoid anyone to have
51-53 E. 8th St.
to make a change.— A rtz and De
and Harold Tanis, parking with
Telephone 3461.
Boer, 275 E. 8th St., Holland.
Sideways Skidding MJnfo- Blow-Out Danger
Geo. W. Trotter, Superintendent.gine running, $3.

WARS

SENT IN BY

HENRY BARKEMA

CHURCH NEWS

REDUCED

TIRE PRICES

Get Our Prices First Before

M.

Buying Your

You Need ALL

Tires

Safety Features

Wards

into

First Quality

ON

j

MU

.

.

ft.C.THOMAS STORES
FRESH

.

.

.

.

VFRUITtVEGETABlES

agent.

Them.

ORANGES

2

large

ICEBERG HEAD
LETTUCE
Celery Hearts 2
Fresh

Pure Cocoa

5c

bunches

15c

9

ib.

«

can

ov?n°Ss

Rolled Oats

jr

O

lb.

bag

19c

do. 2
cans

25c

BREAKFAST FOODS
CREAM OF WHEAT, Ige. pkg. 23c
RALSTON CEREAL — pkg ..... 23c
WHEATENA— large pkg .........23c

WOLVERINE
RUSKS

pkg

LUMBER BARGAINS
2x6, 2x8, 2x10 — $30.
Shearing, $30.00, Shiplap, $30.00.
Boards, rough, $34.00.
Get our prices on Barn shingles
and rough Hemlock and white
pine Barn Boards. Anythingyou
want in Yellow Pine, White Pine
and Fir lumber at lowest prices.
We deliver anywhere.
All Types of Insulation.
Bolhuis Lumber and Mfg. Co.
200 E. 17th St
Holland. Michigan.

Expires Feb. 19—17123

The Probate Court

SALAD

for the Coun-

At a session of said Court, held
at the Probate Office in the City of

DRESSING

Grand Haven in said County, on
the 24th day of January A. D.,

Tripoint — Fresh

Creamy —

1938.

qt. jar

fA«t$ Graft Uatj*

28c

os.

9
O

can
tall

cani

COLORS FOR SALE

15c
2Qc
14c

14 oz. bottle

QUICK-SERVE BEANS

15c!

13c
3

cans

25c

CJHOMAS STORES
82 West Eighth Street

FURNACE FIRING

ty of Ottawa.

MARSHMALLOWS **•!> Bulk

FOODS

EASIER AND LESS FREQUENT

STATE OF MICHIGAN

3 pkgs. 25c

ASPARAGUSCh,n”c"‘0r"n 15
SUNSHINE BRAND MILK

CLAPP'S BABY

Phone 31

Holland

[25 East Eighth Street

Hemlock, Rough or dressed, 2x4,

color la •very sense of the much leu fondneu for the strong
L-j word la found. here-a display primary colors than tome of tha
of gorgeous dyes In a native market other Indian races. They often toned
ta tke highlandsof Pern. The maiv down yellow with green or brown;
nfacture of dyes, however. Is no gave to reds and pinks a rich plum
modern idea of tha Indian*—their or delicate mauve cut; and Introancestors back In Inca and avan pre- duced a greenish tinge to some of
Inca days were past muter* In the their bine shades. In wearing,thus
art of dyeing. Althoogh wool aal lovely shadu were combined with
even cotton, we are told, 1* thou the utmost aklU— and daring. Tha
day* were endowed by nature with ancientweavers employed In a sinvarious lovely tints, the Indians gle pattern colors which many of ns
found these natural colors too som- moderns would never think of using
ber for a steady dial and acoorfr together and they did It successfully
tngty brewed themselveslovely dies —the secret being the Introduction
from plants and aatiy* substances of black outline* between the most
clashing colors. The fabrics on dis—wisely Introducing minerals
mordants to maks colors deep and play In tha museums included In the
lighCeeelng programs o* the weekl}
«t
Them early paoplu also loved to cruises to Peru are excellent exammix their oolore-eooalnglyhaving ples of perfect color harmony.

T GOAL

CATSUP

Montgomery Ward

Made by

2 8-oz. pkgs. 13c

SNIDERS

House. 315 West 13th

Inquire Isaac Kouw
81 West 8th St, Holland.

23c

KELLOGG’S CORN FLAKES—

heavy,Insulated corcaeel

porch.
Real Estate,

.............

large pkg. 10c

ry. Phone 9745, collect HOL-

St. Well shaded, screen

Hekman

MALT-O-MEAL— pkg ...............22c
QUAKER OATS— large pkg. ..20c
POST TOASTIES —

.

fztd by rubber dipped cord* III'

Stock owners. Free
•ervic* given oh dead or disabled
horses and cows. Notify us prompt-

LAND RENDERING WORKS.

12c

£

SELEX —

Around America

5c

Grapefruit Libbv °

WHEAT

Traveling

15c

can

K

riad by Rivaold#*’ four hu»ky rlbe
. and c«nt*r tractionl

ATTENTION—

FOR RENT—

bunch

lb.

Sandwich

plt4

.

head

Carrots
Ambrosia
Brand

Mm*

45c

doz.

u

'

Present: Hon. Cora Vande Water, Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Henrietta J. Stone, Deceased.
Theron A. Stone having filed in
said court his petition praying that
the administration of said estate
be granted to himself or to some
other suitableperson.
It is Ordered, That the 23rd day
of February, A. D., 1938, at ten o clock in the forenoon. -be and is
hereby appointed for hearing said
petition;
It is Further Ordered, That public notice thereof be given by publication of a copy of this order,
once each week for three successive
weeks previous to said day of hear

ing, in, the Holland City News, i
newspaper printed and circulated
in said county.

CORA VANDE WATER,
Judge of Probate.
A true copy:

WITH

Soot
7Ld Small

yio

7b Smalm

GAS COKE
THE CLEANER FUEL

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU
. - ORDER A TON TODAY • •

GAS COMPANY
OR YOUR LOCAL FUEL DEALER

-

Harriet Swart,
, Register of Probate.
•'Y-

Van Loo, Sunday,

home on Thelma Boven, Gretchen Holkeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa of Bay City, national eommittaewill itep right out of the picture
boor, and Jacqueline Boven were City’s
man and cnalrman of the state
and he will be heir to the tljrune.
Americaniam committeeof the leAn almoet identical aituatioV exIf??? Mrs. Huixenga and sons, Henry winners of prises in games played.
Huixenga and Peter Pluim, and Mrs. Westerhof and Miss Henrietgion. H. C. Dickman will be toaatists in England. The next in line
Walter Sneltekop, saleman, paid granddaughter, Elaine Van Loo of ta Westerhof were in charge of
LEGION
maater for the banquet and speakto the imperial throne ia little
nne and costa of &16 in court of Holland were the guests of Mr. refreshments.June Witteveen,
ers will include District CommitteePrinceaa Elisabeth. Should a son
severely.C. E. Alyer of West 20th
Justiceof Peace John Galien yes- and Mrs. Frank Huixenga, Zee- Jacki Marcusse, Jean Rose Kalkman Homer Fisher of Grand Haven.
be born to the King and Queen,
terday when he pleaded guilty to land. Friday.
man, Elaine Nienhuis, Myra FortDepartmentVice Commander Fred
however, Elixabeth would have to
a charge of having possessionof
“r 'hlch
Monnell of Jackson. Col. J. G.
move aside, despite the fact that
While on her way to work at the ney, Thelma Boven, Bertie Visser,
’ (Continued from Page 1)
Uegal gaming devices.
Emery of Grand Rapids, the auxil- u
the whole empire has adjusted itGeorge Van Eenenaam grocery Lois Miles, Gretchen Holkehoor,
, Woodruff has returned to
TTWWWyWTWTfWTTTfTWTTTWTf
Justice John Galien filed papers
iary diatrict presidentand the aux- Holland, after having been a pastore, Zeeland, Miss Helen* Van Shirley Kolean, and Alvemo Mast to remain loyal to the city and Mr. self to the idea of having another
i.|i ifying his intenton of seeking
Lyons, and stuck by the option of Queen Elixabeth,and likes it
Thee regular
re
meeting of the Post iliary state vice president,Mrs. N. tient at Ann Arbor hospital for
Eenenaam had the misfortune of were present at the affair.
KH'ection to the office of justice
will be held on next Wednesday, J. Danhof of Zeeland.
a few weeks.
falling on the icy walk, resulting Melvin Huyser, Ottawa St., who 30 days. Mr. Mahan said he underPf.80*1- Wednesday,in the office
Probate Judge Cora Vande Wa- February 0th.
in n badly sprained knee. She is recently underwent a seriousoper- stood the contract would not be
of City Clerk Oscar Peterson in new recovering at her home on
ation at Zeeland hospital, is recov- let until either Mr. Lyons or the ter has indicated that she will
the city hall.
Comrade Gua De Vries and his
East Central Avenue, Zeeland,hav- ering at his home.
city had the land. He stated the waive jurisdiction in the matter of
A “Lincoln Pay’ program is be- ing the member in a cast.
land would really be useless to a 16-year-old Zeeland youth who Is able assistants will provide the
Mrs. Ray Van Haitsmn,injured
ing arranged by Harry Weaver
Rev. A. Jabaay, Zeeland, sub- her ankle recently when she fell on Mr. Lyons unless the contract is charged with having taken inde- pastime and provender.
and Neil Nvhoff for the meeting of
• • •
awarded to him, and although this cent liberties last Decemberwith a
mitted to an operation on his nose
Lincoln school PT-A to be held nt the office of Dr. Huixenga in the ice as she was about to enter contract is not yet let, he purchas- 4-year-oldgirl, after she has inA regular meeting of the Ottawa
North Street Christian Reformed ed the island to protect his pros- vestigatedthe case. It will then be
February 8 at 7:30 p. m.
Holland, Wednesday morning.
County Council was held at Zeechurch here.
turned over to the court of Justice land, Thursday, Feb. 3rd, too late
pective contract.
—
Zeeland
Record.
Clarence Van Wieren. son of Mr.
John Galien for disposal.
A! Luurtsema this week moved
for the results to be publishedhere.
Mr. Lyons, it appears, has been
and Mrs. Fred \ an Wieren of WauRev. P. Walters, a former Borkaxoo, has returned to Ummig
- _____
_______of
_____
_ his family from the second-floor "playing ball" with the city all
culo boy,
now pastor
the ______
Prairie
A surprise party was held re- It is a long time from New Year’s
ter having spent a few days at the ^'ty, Iowa. Chr. Ref. church, is rooms of the C. Ten Harmsel home through and even now is willing to
cently by a group of friends at the
home of his
now considerino*
r»ll« fmm
considering calls
from tum
two on Fast Cherry street, Zeeland, give the city all but a small porhome of Mr. and Mrs. John Sag- Day to Memorial Day. they’ve cut
Prayer Day in two, but theh we
A son, Gordon James, was born churches. One is from the Central into the residence of Peter Pe Witt tion of the island for less than he gers, on US-3IA.
can look forward to an invitation
Saturdayin St. Mary’s hospital. Avo Chr Ref. church of Holland, on Ottawa street, recentlyvacated paid for it.
by
Corev
Bosch,
and
Sam
Beverfrom the Auxiliary anyway.
Grand Rapids to Mr. and Mrs. and the other is from the Platte,
The governmentengineers,it is
• • •
South Dakota Chr. Ref. church. He
.wi" n,10Ve here from Hnl- understood,would not let the conJames Hoeksema of this city.
Oil
is the son of Mrs. P De Groot of an” lntn tae r0001* vacated by tract until the city or someone reInstruments for the new druih
The Rev. and Mrs. Henry Harms
Luurtsema.
and bugle corps being organised
sponsible owned the island to asand daughter. Marilyn Ruth, have Borculo.
among Sons of the American Lesure
dumpage.
Mr.
Mahan
stated
Mrs.
Margaret
Bronson
of
Colon.
returned to their home in Weston.
Mr. and Mrs Neal Dombos and
gion at Grand Haven, are on disthat
all
Mr.
Lyons
wanted
the
isNeb., after having spent the pa-*! childrenof Holland spent Sunday iM,rh- w"' n r'‘Cf'nt vsitor at the
lay at thd Pellegrom - Kinkema
two months with her parents. Mr. afternoon and evening here the home of Mrs. B. Neerken and Miss land for was to protect his prosi,umiture store in that city, where
pective contract,and in order to
and Mrs. H. J. Boone.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. Roze- Ann Neerken, Zeeland
they are attracting considerableatassure the government that the
An organ recital will be present- ma at their home on Central AveA group of relatives were enter- place for dumpage was available.
tention. The group representsabout
(Continued
from
Paire
One)
nue.
Zeeland.
ed Sunday nt 4 p m. in Hope Mem20 West 8th St— Holland, Mich.
tained at the home of Mr. and
$325, part of which is paid for by
Mr.
Oudemool
contended
that
orial chapel by Kenneth Osborne.
Lawrence Mulder of North Blen- Mrs. Peter Pe Pree. last Sunday,
Mr. Lyons had told the committee the Boeve Main Oil “twins,” John the American Legion, the remainHope college director of music. don. left here Tuesday evening by including their daughter. Florence
der by the 29 boys forming the WUJ-iWWJ.
Bach and Wagner selectionswill train, for Hollywood, California.Do Pree of Grand Rapids, Mr. and that there was no special hurry, yid Russell;the master mechanic corps. There are eight snare drums,
and that he would always play of Warm Friend Tavern, John Masbe featured.
where he will visit his sister. Mrs.' Mrs. Harold Pe Pree and Mrs.
two bass drums, two pairs of cymfair with the city of Hollxnd. Mr.
Miss Maibelle Geiger, head of Pena Romeyn. formerly of Holland. Kate Pq Pree and Lois. Harold, Oudemool stated that what he selink; D. B. K. Van Raalte,pres- bals, 16 bugles and a baton. The
ident
of
the
Limbert
Furniture
Co.;
the Latin departmentof Holland
At a meeting of Hope church and David, all of Holland.
wanted to know was what the George Steketee of Heath town- boys range in age from 9 to 16
high school, addressed memtwrs of Women's Missionary Society held
Miss HenriettaMeeuwsen, the eventual expense in acquiring the ship; W. A. Hower, president of years. It is hoped that the boys
the Hope College classicalclub Wednesday afternoon in the home daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pan island would be. There would be
will make their appearance on
IT’S
Wednesday afternoon in Hope of Mrs. George F. Kollen,Mrs. W. Meeuwsen of Rockford, and Mr. an expense of extending Pine Ave. the Commonwealth Pipe Line Co.; Memorial day when they march in
Hile
Medberry;
T.
J.
Weaver
of
Memorial chapel, on the subject J Olive reviewed the book "Mecca John Katt of Muskegon Heights and by the same token, the sewer
the parade and they will take part
the Grand Rapids Gas-LightCo.;
“Roman Writing Materials."
and Beyond" by Edward and Rose were united in marriage at Mus- system would have to be extended; Paul Scholten, head of the Holland in other occasionsas an important
Herman Prins, 43 East 20th St.,
' odd. Mrs. Eldon Pick was in k^p-on Heights, last Friday, and and furthermore the streets running Oil Transport Co. “which hauls all musical group in Grand Haven.
has filed with City Clerk Oscar charge of devotions and President will make their home at that nlace. East and West, such as 5th, 4th our oil to Muskegon"; Gerrit While the lads have their instruA REDUCTION OF 15% in the coat of a high-grade article la
ments, it is another matter to get
Peterson in the city hall his peti- Mrs. George A. Pelgrim presided.! Mrs Katt was a resident of Zee- and 3rd, would also have to be exScholten.his brother; Jon Blythe,
a worth while saving. That ia the opportunity which the Trava playing corps ready in a few
tion to become a candidate for the Mrs C J. Pregman paid tribute land for iome time making her tended, connecting up with Pine
Muskegon. Oil Well Supply Co.; months. That is next to impossielers is offeringyou on Automobile LiabiUty Insurance. If, unoffice of police and fire commis- to the late Mrs. Helen S. Wing, home with Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Ave.
Len Stallkamp, Zeeland; A1 Berg- ble.
der such an insurance policy covering a private passenger car
sioner. James Borr, 198 West 18th member of the group. The mes- Hieftje while employed in Zeeland
He estimated the cost altogether horst, Zeeland; ’’Siamese Twins"
(except fleets) written on or after February 1, 1938 for a period
St., and Thomas White, 211 West dames F. R. Allen, A. T. Godfrey, some time ago.
would be more than $150,000.00, Henry Allen of Bumips Comer
of one year, no Bodily Injury Liability or Property Damage LiNinth St., have already been an- J. F. Pryden, J. Lewis, J. S. Dyk$20,000 of which would be the cost and Sim B, Hood of Detroit: L. L.
A beautifulangel food cake covability loss has occurred, the policyholderwill receive at thg
nounced as candidatesfor the office. stra. A. C. Keppel, and Joseph
for sewers for Pine Ave. The latter Breene of Zeeland: Morton Keeney ered with white frosting was preend of the policy year a return of 15% on the premium for such
Mr. Prins, well known in local Pykstra were in charge of refresh- rFI.F.BRATESBIRTHDAY AT amount was refuted when Mr.
insurance.
of the Imperial Oil Refining Co.; sented to the Grand Haven Tribune
sporting circles, runs the Prins ments.
ZEELAND SATURDAY NIGHT Brouwer contended that the price and F. C. Anderson of Muskegon. staff by Mrs. John Van Herwynen
Safe Driving is its own reward. By avoiding aeddent you
gasoline station on East Eighth
Mr. Oudemool put on this exten- The "four co-discoverersof oil in appreciationof the co-operation
A party was held Monday afteravoid painful and costly injuries to yourself and others. To get
St.
that
had
been
given
to
the
AmeriMiss
Fanny
Wnudstra
celcbrsied
sion
of
Pine
Ave.
sewers
was
abin this territory"were presented
.
.
Leona Joyce Westerhof
t monetary return for safe driving, in the form of a reduction
Mr. tnd Mrs. Andrew Meeuwsen j at her home on Fast 18th St., the her bithdav anniversary la«t Sat- surd. It was understood that the next with a littletoken of appre- can Legion auxilary of ^Jrand
in the cost of Automobile Insurance,is to receive a double reward.
ol Holland called on their uncle occasion
j,er ei^f^
urday evening hv giving a narty city engineer figured that all the ciation — a plaque containing a Haven, free sample fair by the ediand aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Martin day anniversary.June Witteveen, for a number of relatives and her sewers in the extension project beautifulpair of wooden shoes and torial, advertisingand businessdeTake advantage of thia offer. Insure in THE TRAVELERS
fnenda nt her home on Lncoln St.. would involve only $20,000. This an accompanyinginscription, which partments. After the paper was
Drive Carefully
Save Money!
Zeeland.
would include a 3x7-inch reinforc- read, “The City of Holland, honor- "put to bed,” the force gathered
, at its first anniversary around to partake of the cake, which
Among the mvited gn»sts were ed concrete sewer pipe for Pine ing
Mr "nd Mrs. Hprman Telgenhoef Ave., 12-inch storm sewer pipe for celebrationof the discovery of oil, was five inches high, and sufficientand Mr. and Mrs. Ralnh Telgenhoef 5th St., and an 8-inch storm sewer Groundhog Day, 1938." Hugh Cri- ly large to be passed severaltimes.
der, geologist, was presented with —Grand Haven Tribune.
of Granrt Ramds: Mr «nd Mrs. pipe for 3rd St.
«•••
• • •
tHSURAHCE REAL
Aid. Smith also was enthusiastic the first plague. He was intro'Herman Telgenhopf and the Misses
Americanism
will be the theme
for
the
purchase
of
the
island.
He
duced by the Hon. Gordon H. Van
rena and Anna Telgenhoef of 7oe.
The .S*ie4.?riT*r RfW8rd P,8n provide* for a return of 15
land; and Jnrrv and Connie Tel- stated, “We have delayed altogeth- Eenenaam, formerly 23rd district of the Lincoln day banquet to be
per cent of the Annual Premium provided no Iom occurs under
Corner College Ave. and 8th Street
er too long, and even now we may state senator. Mr. Van Eenenaam given by Zeeland AmericanLegion
genhoef of Holland.
• policy during the 12 months it ia in force. This appliesto
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
PHONE 2120
post
Feb.
10
in
the
city
hall.
The
i
8nd renewed in this state on or after February
The evening was spent in a have lost it." He says, "If that is stated that he felt the present oil main speaker will be Les Kefgen
the
case the aldermenwill have boom in W’estem Michigan was
soeiahle way includin'* delicious
future regrets, for by purchasing only a beginning of what yet rerefreshments, and all had n very
the island it was protecting its mains to be discovered.Additional
Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company
enjoyable time. Miss Woudstra
own
interests at a very reasonable factors which led to Mr. Van Eenewas presented with a fine birthday
price.”
naam’s optimistic view were the
gift.
and
It seems that one matter was not
facts that the industry is on a
&AAAAAAAAAAA4AAAA« A * « AAA stressed at the meeting and that competitive basis, and that HolLondon Guarantee and Accident Company
ACCIPT TN»S AMAXINA •VAKANTM
was that these improvements land lies close to the water, where
COUNCIL
could come eventually;that if the transportationis available. Mr.
vt wr knew an
oat mma
Represented By
island was acquired and the fill-in Crider was consoled by Mr. ConMayor Geerlings opened the made, then these improvements nelly, who stated that the wooden
would become a project that could shoes would now divert the woodmeeting with prayer.
be done in easy stages, but in the peckers from his head to his feet.
• • •
meantime Holland would be owner Since oil was first found, proThe MichiganGas and Electric of the property, while if private
duction valued at about $1,000,000
Co. gave one of (heir fine reports,
KING S
6 EAST 8TH ST.
HOLLAND
parties owned it Holland would has been yielded, which brings
TELEPHONE 4616
which was submitted to the Board
eventually have to go to them to about $100,000 per month.
of Public Works.
get any part of it.
Mr. Gerrit Vander Leest, native
• • •
Anyway, Mr. Brouwer contended of The Netherlands,Bob Lentz, of
Rev. Yonker of Sixteenth St. that this new project would fill in the firm Lentz and Miller of MusChristian Reformed church sent in a frog pond and obliterate a cess kegon. and Herman Miller, “the
BUEHLER BROTHERS Rk
a letter sUting that the members pool, and Holland could derive much hog-callerfrom Illinois,”were also
KING
69c
of the congregation would comply benefits from concessions that recipients of wooden “klompen.”
HOT DATID
with the city’s request,and park would help eventually to pay for
Other guests introduced were
LILY
HENKEL S
only on one side of the street dur- improvementsthat the city might Earl Roff of Muskegon; John Rob93c
lb. bog
3 1b. bog
ing services.
contemplate
making
in
the
way
inson
of Muskegon;F. J. Carsxctl• • •
of extending streets, dockage, pos- lin, Saginaw: E. G. Fox, Allegan;
99c
It was suggested by the Mayor sibly a yachting basin, and other Arthur T. Shaw, Grand Rapids;
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Area

Points To Wealth

TLfT

YONKER'S

Speakers Believe

MONEY IN Y0II8 POCKET

-TO

I

„

»»

DRIVE CAREFULLY!

„ nooP
thpir

,

-

-

'J.ftrmdxhmLIm.

A Guaranteed Reward

ESTATE

iom

1

a

KROGER

NOTES

Visscher-Brooks Ins. Agency

~

SINCERITY

SPOTLIGHT

O 5c

^
COFFEE FLOUR
S FLAKE HOUR
WHITE OR

FRIDAY & SATURDAY SPECIALS
FANC1T YEARLING
BREAST

LAMB

SHOULDER
ROAST

CHOICE

LAMB

OR NECK

CHOPS

LEGS

STEW

Choice Cuts

RIB or LOIN

TRIMMED

5c

10c

UVzc

15c

GOLMAR 0LE0
FANCY

LEAN

CHOICE

RIB

POT

CHUCK

ioi/2c
LEAN
ROUND

BEEF

ROAST

ROAST

STEAK

11c

14c

17c

23c

BACON

Sugar Cured
Hickory Smoked

Special
Prices

PORK

FAT

10c

PORK LIVER

that people aid in preventing slipping on slipperywalks by putting
sand on the ice. Aid. Smith suggested that sand be put at intervals in the different blocks so people in those blocks could readily
get the sand to sand their sidewalks with. This undoubtedly will
be done if the thaw does not melt
away the ice.
• • «

projectsthat might present them- Charles F. Bacon, Roland Hill, and
selves.
Adrian Zommer, Grand Ranids; Mr.
Mr. Huyser said, “Why be excit- Wolters of Saginaw; R. E. Breen
ed? The island is now available, of Mt. Pleasant, of the Michigan
and now that Lyons has it there Oil and Gas News, who gave a word
is plenty room for dumpage.”
of appreciation;Joe Shaguay of
Aid. Prins stated, “I sincerely Holland;W. C. Curd of Grand
hope that the aldermen see their Rapids; Ward Taylor,who has opway clear in purchasing this is- pened a welding shop at 207 West
land without delay tonight. If they 13th St.; Jack Killan of the Dowell
do not do this it would seem that Oil Co.; George Hunt, Pere MarAid. Prins made a plea for a Jack Lyons has more faith in our quette division freightagent; Paul
playground on the East end. The city and its prospectsthan we have. C. Stevens, Muskegon; George
city owns a large tract west of the This expenditure is for only $2,- Schutmaat, Hamilton ;C.H. Maynard,
Holland Gas Co. plant at 12th and 000. However, a few years ago, district manager of the OilWellSup13th Sts. It was suggested that when the depression was at its nly Co.: Paul Elliott of the MusCity Engineer attempt to make worst, we thought $20,000 small kegon Chronicle; Henry Carpenter
the converting of this space a with which to buy a fair grounds. of Muskegon; Henry Kraker; A.
WPA project,and that tennis We find now that a few years later R. Beltman of Muskegon.
courts he installed there for the it was a very fine purchase, when
T. C. Dalman of the People's
older folk and swings, shuffle- we see that our cemeteryfacili- State Bank. Holland; Henry Maentz
boards,and other recreational feat- ties are entirely inadequate; and of the Holland State Bank; Mr.
ures for the little ones. Aid. Bult- now we delay in taking a step that Coture of the Globe Oil and Refinman suggested that it be left to is equally as important, that will ing Co.; A. D. Cremons of the Imthe PlaygroundCommission.Mr. cost us between $1,000 and $2,000." perial Oil Co.; Ray Willitson. drillPrins stated he did not care under
Mr. Drinkwater then asked that er; Ray Smith, Sinclairdistribuwhat head it came, as long as there a vote be taken to see how the al- tor for the Holland area; Glenn
was quick action on it. Mayor Geer- dermen stood. When the vote was Henry of Virginia Park; Joe Viclings stated."We will see that it taken there were six aldermen for tor and Joe White of this city;
goes in good hands." The proposal, the purchase, namely Prins, Kleis, John Rooks of Rooks Transfer;
supported by Alderman Kleis, Drinkwater, Kalkman, Brouwer, Carlton Cady of the Grand Rappassed unanimously.
and Smith. Refusing to vote were ids Herald; Nick De Vries of Hol• • •
Aldermen Oudemool, Bultman, and land.
The Standard Oil Co. at 16th Huyser. There not being a major- Mayor Henry Geerlings, who
•St. ami River Ave. asked the priviity of the aldermen-elect voting, came late after a stormy council
lege of moving their electric sign the motion to buy was lost. The session;H. J. Lampen; Charles E.
to make it more conspicuous.The same conditionprevailedas earlier Myler of Muskegon; M. S. Bangs
matter was left to the ordinance in the evening, when the >vote of Ann Arbor; Jeff Shank of Grand
committee.
stood 6 and 3 on Kalkman's motion Rapids; Jake Hobeck of Virginia
• • »
to submit the purchase of the tan- Park; Henry Plaggemars of this
In Wednesday night's council nery property to a vote. As was city; Ralnh Pinchard of Zeeland;
session, City Attorney Elbem Par- stated before, 12 aldermen are Dr. W. F. Roos, Jamestown; Mr.
sons was left the authority to co- elected, 6 constitutesa tie, but in Smith, driller; R. L. Barr, Michiordinate with school officials in the latter case, 3 aldermen refus- gan Lease and Royalty, Highland
both city and county, in an effort ed to vote, 2 of them were in Flori- Park; Walter Stringer, Allegan;
to reach a decision on the suit of da, and one vacancy exists. Had all J. C. Miller, Muskegon;Rufus Van
the Salvatmn Army, in which the the aldermen been present and the Noord and Henry Van Noord of
Army sccks exemptionof about vacancy filled,then in a case of Jamestown; Peter Veltman, Hol$2,500 on its building, which is lo- 6 to 6 the Mayor would have had land City News correspondent; A.
cated on Central Ave.
to decide the vote by casting his W. McKee, Muskegon; Mr. Telhofvote, but this was impossible. City er, Muskegon; Louis Wood, HolLEGION BAND
Attorney fully explained this when Evening Sentinel; Bill Slats, Grand
RICHER BY $300 Aid. Brouwer attempted to table Rapids; F. W. Kaylor, Detroit;
the proposal and Mr. Parsons stat- Grant and Clare Reynolds, Grand
l»
ed that such a motion could not Rapids; Tom O’Toole, Muskegon;
lectures given Tuesday night at the
be tabled when it had not passed. and Ray Webb, Tina Drilling Co.
local armory by Ben East, outdoor
o
Speakers were Mr. Charlea Van
editor of the Grand Rapids Press.
Kuren of Lansing, presidentof the
The lecture, entitled, "The Land DUTCH JOYFUL
Independent Gas and Oil Co., who
AT BIRTH OF
of Midnight Twilight,” was preGIRL MONDAY stated that his organizationwas at
sented to two audiences,one at 7
present investigating Ihe recent
and the other at 9 p. m.
Netherlands is celebratingenthu- price-cutin oil in the state, and
Jacob N. Lievense, president of siastically, but with some mental
promised that the “lid would be
the Holland Fish and Game club, reservation,the birth to Crown
announced today that about $300 PrincessJuliana of a daughter who pried off soon.” He also predicted
an increasein shipments of Michwill be realized on the lecture which one day may be queen.
igan oil to foreign countries.Mr.
will all be turned over to the AmThe mental reservationconcerns Jack Smoots, Cleveland Ohio of
erican Legion band, for whose ben- the fact that the people as a whole,
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, expressefit the performance was given. J. without being ungracious about it,
C. Rhea, former president of the rather wanted a prince, so that in ed his wish that the Salem field
would prove highly successful.C.
club, gave a brief speech. Mr. East due course they might once again
was introducedby Mr. Lievense at be ruled by a king insteadof by a H. Rign, district manager of the
state departmentof conservation,
the first performance and by Sipp third generation of queena.
stated that the Salem field was the
Houtman,secretaryof the Fish and
The present sovereign, Wilhel- first field in the state in consistent
Game club.
mina, has governed the country Traverse production.He added that
The lecture was a moving picture for close to half a century.She
there was no reason why Dundee
projectionof Mr. East’s recent trip will in natural course be succeeded
production in the very near futura
to the Hudson Bay country. Mr. by Juliana who, in turn, will be
will likely be a reality.
East’s son, “Davie,” served as op followed by the new princeaa—unIn conclusion,Mr. Connelly urgerator for the occasion. The lec less a son is born to Juliana.
ed those present to make the Chamture was Mr. East’i 65th, it havUnder the law of royal succes- ber of Commerce their clearinging been presented up to date to sion the boys get the breaks.
house for oil problems, and urged
some 41,000 persons. It^Was sponOn the baaia of importance, the
sored by the local Fish and Game wee girl opened her eves in Soeat- further developmsnt of the oil fields
club for the American Legion dijk palace to a thriftysalute of in the Holland area. A special map
band in return for band services only flfty-one guns, whereas a boy display was arranged in the hotel
given by the band at the club’s an- would hare been accorded fifty lobby to show tbs location of Western Michigan prodoctive oil wells
nual banquets.
If a brother is born, she •t the preient time.
|
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TELLS OF INTERESTING
EXPERIENCES IN MEXICO

C. E.

FRIDAY

Final arrangements for the meeting were nude at a union board
meeting Sunday afternoon in First
church with Mias Luella Nykerk,
president,presiding.The meeting
tonight climaxes the celebrationof
ChristianEndeavor week which has
been celebratedall over the world.
Senior intermediates will hold a
meeting in First church next Sunday at 2:30 p. m., and juniorswill
meet at the same hour in Fourth
Reformed church.

OHIO COUPLES
TO HONEYMOON
AT TULIP FETE

'

Crime Cost More

Number 5

It Yesterday

CHILD CLINIC NEXT TUESDAY

What Now?

Dr. Bartlett of Muskegon will be
in charge of the baby clinic at the
old hospital annex on Central Ave.
and 12tn Street next week Tuesday
at the usual time from 1:00 p. m.
to 4:00 o’clock. Miss Alma Koert-

School Combined

(Grand Rapids Press)

ge, city nurse, and Mrs. Winifred
Fisher, county nurse, will assist
the doctor.

Eighth

As Your
Orders

HOLLAND TURNS

$1.00 Yeast

Foam Tablets

BY 40-29 WIN

59c

-

Program Takes
Form Rapidly
PROF. HYMA. MICHIGAN’S HIS-

TORIAN. TO BE GUEST
SPEAKER AT COMING
OF THE DUTCH
BIRTHDAY
and
la

Celebrationof Van Raalto’s
Arrival

MEETING

A brief meeting of the board of
The headlinespeaker at the 91st
police and fire commissioners was
held Monday afternoon in the office anniversary celebrationof the colof City Clerk Oscar Paterson in onizationof Western Michigan by
the city hall. The board expressed the Dutch people on Feb. 9 at Hope
its approval of the appointment of Memorial chapel ia to be Prof. Alpolice officers' Benjamin Kalkman bert Hyma of the history departand Peter Bontekoe by Police Chief ment at the University of MichiFrank Van Ry as inspectorsof op- gan. Aside from the evening
erator’s license applicants. The meeting, an open house meeting, in

In South Africa he'* called the
•'aardvark,"to scholar* he'* the
"marmot" or "woodchuck,” but to
million* of American*he’s Just a
plain groundhog,emerging from his
hole on February 2 in search of a
shadow. For years popular tradi-

TWTVTTTVTTTVT

Russian Oil

Ml

Anniversary

VTTTWt YVTV VYYVVTTTTTvTT
POLICE AND FIRE COMMIS- Wonderful Musical Prof ram
Tableaux Will Play a Part
SIONERS HOLD SHORT

PECK’S
CUT RATE DRUGS

tion has held that the groundhog,

upon seeing his shadow, will scurry
back to cover for another six weeks,
during which the weather will turn
cold and gloomy again. But If
February 2 is a cloudy day, there'll
be on early spring.

BURGLARS ENTER

ZEELAND AND

COMMUNICATION

AT HUDSON

stressed.

VI

LLE

officers will attend a two-day charge of Mrs. John S. Dykstm,
course for inspectors in Grand Rap- will be held at the Netherlands Muids next Monday and Tuesday. seum during the afternoon.
Music for the day will be in
Chief Van Ry announcedthat between 1,500 and 2,000 applications charge of Kenneth V. Osborne, head
for driver's licenseshad been en- of the Hope college music departdorsed by the local police depart- ment, and the local Civic Chorus
of 150 voices. A dramatic performment during 1937.
Twenty-three cases were report- ance depictingthe contributionsof
ed disposed of during January by the Dutch to America will also be
local police, and 62 traffic warn- featured. Miss Metta Rots of Hope
ings were issued. Three months’ college snd Miss Lena De Pree, forsalaries for volunteerfiremen were mer librarian, are in charm of the
presentation. AttorneyCornelius
approved.
January collection of officers' Vander Meulen, grandson of the
fees by Justice Gerrit Kooyers am- spiritual adviserof the Zealand colounted to $2.40. Chairman Cornel- ony, and Ben Mulder, Newa editor,
ius Huizenga and all members of are aiding in historical research for
the board, including Commissioners the production.
It is expected that each comFred Kamferbeek,Andrew Hyma,
John Donnelly,and CorneliusStek- munity will be representedby some
etee, and Mayor Henry Geerlings, direct descendant of a pioneerfamFire Chief Cornelius Blom, Jr., ily whose early strugglaa made
and Police Chief Van Ry, attended possible a celebrationnaarly 100
years later, in a section that has
the session.
never lost its Dutch heritafe even
though it is completely American-

two

“The best brains are at present
Burglars exploited this section
The following contribution by
employed in law enforcement,"conHolland High kept its lead in the tinued Lieut. Mulbar. “We have a former mayor of Holland indus- again early this week, enteringone
10c Palmolive
2 for 11c
place in Hudson ville and another
Southwestern conferenceFriday modern West Point at Michigan
trialistfor years is indeed interestin Zeeland.
night when it defeated Muskegon, State college,where a stiff six75c Vicks
47c
They acquired access to the Hud40 to 29. The fans witnessed the year preparatory course is given ing and instructive:
Bonvilfe high school building Monlast appearance of Dyke, Grissen, for policemen.”
$1.25 Petrolagor
Essenberg, Deur and Hop, as the
89c
Mr. Editor: Having more time day night by climbing to the roof
The Keeler polygraph, a small
five players finished their high
than
anything else in the world and entering through a manhole.
instrument, better known as the
From there they found their way
school athletic careers.
75c
•
47c
lie detector,it was maintained by this winter, I am spending many to the high school office, where
In the first period the score was
the speaker, will some day beof even hours reading the Congressional they pried open three desks.
8 to 4 for the Dutchmen. In the
EIGHT
more importance than it is in mod- Record. Much of it is verbiage, not
ized.
$1.00
In Supt. Dick Van De Bunte’s
65c
second period VanDort found the
• • •
em
crime detection. The instru- worth the paper it is written on. desk they secured about $200.00 beBOY DISAPPEARS— IS
basket and registeredfour times
yet
there
are
many
articles
and
ment records the bodily reactions
Holland— John C. Hoekje, regislonging to the senior class fund
well as collectingthree foul
speeches
printed
that
are
very
inLAST trar of Western State Teachers colof the person being questioned,the
with which it was intended to pay
attempts. Holland led at the half
main differencesbeing in respira- structive, and elucidatesmany of for class rings.
lege, and member of the Board of
19-12.
(Zeelantl Record)
tion and blood pressure. It is not the problems that confronts the
Trustees of the Netherlands PioThe second burglary occurred at
In the third quarter the Hollanpeople
of
our
country
today,
It
is
neer and Hiatorical Foundation,has
ders increased their total to 30 maintained that the machine is in- interesting to see how our leaders Vos’ Service Stationon North State
About eight years ago, Abel announced that Kalamasoowill this
fallible,but it has always been acstreet, Zeeland, Tuesday night,
while Muskegon was collecting 9.
in
government
differ
in
their
viewWestenbroek, 21, local young man.
VanDort was high scorer of the curate in the past. Its value lies points as to how we can get out where six cartons cigarettes,two left Zeeland to see the wide world year join with Holland in commemin the fact that it “protectsthe inorating the 91it anniversary of the
boxes
chocolate
bars,
and
between
evening with 17 points. Grissen,
of our present difficulties, and
and make a place for himaelf. In
Holland guard, placed 12 points, terests of the innocent as well as what should be done to solve the $2 and $3 in pennies were stolen. all the intervening years, young settlement of the Dntch in West
the guilty.” About 70 per cent of
Michigan. The Kalamasoo meetThere were no clues to the identity
of which 6 were foul shots.
Westenbroek had been heard of but ing, which will follow closely on
those adjudged guilty by the poly- unsettled conditions that we are of the culprits.
Wierama, guard of the Red team,
facing
at
the
present
time.
Great
once,
but
this
week
relatives
here
HOLLAND. MICH.
the heels of the Fib. 9th moating
o
had a total of 9 points. Kolevic graph readily admit their guilt. As minds are as far apart as the north
were gladdened by a letter Inform- in Holland ia scheduled for Feb.
yet only volunteersare accepted for
was next with 6.
HOLLAND
ENTERS
BIG
pole
is
from
the
south
pole,
and
ing them he is well and enjoying 14 in Central High School Audithe tests. No one is compelled to
LIST IN GLOVES MEET good health.
submit to its use. A survey car- both are sure that their plan is the
torium.
ICE FISHING SEEN AS
The letter was addressed to his
ried on in 1936 in the state shows only solution to bring back “Happy
The Kalamazoo event is being
AID TO FISH LIFE that $25,000 has been saved the Days." For one who firmly believes Holland is to lx* represented in mother, Mrs. Minnie Westenbroek, sponsoredby the committee on
that
God
is the author and finisher
the
late
Mrs.
Jacob
Meeboer,
who
taxpayers in that year by its use.
the Golden Gloves tournament this
adult education and leisure time
Ralph Minnis of Clarkston, states
The Michigan state police organ- of all things, it is very disturbing year by one of the largest delega- died last April following several activities of Western State Teachto
note
how
many
of
our
public
that if more fishermen went fish- ization is an outgrowth of the
tions ever to be named by the weeks of sufferingfrom an injured ers college, under the direction, of
ing in winter and cut plenty of Michigan state troops,permanent men seem to entirelyignore Him, Dutch citv. Although boxing has leg received in an automobile acci- Mr. Hoekje, and will feature the
Matinees daily at 2:30
Continuons daily starting at 2:30
holes through the ice there would force createdduring the World war and are ready to listen to every not been fostered in Holland as an dent.
Evenings7:00 snd 9:15
singing of Dutch psalms. Dr. Wybe little mortality among lake fish era in 1917. By act of the legisla- wind that blows, quote from every outstanding sport several of the
Continuousperformance— Sat.
Evidently Westenbroekwas re- nand Wichers, president of Hope
Price change at 5 :00
due to ice-locked waters which ex- ture the present system was initi- magazine and column writer,but younger lads are bringing the sport cently married, because the letter
Price change — 5:00
college, and alao president of the
haust the oxygen content of the ated in 1919. Oscar G. Olander is neglect to inform themselves out back. The city recreationdepart- was written by his young wife at Netherlands Pioneer and Historiof
the
greatest
and
only
sure
auThurs^ Fri. and Sat.,
at present state police commisFriday and Saturday, Feb. 4 and 5 lakes.
ment has established a training Olsburg, Kansas, stating that her cal Foundation, will give tha adthority we have— the BIBLE. It is
“We have from 14 to 18 inches sioner.
headouarters in the Holland High husband was in the United States dress.
February 3, 4, and 5
about five or six years ago one of
of ice and this conditionhas perDouble Feature Program
These men, heads of two of West
The
speaker concluded his ad- my good friends who dabbles much school gymnasium for the young army serviceat that place, having
sisted for weeks,” said Minnis. “If
by the reassurance that the in stocks, was very happy one boxers, l-eon Moody, director of formerly been in the U. S. marine Michigan's outstanding educational
Lewis Stone in
Joan Crawford and Spencer Tracy
we were allowed five ice lines it dress
service.
city recreation,has arrangedfor
institutions, are both of Dutch exstate police are "at the beck and
morning when 1 happened to call the boxers’ quarters. The contestwould help water conditions.Tons
When Westenbroekleft Zeeland tractionand they are activelyincall ol all law enforcement bodies
in
and tons of fish perish each year and citizens.”An invitationwas on him, because stocks had gone ants are under the supervisionof eight years ago with a young com- terested in the further development
Only
up a few points, and was sure that
due to poor water aeration.”
given local Exchange dub mem- “Prosperityhad turned the comer," Woody Woodruf,a former boxer, panion he located in St. Louis, Mo., of the year-old Netherlands Muand Sid Jarvis, pioneer boxing pro- from where he wrote his only let- seum, establishedfor the purpose
bers to visit the state police headA group of relatives and friends quartersat East Lansing. The and everything would be lovely moter of this city.
ter home. At that time he had of preserving the material inheriwas entertained Monday night by speaker was introduced by Attor- again in a short time. When
The lads that will enter from found employmentin St. Louis, but tance of this people, and the keeppressed by him for an opinion,1 Holland in the lightweightdivision it is probable he soon moved beMrs. Harry Spyker at her home,
Smith Ballew in
ing alive in the minds and hearts
ney Vernon Ten Cate, head of the
Added— Newa, Comedy and Musical
told him I did not agree with him. are the twins, Raymond and Ran- cause the letter his mother wrote
83 East 17th St., the occasion beof the younger generation an apclub’s program committee.
The underlying cause of our trou- dall Kamerling, Stanley Brunsell, in reply was never answered. Ef- preciation of their heritage.
ing her birthday anniversary.The
Preceding the presentationof the
ble was not something that would Vernon VandeWaterand Elmer forts were made by local relatives
guests present included Mrs. Leo
Interest in and support of this
address by Lieut. Mulbar, Clarence
Mon., Tues., and Wed.,
Van Dyke and son, Davey Lee, of Jalving led group singing, with or could be cured by legislation or Brandt; in the 126- pound class to locate him following his early project extends to all Dutch comAdded — Episode No. 11 of
by any man or party, that only Chester Cramer, and the 135-pound, disappearance,but all efforts failed munities in this section of the state
Grand Rapids.
John Van Appledoom ticklingthe
February 7, 8 and 9
“SECRET AGENT X-9"
o
God could help us, that without His George Bruursma.
to reveal his whereabouts.
and the followingmen are woiking
keys. "Ernie’’ Hartman pronounced
blessingthere would be no return
Past Noble Grands club of EruHis brother and sister,Jack and in cooperation with the Holland
Dick Powell and Frances Langford
the invocation at the meal. “FaBertha Mae Westenbroek, left here group, headed by Dr. Wichors:
Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 7 and 8 tha Rebekah lodge will hold a thers" Comie Kragt and Dr. H. P. of prosperity,but that we could
not expect His blessing without CHICK, EGG
AT
meeting this afternoon at 2:00 at
Wednesday morning to visit him Judge Irving Tucker, Allegan;
Double Feature Program
Harms passed “stogies,” while obedience
to His holy laws. We canthe home of Mrs. Nora Harris,305
at Olsburg. All his friends here John Wolbrink, Allendale;Egbert
Ann Sheridan in
proud “Grandpa"A1 Kleis delivered
APRIL
not violate God’s commandments
West 11th St. Assistants to the an appropriate speech.
are glad to learn of his where- Boone, New Groningen; Abram
with impunity,and as long as man
hostess will be Mrs. Minnie Sarabouts.
Vander Wal, Forest Grove; John
Hotel
Exchange
President
"C.
C."
anThe
annual
Zeeland
chick
and
insisted to go along in his own way
gent and Mrs. Martha Vander Hill.
In
Ter Avest, Coopersville;
Mrs. Lemnounced that Bill Beck, recent La- without a willingnessto recognize egg show will be held April 26-29,
Harold Holleman, Byron Center, uel B. Brady, Saugatuck;Louis
dies’ Night speaker, had sent two this fact, we would never see it was announcedSaturday.
Gloria Stuart in
William
Brondyke,
303
West
14th
Added — News and “Moose Hunters*
Zager, Jamestown; Dr. Henry
The Chick and Egg Show asso- paid a fine and cost* of $5 in court
St., and Mrs. Junius B. Wood of photographs of himself to the lo- "Happy Days" again. This was my
cal club for perusal, featuringhim- opinion six years ago, and I am ciation is planning several new fea- of Justiceof Peace Nicholas Hoff- Moes, Hudson ville; Frank SchofWaukazoo were among those who
man, Jr., Monday, when he plead- ten, Spring Lake; Dr. Willis Geerreceivedcitizenship papers Monday aelf in a pair of wooden shoes he more convinced today that I was tures to be held in conjunctionwith
ed guilty to a charge of failure of lings, Fremont; P. J. Hoekseraa,
Tuesday,Feb. 8— GUEST NIGHT
had
received on his visit here. Prof. then, that it is correct.
the
show,
including
a
tour
of
the
in court of Judge Fred T. Raymond
stopping for a through highway. Grandville;Hiram Yntema, Forest
Added— News
Al. Lampen predicted a “clean
However, Mr. Editor, this is not hatcheries every afternoonand
in Grand Rapids.
Grove; Abe Annys, West Olive;
Remain to see
face” for all the boys at the next what I started out to write. As cooking schoolsto demonstrate the
Henry Strabbing, Graafschap;
Exchange
meeting when new mem- stated before I am reading the various uses of eggs and poultry.
Members
of
the
Altar
guild
of
Marion Davies and
Ivan Cook, rural route No. 1, bership buttons will be distributed.
Edw. Schilleman, North Holland;
Wednesday and Thursday,
As
in
the
past,
a
chick
queen
will
Grace
Episcopal
church
met
MonCongressionalRecord, and thinking
I* a u
Schilleman, Noordeloos;
was assesseda fine of $25 and costs
February 9 and 10
The
Michigan
Affiliated
Exchange
be
selected
and
crowned.
Door
day
night
for
a
business
meeting
Robert Montgomery
of $5.15 in court of Justice of Clubs Mid-Winter Conferenceat of all the things 1 have read the
Henry Righterink,Overisel; John
Double Feature Program
prizes
are
to
lx*
given
daily
at
the
at
the
home
of
Miss
Marjory
Boer, Drenthe: Jacob Boeve, East
Peace Raymond L Smith, Tues- Hotel Olds, Lansing, on Feb. 5, was past few days, led me to say what exhibitionin the city hall. The lo- Brooks, 659 State St.
I did. What I had in mind was to
Ricardo Cortex in
Holland; Ed. Wilterdink,Ebenezer;
day, when he pleaded guilty to a
announced,
and
twelve
members
of give to your readers what a won- cal merchants are planning special
“CITY GIRL”
Mrs. T. W. Van Haitsma,Vriescharge of reckless driving. City the local organization signified
derful
people
we
are, and what a sales and decorationsand the resAttorney Elbern Parsons swore the
Rev. William Van Kersen of land; George Schuitema, Hamilton,
Frank Morgan in
their intentions of being present.
Since
glorious country we live in. In a taurants will feature chicken din- Holland,field secretary of the Maurice Luidens, Harlem.
“BEG, BORROW, OR STEAL*’ complaint.
Visitors were "Charlie” M. Reed, speech made in congress last week ners during the week.
western division of the foreign miso
safety engineer of the Michigan the followingstupendous statement
‘‘Suns and Sons" was the theme
sion service of the Reformed
daughter,Ann
Ann Marie, was
Gas and Electric Co.; Jay Dalman, was made: “We will look back over
Church in America,has received of the banquet presented Monday
local police officer; and Stuart Lud- the historyof this nation and see born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Rus- the following receipts of the vari- night by mothers of First Metholow, head
elementary school what we accomplished in 150 years. sell Kleis, 30 Graves Place; and ous boards for the first eight dist church for their sons. The
music in the local public school
“We find that the United States a daughter at Holland hospital months covering May through De- meeting was held in the social room
system. Names of Gilbert V. Wal- today contains 6 per cent of the Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Ted Pierce, cember. Receipts for the period of the church. Dr. F. S. Goodrich
ker of the Western Union Tele- world's area, and 7 per cent of the 232 Maple Ave.
show a gain of $30,616 over last of Albion presented an appropriate
phone and Telegraph Co., and world's population.
year. All the funds but one show address,entitled, ‘The Sun and the
“With this small area and this
Henry Ketel were read as having
a gain: Board of foreign missions, Son." A toast to the sons was given
applied for club membership.
small number of people in compari- the world, and 55 per cent of the $75,019, gain of $2,308; woman's by Mrs. Ralph Gunn, and the reson to the area and populationof cotton — one of the greatest agri- board of foreign missions,$47,967, sponse was given by Wendell Miles.
resolution, prevailing upon the world as a whole, let us see cultural countries in the whole gain of $5,862; Bible school fund, A violin solo was played by Donald
common council to order cleaning what the American people have world.
$5,288, gain of $732; woman's board Poppema. A male quartet,composof sidewalks following a snow been able to do and what is our
remarkable country and a of domestic missions,$43,176, gain ed of Woodrow Maris, Raymond L.
20
storm, "within 24 hours,”and pro- position with nations of the world. great people; one of the best edu- of $4,389;education,$36,131,gain Smith, Henry Te Roller, and Ar"At this time we find that the cated, and that is because we have of $2,104; .Sunday school and young thur Horning, accompanied by Robviding penaltiesfor those not complying with the demand, was voted American people consume 48 per the greatest school system in the peoples,$2,582,gain of $709; dis- ert Evans, rendered several vocal
various states.
down by a majority of the mem- cent of the world’s coffee.
abled ministers’fund, $9,296, gain selections. Group singing was led
"We consume 56 per cent of the
In this country we operate over of $38. The widows’ fund, shortage by Miss Marian Working, Walter
bers of the local Exchange club
Monday noon, when it was put to world's rubber.
33 per cent of the railroads of the of $44.
Gordline accompanyingat the pi“We consume 53 per cent of the world.
a vote. At its meeting on Dec. 15,
ano.. Heath Goodwjn served as
Big Hits of our Sale
Our country produces 41 per cent
common council considered as im- world's tin.
A fine of $35 and $5.95 in court toastmaster for the event. About
“We consume 21 per cent of the of the lead and 70 per cent of the costs was assessed Arthur Nessen 200 attended the affair.
practicala petition signed by Mr.
oil of the world.
and Mrs. J. Berentschot and others world's sugar.
Assortment damask by Splendid selectionof our
of Muskegon Monday in court of
"We consume 69 per cent of the
This country produces 52 per Justiceof Peace John Galien when
to this effect, and no action was
Crisis:—In the Home, in Labor,
$1.25
and
$139
values
yard. Floral patterns, sataken in the matter. It is stated petroleum producedin the world. cent of the copper, 51 per cent of he pleaded guilty to a charge of and in the Church. This will be the
being
offered
“We
consume
72
per
cent
of
the
by proponents of the plan, that it
the pig iron, and 40 per cent of the parking a truck and trailer on the subject of a lecture by Rev. David
tin wave, satin bar, and
world’s supply of coal.
has worked out in Sioux Center, silk produced in the world.
89c yard
highway on M-2I near Vriesland. Otis Fuller, D.D., of Grand Rapsmall rib effects 39c yard.
“We consume 36 per cent of the
la., and in "Missouri.”
Accordingto the statement of
o
ids, to be given on Thursday evencoal produced in the world.
the Federal Governmentdated JanState Senator Earnest C. Brooks ing, February 10th at 7:45 p. m.
A "slight" accidentbefell three “We consume 47 per cent of the uary 3, the United States has on of Holland has returned from Lan- in the Sixteenth Street Christian
hand more than half of the world’s sing where he attended a meeting Reformed Church. It is under auslocal ladiek last Tuesday, when they world’s copper.
One lot ol 36 inch damask yardage 19c yd.
“We consume 42 per cent of all supply of gold, or over $12,750,- of the legislative council,
went tobogganingat the Holland
pices of the ChristianLabor Assocountry club. The three, Mrs. Hel- the pig iron produced in the world. 003,288.63.
o
ciation. The public is invited.
Odd lot of aaeorted I\eedyMide Draperies.
New pattern— ready-madedrapery. 2H y<f*.
"Some country, I would say.
The people of the United States E. E. Fell, superintendentof puben Kehrwecker, 298 West 12th St.,
o
Real
^
long, eetene lined. Extra special at $2.98
“The people of the United States have over 66 per cent of the world's lic schools of this city, and teachers
Mrs. Marie Raak, 288 West 16th
At the regular meeting of the
St, and Mrs. Wilma Lyons, 296 operate 80 per cent of all the motor banking resources.
in the local school force will travel Hope Church Women's Missionary
4 pairs left Damask for $2.19 *
pair. Be eure to see this special bargain.
In other words, the purchasing to Kalamazoo on Feb. 12 where
West 18th St, all employees of cars produced in the world.
Society,held last Wednesday aft7 pair*. Special at
*
“That means that for every 100 power of seven per cent of the they will attend a conference on ernoon, Mrs. W. J. Olive reviewed
the Warm Friend Tavern, fell into
Black River, which adjoinsthe club people in the United States there world’s population, or the pop- secondary school curricula revision. the book, “Mecca and Beyond.’*
6 pairs* Regular $5.95 for I2.9S
grounds, when their toboggan hit are 22 automobiles,and for every ulation of this country, 130,I Every housewifeand bride-to-be wants draperies,the draperery that you've longed for but
slush afong the river bank. The 100 Canadians there are 11 auto- 000,000 people, is as great as the
Dr. W. M. Tappan, city health
The Rev. J. Scherpenisse of the
toboggan
used
by
the ladies was mobiles. In France there are five 500,000,000people of Europe. That officer, in his report at the regular American Reformed church of
I • felt you could not afford at regular prices ia included in tbit remarkable reduction. Come early.
automobiles
per
100
population;
in
same population has a purchasing meeting of the board of health Hamilton exchanged pulpits Sunthe property of policeman Jacob
I^Set first choice because we knpw that the trade will pick up these bargains in a hurry. Do
Van Hoff. Mrs. Lyons was the only Great Britain add her provinces, power greater than a billion Asia- Monday morning at . the Holland day night with the Rev. C. A. Stopoccupant of the toboggan when it •five automobiles to every 100 of tics.. No country can compare with State bank building,presented the pels of Bethel church.
hot put ifoff. Coma at
'
population;in Germany, two auto- our past prosperity.”
entered
followingreport: Mumps cases, 89;
cued by the other two. Freesing mobiles to each 100 of population; I was amazed when I read these chicken pox, 22; scarletfever, 7,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur M. Witteweather added to the seriousnessof and in Italy one automobile to each figures, and thought it might be of and pneumonia, 3.
veen of Waukazoo are vacationing
100
of
the
population.
interest
to
your
readers.
Surely
we
.
'
their plight,as well as the fact
in Florida.
The United States with this small can aay with the psalmist ot old:
that their car ran out of gasoline
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Miles and
while enroute to the city, follow- number of people opesates 60 per “Our lines are fallen in pleaaant Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Wolbrinkleft
A daughter was born _
Phone
Holland,
50W. lOthSt
places, and a goodly heritage , Is Tuesday for New Orleans, U., and
ing the mishap. The toboggan has cent of the world’s telephones.
The
United
States
produces
50
ours."
not been recovered up to the time
^eten^urgRa? iD
about St- BroM* Bec^&rt^nnl' ***
per cent of the wheat grown in
E. P. Stephan,
of this writihg. _
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Well— He Saw

Than Church and

Startling Figures Are Given Out
William M. Connelly, manager of
the Holland Chamber of Commerce, By Guest Speaker at Exchange
said Monday he had received sevClub Meet
eral unusual lettera in regard to
the annual Tulip festival.
“Crime,” stated Lieutenant HarA letter from a Cleveland man old Mulbar of the MichiganState
stated the writer intendedto spend Police detective bureau at East
his honeymoon here during the fes- Lansing, in an address before memtival. Connelly, in reply, invited bers of the local Exchangeclub at
the man and his bride to visit the their regulardinner meeting in the
Chamber of Commerce office to re- Warm Friend Tavern Monday noon,
Prof, and Mrs. E. P. McLean ceive a token of the city.
“is one of America’s largestindusAnother letter also was from a tries. It cost* us 15 billion dolspent a few days in Chicago.
Cleveland man. who wrote he and lars per year, ns compared with
his wife would return to Holland three billiondollars which we spend
for their second honevmoon and annually on our educational sysvisit the magistrate who married tem. And the physical and spirthem in 1902. Connelly said Arthur itual factors involved dwarf the
VanDuren,local attorney, then jus- item of expense.
tice of the peace, performedthe
“Every twenty seconds there is
ceremony.
a major crime committed in the
A third letter from a Highland nation, and every forty-fiveminPark, 111., woman asked Connelly
utes someone is the victim of a
send a pair of “klompen” or
Holland’s Busiest Drug Store
cold-bloodedmurder.”
wooden shoes for her daughter.
Corner River and
Holland, Mich.
The speaker went on to relate
The woman declared her daughter
had received an authentic Dutch some of the interestingthings to
costume from her grandfather,who be found at the state police bureau
PrescriptionsFilled
Doctor
stated he was the first white child at East Lansing, which is second
to the largest criminal detection
bom in Holland.
bureau in the world, the largest
being located in Washington, D. C.
The importance of the X-ray, ultraviolet ray, and ballistics depart1 Pint
•
19c
ments in stampingout crime was
MUSKIES BACK

I

1938

BANQUET TONIGHT,

(FennvUU Herald)
This evening the annual ChrisMr. and Mrs. Frank Stevens of tian Endeavor union banouet will
Fennvillewho are motoring in be held in First Reformed church.
Mexico, are sending cards to their
Fennvillefriends from south of the
Rio Grande. The Stevens have had
some interestingexperiences. On
January 17 they drove down from
Mexico City to Orixaba, and ran
into a lot of excitement. There was
a big strike on among the 25,000
factory workers. The president of
the Republic was there, and four
men were killed and twenty wounded ‘during the rioting. “The streets
were alive with men armed with
clubs when we drove in, but we
walked around town after supper.
No trouble then.
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THE HOLLAND CITY
Grand Rapids, to Mr. and Mrs. PETITIONS FROM SEVEN
Gordon Van Eenenaam of Muske- TOWNSHIPS IN COUNTY ARE
gon. Mr. Van Eenenaam is former
PRESENTED IN LANSING
state senator from the 23rd dis-

LOCAL NEWS

TrVPP

NEWS

LOCAL ATTORNEY EXPLAINS ALLEGAN OFFICES MOVED TO ALLEGAN COUNTY LINCOLN OTTAWA COUNTY COUET
AMENDMENT
HOLLAND POST OFFICE
BANQUET FEBRUARY 11 HOUSE NEEDS REMODEUNG
FOR ADDRESSOGRAPH
The amendment to be put up to

‘BIG

HEARTED HERBERT
ZEELAND SENIOR PLAY

ICHINE
(Allegan NewaV
Entertainmentfeatures for the
« • •
“Big Hearted Herbert,” a threeA public hearing on the proposed voters in the coming fall election
was
explained today by Attorney
act comedy, will be presented in
West Ottawa Conservation district
annual Lincoln banquet to be held
(Grand
Havtn
Tribune)
Allegan’s
branch
office
of
the
NaMiss Catherine Muehlenbrock, will be held in Grand Haven March Orien S. Crosi of Holland, who is
An additionwill be built to the the Zeeland school suditoriom
weeks’ vacation trip in the South. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
Friday, February11, in the Gris1 at 2 p. m. in Hatton Recreation fifth district Commissioner of the tional Re-Employment servicewill
county
treasurer’soffice to house March 31 and April 1 by the senior
Muehlenbrockof Sf. Louis, Mo., building. The date was set this State Bar association, as propos- close this week, and all business wold Memorial building,Allegan,
the
new
iddreiaograph machines class of Zeelsnd high school. Miss
ing to make the state supreme
Dr. F. E. De Weese left Sunday and Arthur J. Mervenne,son of
week by the state conservationcomwill be handled out of the Holland were announced this week by Mrs. and card index system which will Alma Plakke is director of the
court justicean appointee of the
for Ann Arbor where he will take Leonard Mervenne of Grand RapWelbome Luna, member of the be installed for. the benefit of the play.
a post-graduate course in dentis- ids, were united in marriage here mission after a conferencewith Ot- governor,and not elective.The nur- branch office, according to orders
tawa
county conservation authori- pose is to eliminate politics from
committee
on arrangements. The treasurer’s office and assessorsof The members of the cast sre Jsy
Thursday
in
the
parsonage
of
the
received
Wednesday
by
J.
C.
Waltry for two weeks. Dr. F. V. De
ties in Lansing. Property owners the office. The amendment was acthe county in making out tax rolls Janssen, Jane Veneklsaen,Earl
Vries had 'been erroneously re- Trinity Reformedchurch, the Rev.
entertainment will
111 pit
precede a talk
len,
branch
manager.
The
move
in the proposed district,embracing
and receipts for current and delin- Schipper, Carl Frens, Julia Cook,
cepted and approved by the Comported as one of the six Holland H. D. Terkeurst officiating.
by Harry 9. Toy of Detroit, former
lake shore townships and some in- missioners, meeting in Detroit consolidatesthe handling of AlleAgnes Walters, Lawrence Wiidquent taxes.
dentiststo attend, and Dr. Du
supreme
court
judge
and
attorney• * •
land townships of Ottawa county, Wednesday. These men will now gan and Ottawa countiesin the one
The house and grounds commit- schut, Isis Wyngarden, Leon Nies,
Weese’s name had been omitted.
general,
a
leading
candidate
for
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kramer, 143 are a<ked to appear to voice sentee, headed by Philip Rosbach of Rosabel De Haan, George Baron,
Hast 25th St., and Mr. and Mrs. timent concerning the project. A take steps toward obtaining the branch office, althoughboth are the Republican nomination for this city, has made tentativeplans Gilbert Schout and Doris Van
necessary
number
of
signatures
on
governor.
Mrs. Minnie Marsilje,147 West Henry Ter Haar, 190 West 20th St
referendum vote will follow if sen- petitions for putting the matter up still under the jurisdiction of the
uarge the office by enclosing Hoven.
14th St., had as her guest last week are spending a three-weeks’vacaGeorge Schutmaat of Hamilton to enlarge
Grand Rapids district office.
timent warrants.
“ rayadjacent
\‘
part
of the hallway
to the
to the voters.
Miss Lois Marsilje, who is a nurse tion period in Florida.
Benedict H. McGuInn, district will act as master of ceremonies office, a space off abo
Ottawa county conservation offiabout 12 feet
NEW GRONINGEN
at Presbyterian hospital,Chicago.
for
the
evening.
Dinner
music
will
manager from Grand Rapids, came
cials report endorsementof the WILL LEAVE NEXT WEEK
square, and cuttin 8 off one of the
be
furnished
by
Hamilton
Miller,
A
surprise
birthday
party
was
• • •
to Allegan on Wednesday to make
project in all quarters. Petitions
stairwayswhich leads from the
Mrs. N. De Boer entertaineda
A daughter was bom Wednesday held last Thursday night at his were circulatedin each township ON SOUTH AMERICAN CRUISE arrangementswith the local branch violinist, and Miss Elaine Becher, first to the second floor.
pianist,
talented
young
Fennville
group of ladies at her home Thursat 2 p. m. in Butterworth hospital, home on rural route No. l, for of the proposed district to obtain
manager for the exchange of recAn oak partition, the upper part day sftemoon. Those present were
loon Scholten.Lester Scholten, approval and no difficulty obtainMr. and Mrs. Marc C. Hutchinson ords, and for the closing of the lo- musicians. The invocationwill be
of which will be glass, is proposed.
Fenna Schipper, Hilda Scholten, ing signatures were reported. The of Fennvillewere guests of honor cal office. He stated that future em- given by the Rev. Clyde Wilcox A door will be cut from the cloak Mrs. Jacob Rypms, Mrs. Don Rypma, Mrs. Eva Tripp, Mrs. John
I/eon Scholten, Louis Holtgeerts,petitionswere sent to the state at a farewelldinner-danceMonday ployment service for Allegan county of the First Congregational
room off the front office of the Westenhof,Mrs. George Dalman,
and Geneva Rutgers were winners commission prior to last week's evening at the woman’s club. Twen- will be held each Wednesday from church of Allegan.
treasurer’s
department
which
will
Community singing will be led
It is dangerous to sell a SUBSTI- of prizes in games played. Aside
of Holland,Mrs. H. Meeuwsen,
meeting, when data was submitted ty couples were present. Mr. and 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. at the present
lead to the addition and afford acger
r E.
E. W
Mrs. Albert Schunnan of Virginia
TUTE for 666 just to make three from those already mentioned, showing need for the project to Mrs. Hutchinson left Wednesday office in the city hall.
legan, formerrly of Holland. Rus- cess to the main office.
Park and Mrs. Neal NorthuL
those
present
included Beatrice control sand blows. Creation of a for New York and will sail Satill of
Mr.
McGuinn
stated
that
he
was
Will Take Months
or four cents moir. t ustomers are sXdten
blows.^ Creation of a
Zeeland.On Friday she entertainurday, Feb. 5, on the French liner ordered by Frederic Schomann,di- sell Warner will amuse the audience
Installation
of
the
new
system
Normandie for a cruise to South rector of the Michigan State Un- with his ventriloquist’s skit, and will take many months it is re- ed Mrs. J. Blankenstyn, Mrs. A.
!™e^Tfobu?T.meH^ much'as ^ SchoUen Johanna Scholten Hilly iL'w? with^osMbmty^! CCC camp America. Frank Gerber of Fre- employmentservice, which is oper- vocal music will be furnished by a ported. There are two maohines re- Pyle, Mrs. M. De Jonge and baby
Sloothaak, Hcrber Holtgeerts,mny be established to furnish mont will also be in the party. ating all NRS offices,to close the vocal quartet— Harold Tripp, Wal- quired, one to make out the plates and Mrs. F. Oudemolen.
SUBSTITUTE.
Mrs. S. Kolk and Franklin re„ Merman Becksfort,Benjamin VSol- labor.
Mondays Chicago Herald-Examin- Allegan office in one of the moves ter Pierce, Bill Jacobs and H. B. and the other to do the printing.
Stafford — singing songs popular in
turned to their home after spendters, and Johanna Rutgers.
er
stated
Geo.
McManus,
famous
to
consolidate
the
work
of
the
disMr.
Bering
presented
petitions
Expires February 12
A similar machine was purchased ing a few days in Detroit.
Lincoln’sday.
which bore the signaturesof prop- cartoonist, who draws "Jiggs" trict and to reduce expendituresat
NOTICE TO PARK TOWNSHIP
The banquet — an annual event by the city severalyears ago which
Clerks at the local S. S. Kresge erty owners of Crockery, Spring comic strip will be a passenger on the present time. Whether the ofMr. and Mrs. C. Van Liere callis used in making out water, light
ed on Alfred Bowman, Zeeland R.
,ELECTORS
store *‘7 quests Wednesday eve- , „onc,
,,ort tho Normandie on this trip. Miss fice will remain closed permanently, sponsored by the Allegan County
Lake, WI„I1U
Grand „aveni
Haven, KODIn9on
Robinson, Port
and
sewage
bills and tax bills and
Republican committee— will be di2, »t the Zeeland hospital. Alfred
Notice is hereby given that 1 n|ng m the woman •< cocktail lounge Sheldon, Olive and Park townships Queen Billings of Fennville will he stated he could not tell.
receiptswhich is operated by Milwill receive nominatingpetitions°f the Warm Friend Tavern of where the district would be desie’ have charge of the Hutchinson
The offices of MSES and the rected by a committee composedof ton E. Burr, and Paul Van Toll. was injured while coasting when
----for all township
offices up to and Bert Hensley, manager of the nated.
home during their absence.
NRS will begin payment of the un- Mrs. Luna, Miss Esther Warner Machines of the kind are owned by he was struck by a car driven by a
including February15, 1938, until store. T. McIntosh, assistantman- i Soil fertility is being lost, vegoMrs. James Bale of Fennville employment compensationinsur- and John F. Stockdale. Judge Ir- Holland and Zeeland, and Mayor Grand Rapids driver.Alfred is a
pupil in the school Mr. Van Liere
4 :00 p. m. Petition blanks may be nger. presented a soapbox talk. Nation is being destroyed by drift- entertained three tables of bridge ance during July, and this move ving J. Tucker will head the recepCook, when recommending the
had on application from Township Miss Anne Hamngsma presented |ing sand, farms are being aban- at her home Tuesday afternoon, means that all payments to resi- tion committeeand Miss Leanore board of supervisors to purchase teaches.
Mrs. M. Nagelkerk, Sr, who
Clerk.
n poem, and Mrs, Dorothy Mvaarti, doned and recreationalattractions honoring Mrs. Hutchinson, who dents of Allegan county will come Stockdale will act as chairmanof the machine, stated he was certain
lives south of Zeeland, has been
By order of Township Board, a speech. Esther Selles \ lola De ere being impaired and destroyed. receivedthe guest prize.
out of the Holland office. The per- the decorationscommittee.
that the cities would cooperate by
taken to the home of Joe NagelA. Kronemeyer,Clerk. Witt, Gertrude Roozeboom. and the petitions stated. Conditionscan
manent files of the Allegan branch
the loan of plates used for tax rolls
Grace Brinks gave their mterpreta- only be improved to any extent DAMAGES ASKED BY
Installationservices of Glenn in the three cities,which would cut kerk where she is convalescing,
will also be transferred to this
L. 4. BAOlbLiiJife
ion of Dime More song. Mr. through co-operationof state and'
point, and the ordinary employ- Rebekah lodge at Glenn was held down the work and expense for the after submittingto an operation
DAIRY FOR WAGON
two weeks ago at the Zeeland hosHensley gave a brief
federalagencies in a control proWRECKED IN ( RASH ment service businesswill be han- last Tuesday evening. Mrs. Edith county at large.
D. U Pfc. C.
dled from there.
Bryan served as installing officer. Mayor Richard L. Cook, Hunter pital.
Mr
Mrin,
\
\i
’
.u
rrHm'
11
was
*ta,<,<1
The
county
has
CHIROPRACTOR
A pleasant surprisewas held on
Mr. McIntosh, Mr. Hensley, the not sufficient funds to do it alMr. Wallen has been transferred Officers installedat the services Hbring, Crockery, and Dick SmallAlbert M. Miller, proprietor of
Office: Holland City State Bank
Misses Myrtle Under Bosch, Anne ’hough a start has been made and the Grand Haven Sanitary Dairy, to the Holland office for the present include the following:N. G., Retta egan, Jamestown, comprise the spe- Junior Deters when his Sunday
Roam. tS-1 :3o i.m.; 1-5 & 7-8 o.m.
arnngsma, '..race Brink, \ mla in,erCH, has been shown by the has filed suit in Ottawa county cir- and will probably handle the local Collins; V. G., Thelma Nordiff; cial committee in charge of the in- school class and teacher came to
1M Eut 8th
Holland He Witt, Henrietta Van Hu.s, and hoard of supervisors for the' past
help him celebratehis 17th birthcuit court against McVickers' Bro- itinerant service on Wednesdays. recording secretary,Etta Larsen; stallation and they are cooperating
Phone 2905
day anniversary. A very pleasant
Gertrude Rozeboom,and Mrs. Es- III years
thers of Scottville. asking $1,500 Ho will be under the direction of treasurer,Ray Stall; financial sec- with the building
ng committee to se- evening was spent and Junior was
thcr SeUes and Mrs. Dorothy My- Dean Ernest Anthony of Michi- damages for a milk wagon and Jacob Bnrendse, branch manager of retary, Edith Hamlin; chaplain, cure new space for the department.
presented a useful gift. Those presaard, attended the
e„n State college, n member of the milk, smashed Dec. 4, on US-31 the Holland office. Irving J. Moblo, Nellie Newcomb; warden, Josie
ent were Mr. Wm. Bareman, Junior
state commission, told the Ottawa near Pennoyer avenue, when struck who has been assistingWallen in Newman; conductress, Yvonne
Henry Acton, Douglas, will be Schnpsema, Harold Staal, Bertus
his
work
here
for
the
past
month
Tucker;
supporters,
Mrs.
Steward
from
the
rear
by
a
McVickers’
Costs of County
county group that conditionssimtried in court of Justice John Gal- Lamer, Harold Blauwkamp, Henry
or two, has been transferredto the Gable and Mrs. Edith Bryan.
Are Put
190 it
,0 ,hoso Preva,lmg here, had truck.
ien on a charge of assault and Geerlings,and Earl Vanden Bosch,
Are I Ul at aln,42U.ll |been successfully controlled in DenW. H.

Lillard, manager of the
Friend Tavern, and Mrs.
Lillard left Saturday in a three-
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I-enn Biladeau, driver of the Mantisique office of the service.
battery,Feb. 18, at 10 a. m. It ii Jason Schrotenboer, and Gerrit
mark. He spent some time there McVickers' truck, pleaded guilty
Allegan county farm bureau is
alleged that Acton assaulted Sam Klomp.
Cost of poor in Allegan county
during
a
recent European trip. to reckless driving before Justice PLAN FOR RECREATIONAL
sponsoring
a
meeting
Tuesday
at
from Octolier 1 to December 31.
Dagen, foreman of Decker ChevroJohn
Strange, state commissioner M. C. lyocke, Dec. 20 and paid $25
the
Ganges
Methodist
Episcopal let garage on the night of January
as shown in three-months' report
PROJECT WINS APPROVAL church. T. H. Merrill, MSC s
of agriculture, chairman. Dean An- fine and costs. He said early
MSC spec- 15. When he was arraigned in
of Allegan superintendents of
thony and R. J Hoffmaster, repre- morning mist obscured the white
ialist, will discuss spray inju
injury
Justice Galien’sCourt last Friday,
poor, was J 18.420. 11. This figure
Recent
action
by
the
Allegan
sentative of the state conserva- milk wagon and claimed it was unproblems. Rev. F. G. Wright will Acton pleaded not guilty to the
also includes expenses at the
tion department, form the state lighted.The milk wagon driver,C0Unty ^ardl
in V0Ll- appear on the morning program. charge.
county farm, which in themselves
committee.
Jav Geerling
Jay
Geerlimr of Spring
Serine Lake who
who m* lts "afd,ne98
read,ne.M to support the Dinner will be served biy the Laran more than $10,000.
Ottawa county was represented was injured, said he had the usual
usual ™Ve.me.nt to. have the Kellogg dies Aid society. Other speakers
Miss Velma Whitfleet,employee
Total aid to cities and townfoundation take over the Farm Se- will be A. D. Morley, county agent,
by Frank
Hendrych, Hunter lighted warning lantern.
of the Kresge store here, has been
ships as listed by superintendents,
curity
camp
near
Allegan
lake
for
and Frank Garbrecht, conand Alfred Bentall,bureau insur- confined to her home in Zeeland Liquid-Tablets
included $1,185.62for f ood ; Hering
use as a recreationalsite for Boy
servation committee of the board HOLLAND MAN HONORED
Salve- Noee
ance director.Floyd Barden will for some time due to illness from
10c and 25e
$383.28 for fuel, $95.22 for clothand
Girl
Scouts
and
4-H
clubs,
and
of supervisors; Leo R. Arnold,
Drops
preside.
BY STATE SUPERVISORS
influenza.
ing, $5,227.70for medical attenda health center for underprivileged
county agriculturalagent; State
ance; $355 for funerals, and $141.19
children,meets with popular apSen. Earnest C. Brooks and Charles
for transportation.
Peter H. Van Ark, Holland city proval. It is expected that the
E. Misner. E. C. Sackrider of
At the county farm regular ex- Benton Harbor, federal conserva- assessor and member of the Otta- area will be turned over to the
pense was $3,643.79; permanent tion official,appearedto endorse wa county board of supervisorsfor state conservation departmentfor
-are was $80.25;office expense the project.
many years, was elected second administrationwhen farm security
totaled $584.54,and an overdraft
vice presidentof the State Super- work on the Allegan project is
as of September 30, of $6,723.52.
Here yon can experience, to their full.
.
.
Funeral sen-iceswere held last visors’ association at its annual completed, probably next June, and
Total receipts during the pe- Monday afternoon from the Bor- convention, concluded Friday in no better use for the site could be
est thrillinglimit, the joya of iki and
skate,ice-boatand toboggan.
riod amounted to $42,243.77 and a
culo Christian Reformed church Lansing. Mr. Van Ark is promin- suggested.The movement has the
Treat yourself to a week or week-end
balance on hand December 31 is
ent on the board and has served endorsement of the Rotary club,
Sid's
for Gerrit J. Maatman, 83, who
of outdoorlife. For the trip, you have
reported at $23,823.66.
on several important committees. 4-H club leaders, Boy Scouts,Busdied Thursday at the home of his
fine serviceby rail or plane ... as well
o
Otsego city required the second daughter, Mrs. Luke Luurtsema,
iness and Professional Women’s
A bracing wind in yonr face; anew flaah- as splendid motor roads which have been
Mr. and Mrs. R A. Boersma of club of Allegan, and Congressman
largest amount of asistance from two miles northeast of Borculo.
ing past; ibe excitingbom of awifl flight
made doubly attf|Ctiveby excellentwinthe county, $843.23 being spent The Rev. A. De Vries officiated at I^iwmlale Court and Miss Harrietj Clare Hoffman has been working
in your can
. thoae are the thrilla that
ter maintenance.
there. Allegan city was high with
De
Knster
have
returned
from
their j for such disposal of the camp from
the sen-ices. Six grandchildren
await yon at the great centen of winter
A vacation now is a tonic yon can take
$862.29 being required and Alle- survive, besides the daughter.
recent trip to
his office at Washington.
aport thronghout Michigan.
with confidence . . and pleasure !
gan township used $658.81.Plain,
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Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
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Specialist

well city required $488.58.
(Over Model Drug Store)
Townships requiring the greatest amount of help, other than AlHolland, Mich.
legan, include Watson with $428.51
Office Hours: 9-11 a.m. 2-5 p.m
Saugatuckwith $370.87; Hopkins
Eveninge— Saturday 7:00 to 9:00
with $633.43; Ganges with $355.73;
Pbonea: Office
Rea. 2776 Cheshire with $437.19, and Casco
with $319.99.
Laketown required only $24
Leighton only $45; Manlius only
$27.10; Trowbridge,$59.50, and
Wayland only $87.20.

LOCAL

>s

-.

Lillian Borchers,presidentof the
Henry Walters Post 2144, Ladies’

;

.

.92

and two thousand other local auxil- Trustees Arendshorst and Van Cook— Wash, school
School Clerks
Lente.
Trustee Kollen opened with Salaries.........
X.
| /

yVw.

/MIOtrtnr

of

4.58
7.71

The Board of Education met

iary presidents throughout the
country are busily
in foJ engaged
^
III
• •

^_

«

.*4 __ 4!
.1
cu;,'n8 the nation’s attention on the
c rrrA fw»o
--- 4i iir
significance
of
the
thirteenth
WomMr. and Mrs. J. A. Elenbaas,of 30

Lavern Gordon Elenbaas, son
_
I ir «
i

Dc

Pree Hardware
Postage and Express
January 10 and was called to or- Central Hardware
P.M. Freight
Auxiliary of the Veterans of For- der by the President.
Members all present except H. Ebelink
eign Wars of the United States,
Holland, Mich., Jan. 10, 1938

3416

Ambulance Service

MICHIGAN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY

Board of Education

PROMINENT IN
CONFERENCE PLANS

;

DYKSTRA

WOMAN

,

Scholastic, Inc.

prayer.

2.19.
2.25
40.00
156.00
2.00
18.00
1.92
3.00
16.10
1.40
98.90
27.39
1.72
6.24
22.45
3.50
3.50
.35
6.18
3.68
.50

The minutes of the previous H. W. Wilson Co.
Bobbs Merrill Co.
East 17th street, Holland, Mich., en's Conference on National De- meeting were read and approved.
The committee on Ways and American Library Co.
Holland, Michigan
has been elected presidentof the fense for an Enduring America,
Means recommended the sale of Mentzer Bush Co.
Baptist Sunday school class of the which opened January 25th in
Muskegon bonds at 101 and the Williams & Wilkins
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA A AAAAA college Sunday School at Bob Jones Washington, D. C.
Magazines
purchase of our own bonds.
collegeat Cleveland,Tenn., where
I/ed by Mrs. Gladys Mooney. DeMoved by Trustee De Koster Newsom Co.
BRIDES:
he is a student, for the second troit, Past National President of
Express
semester.Bob Jones collegeis an the Auxiliary and chairman of the supported by Trustee Dampen that
By arrangement with a New York interdenominational,co-education-conference, the organization had the recommendationbe adopted. Milton Bradley Co.
Carried all members voting aye. Harlem Book Co.
al, four-yearinstitution.It stresses been taking a leading role in makSalon we are able to take charge of
The committee on Claims and Education Digest
Bible study and the building of ing plans for the Wash, meeting. 40
Accounts
reportedfavorablyon Book Nook
all detaila.from outfitting the bride Christiancharacter, and offers women’s patriotic organizations
Sendee Machine Co.
the followingbills:
among other majors, a major in were included in the conference
Bills to be allowed by Board of American Type Co.
to arranging the table*. Call Bride’* religion, leading to an A.B. deProcter& Gamble
Education— Jan. 10, 1938
gree. Dr. Boh Jones, Sr.,
* fr?m t,he help and
Allegan KalamazooCo.
Clerk of Board
Service.
tionaily known evangelistami edu- f ‘" h
137.50 Sam Bingham’sSon
cator, is th? founder and president. AnTilnrii^fpresidents of Ladies
Mfg. Co.
Attendance Secretary
30.56
His son. Dr. Bob Jones Jr . is art- ^u_x'liane««f Veterans of Foreign
His
son. Dr. Bob Jones Jr, is act- 1 Wars over the land, this conference' Salary
ROSE CLOAK STORE
80.00 Smith's Drug Store
.20
ing president.
| should go a long way toward drivTodd Co.
19.29 Holand Printing Co.
44.80
wwwytytyttyvtvyyvtttv
U. S. Post Office
27.32 De Pree Hardware
2.00
Geor* Trot, ( th rit M„.
Mich. Bell Tele. Co.
31.50 Express
2.90
sion has been in Grand Rapids at- tutions both at home and abroad,"
Holland Sentinel
13.44 Central Hardware
1.56
tending a Bible Conferenceheld Mrs. Mooney commented.
E. E. Fell
28.00 Western Mich. Trans.
in the Grand Rapids City Mission,
This year s 3-day conference was
Co.
Secretary
.80
where his brother,Mel Trotter,is called to make clear in these Salary
Liability Insurance
20.85
the head. Mel Trotter laid the
For teachers .................... 166.00
Teachers’ Salaries
foundation for the City Mission
January salaries
Janitors'salaries
17,350.00
January salaries
1,600.00
“n"’ ‘n1,h" b0Thl American tradition. aiciaT cUtie^l Book House for
the old Smiths Opera House, then and jovernmental-andthe physi
30.00 Procter & Gamble Co.
Children
13.37
on Waterloo ,9t., now called Mar28.80
20.00 De Fouw ElectricCo.
cal defense of our borders. Par- John C. Winston Co.
ket St., and turned it into a large
372.94
ticipating organizationsinclude, in Express
1.81 Board of Public Works
Attorneys-atLaw
Mission. That theater was a bur18.11
addition to the V.F.W. ladies' aux- Herman Zwiers
9.15 MichiganGas Co.
lesque and a beer garden of the , iar th Amen^n
6.91
Scott Foresman Co.
69.15 Holland Super Service
Office o-er Holland State
27.49
2.94 BontekoeGrocery
t','
Tr°Utf
War ".Mother, Little Brown Co.
Book Nook
125
48.25 EssenburgBldg. Co.
Bank.
Marinus J. Mulder
19.65
.70 Ludwig Wilson Co.
n(
urnrstt n
L..'
’^“ers
for
the
conference
inof worship. All week, both day cluded such nationallyknown fig- Express
Holland, Michigan
.30
.51 Vogelsang Hardware ....
and night, this large building is
4.31
5.78 Holland Cleaners Co.
ures as James Harvey Rogers, ster- Corner Hardware Co.
filled to capacity The budget that
Liability Insurance
Central Hardware Co.
11.12
Mr. Trotter is endeavoring to raise ling professorof Political Economy
157.30
4.80 For janitors ..................
at
) ale university;Robert Fech- Scott & Lugers Co.
is $16,000. In one night $8,000 was
16.60
Lapcheske Leather Co.
2.14 Gerrit Kraght ...............
ner.
director
U.
S.
Emergency
Conraised.
821
13.73 Model Laundry ................
servation Work; John W. Stude- De Pree Hardware
86.24
1.04 Dolge Co .........................
haker. U. S. commissioner of edu- IXL Machine Shop
EXPRESS AGENCY PLANS
523
2.10 IXL Machine Shop .......
cation; Raymond Leslie Buel, presi- White Bros. Elec. Co.
DRIVE FOR BUSINESS
5.17
5.66 De Pree Hardware
dent.
Foreign
Policy Association; Brodhead Garrett Co.
INCREASE IN 1938
6.81
9.20 Comer Hardware ..........
Scott P. Squyres, commander in A. L. Holcomb Co. .
Auto ElectricShop
25
6.00 Express ...........................
Accordingto preliminary esti- chief Veterans of Foreign Wars of Sendee Machine Co.
42.20
9.43 White Bros. Elec. Co .....
the
l mted States, and the Honmates, the business handled by
W. P. Williams Co.
31.38 Central Hardware ..........
6.78
Railway Express Agency in 1937 orable James \\ . Gerard, former Superior Ice Co.
.12
13.54 Scott & Lugers ................
L S. ambassadorto Germany.
totalled $140,763,249, a gain of apJohn Verhulst
4.99
21.59 De Fouw Electric Co .....
Ihey
discussed
every
phase
of
I proximately seven per cent, it was
Harry Prins
4.50
12.11 Smith Drug Store ..........
rnnounced by L. (). Head, presi- the subject of national defense, Nurse
108.00 EssenburgBldg. Co ....... 1.60
commencing
with
the
opening
mass
dent. Up to and includingDecem125
Dr. S. Me Carthy
13.00 G. Cook Co .......................
ber, the Agency was able to report meeting at the Mayflower hotel.
J. Riemerema
41.50
12.06 Mooi Roofing Co ......
conferenceemphasized J.
a monthly increasefor forty-eight
H. R. Brink
12.40
31.45 Knoll Plumbing Co.
months in successionsince 1934. as our basic defenses, the constitu- De Fouw Elec. Co.
1.33
2.95 Johnson Service Co.
tion,
our
tripartite
form
of
govDespite the tapering off of busiExpress ............... ......
25.60
.62 F. L. Smith ................
ness during the final quarter of ernment and the Civil Rights bill. Hall & Me Creary Co.
1027
.88 Firestone Service ....
last year, the Agency has inaugur- It discussed our safeguards at
Paul A. Schmitt Co .....
48.51
3.04 Cudahy Parking Co.
ated an aggressiveand widespread home such as educationfor citizen- Willis Music Co .............
2.55
1.01 City Garage ......
effort by its 57,000 employes to ad- ship, freedom of speech and re- Meyer Music House ......
Bontekoe
521
687.87 H. C _________
vance these traffic gains in 1938. ligion, government’s service to Fred Vander Ploeg ........
1.18
85.00 Nies Hardware
I he Holland Agency naturally is
youth, preservationof our national Harris F. Roosa ..............
2.07
4.53 Zoerman Hardware ........
included in this ' drive.
health, and the like. In addition it Edu’. Music Bureau ........
200.00
5.92 Playground Commission
President Head has set a quota will ffiscuss our safeguards aboard, Paysen Mfg. Co .............
15.05
143.39 F. k F. Bouwman .......
of nine per cent more for this such as trade treaties, neutrality Student Helpers .........
• Interest
22.92
year, to reach a total business in and internationalarbitration.And Bernice Vaughn ..........
3.10 Holland State Bank ...... 19,048.67
in conclusion it consideredthe Superibr Sport Store .....
excess of 153,000,000shipments.
Bonds
138.13
The new plan necessarily involv- bulwarks of defense, the army, Talent School Products..
_________
• 13.80 Holland State Band....,*. 19,048.67
es an intefisificationof service- naxy, marine corps and air forces. L. C. Smith Co ........ . .....
Moved by Trustee Olert sup3.00
selling activities of the Express
The purpose of the three-day Van Putten Grocery ...... , <3.40 ported by Trustee Dampen that
organization,which have been car- conference was to stress to the Du Mez Bros. ...................
1.64 the report be adopted and orders
ried on with marked success the entire country the importanceof Central Mich. Paper Co.
3.09 drawn for the several amounts.
increase being. 46l7r between ’34 national defense along the broad- Du Saar Photo Shop .... - 53.23 Carried all members voting aye.
and ’37 since the “More Business est lines to assure an enduring Mich. School Service. ....
Ul Moved by Trustee Geerlings
Flan’ was inaugurated. No small America — not only the physicalde- Milton Bradley Co. .......
1423 supportedby Trustee Mooi that
part of this assurance comes from fense of our borders, but defense of Abe Cohen’s Exchange
5.52 SuperintendentFell, Principal
the steady ad vaheenjentof express the American tradition, social, eth- Fria Book Store __________
! 9,50 Riemerema and Trustee Dampen
employes in their increasedtrain- ical, and governmental.
Ihling
..... ....
10.76 attend the National Convention.
i.nff *nd experience in modem sell- . John Tiesenga is commander of RadcliffeCollege
_________
1.00 Carried all members voting aye.
the Henry .Walters post, V.F.W., Chicago Appartus Co. ..
Board adjourned. ' 227
bnndI?rincipIe* ** applied 10 traffic Holland.
Boven’s Dry Goods ..........
flenrjr Cff flings, Secretary
4.60
29 Ea*t 9«h St-
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GE ALLEGAN
MOTORISTS ASKED TO CALL TONY GROENEVELT
ZEELAND
Personnel of Standing
SCHOOL SCHEDULES
IN AUTO ACCIDENT
FOR LOW PLATES
Committees of Third
Running their victory string to
With the beginning of the second
Two street intersection accidents
Reformed Church
nine for the season, the GrandMotorists having reserved low

Expire! Feb. 17

Checks

TO

WHOM

IT

MAY CONCERN;

Take notice that • Limited Partnership has been formed and is doing business under the name of Osborn Research Farm, located in
Park Township and elsewhere in
first day
Ottawa County, Michigan, to transLiquid. Tablets
act the business "breed, natch and
Salve, Nose Drops Headache,30
minutes
raise ‘chicka’and poultry; buy,
sell and deal in poultry, poultry
Jniment
supplies, medicines, feeds, farm
supplies, and farm equipment; and
in general to carry on any business
Expires March 19
in connection therewith and inciNOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE dent thereto not forbidden by the
Laws of the State of Michigan."
WHEREAS default has been The General Partner la M. R.
made In the conditions of a cer- Osborne, residing in Park Towntain mortgagemade by Susan Hill ship, Ottawa County, Michigan. The
Yerkes to Grand Haven State Bank, SpecialPartner is Jarrett N. Clark,
dated December 28, 1923 and re- residingat Zeeland,Michigan. The
corded in the office of the O^awa amount contributedto the Common
County, Michigan, Register of Stock by Special Partner, Jarrett
Deeds, December 81, 1923 in Liber N. Clark is $500.00. The Limited
126 of Mortgages on page 858, cov- Partnership is to commence Janering the premises hereinafterde- uary 1, 1938, and continue for a
scribsri, on which mortgage there period terminating December 31,
Is claimed to be due and unpaid at 1938.
Dated: January 3, 1988.
the date of this notice, for principal and interest, the sum of $1,OSBORNE RESEARCH FARM
096.05; and
By M. R. Osborne,
General Partner,
WHEREAS default has also been
Holland. Michigan, RFD. No. 1
made In the conditionsof a certain

COLDS

emester, which wm Monday, Allicense plates are asked to call for
ifaa high achool students started
them as soon as possible to eliminate the last minute rush before the
deadline March 1. Officials of the

occurred yesterday afternoon and
ville High cagera turned in a 27Large
this morning, in which four cars
23 win over Zeeland High at Zeewere damaged considerably. The
land Friday night in a fast game.
occupants were uninjured.
Newly-electedofficers of the La- Grandville held a 19-10 advantage
Grand Haven license bureau were The sheriff’s car was involved dies’ Aid Society of Third Re- at the third period.
he school day, with the last hour notified to poet notices to this this morning as it was being driv- formed church,who will serve durBorn to Mr. and Mrs. John
by Charles Salisbury,turnkey, ing the coming year, include Presi- Arends, East Washington street,
n the afternoon for band, glee effect todav, by Leon D. Case, en
at Lafayette and Fifth streets, in dent, Mrs. George Van De Riet; Zeeland a daughter, Monday, Jandubs, and other extra-curricularsecretary of state.
Grand Haven. It collided with a first vice president,Mrs. B. Du uary 24.
Activities.
truck belonging to John Casemier, Mez; eecona vice president,Mrs.
The JubilantFive of Grand
driven by Bernard Bymhold. Tonv G. H. Dubbink;secretary and as- Rapids presented a sacred musical
A library room has been ar- TAX SALE LISTS
ARE INCORRECT Groenevelt, undersheriff,was rid- sistant, Mrs. N. Bosman and Mrs. program under sponsorship of the
ranged in the school for the first
ing with Salisbury.
Ted Du Mez; treasurer and assist- Lightbearers class in First Retime. The room is to be used as a
The truck belonging to Reich- ant, Miss Rose Slooter and Mrs. formed church of Zeeland WednesSome county property owners ardt’s, driven by Oscar Anderson, Jay De Koning; directors, Mrs. S.
study room as well. Half of the
day. Rev. John Van Peursum is
sixty-minute class period is to be who have seen their property list- collided with a car driven by John Blocker and Mrs. P. Notier.
pastor of the church.
devoted to study, and half to reci- ed in tax sale advertisements will Ott, yesterday at Lake and SherNew divisions have also been orNelson Van De Luystcr of East
tation, according to plans made be- be greatly relieved today In learn- man streetsin Grand Haven. The
ganized. Members of the diviaions Lansing has returned to M. S. C.
ing of an announcement being city police reported about $100 and their chairmen are:
ginning this week.
after visiting his mother, Mrs. John
made by Nicholas J. Sprietsma, damages.
First division-Mrs. P. Van Ark Van De Luystcr, at her home on
county treasurer.
o
and Mrs. F. Beeuwkes,chairmen; North Fairview Road. Mr. Van De
The notice, appearing elsewhere JUDGE TUCKER OF ALLEGAN Meadames E. Arnold, H. Barkema, Luyster is on the faculty of the
in this paper, is to the effect that
CHANGES OFFICES
F. Bertsch, J. Dalman, H. De state college.
those who have paid at least three
More privacy for discussionof Vries, W. Diekema,A. Faasen, A.
Joe Kossen, who lives on North
installments on their 1932 taxes, personal affairs,more efficiency Hatch, J. Kooiker, A. Kronemeyer,
FairviewRoad, suffered the fracwhose prior years are up to date and promptnessin handling cleri- R. Kuiper, W. Morris,C. Nibbeiink, ture of a leg, and he was taken to
and who have paid at least one cal work, and additionalspace for E. Nyland, H. Pelgrim, M. Schaap, the Zeeland hospitalfor correction
installment of their 1933-34-35 waiting room, were given as rea- R. Schlecht,D. Te Roller, G. Vanand X-ray service. His fracture
taxes may disregard the tax sale sons for a general switching about der Borgh, A. B. Van Dyke, T. Wel- was reduced and he was returned
notice.
in the offices of Probate Judge mers, R. Wiggers, J. Van Zomeren,
his home. He lives on the old
other morteaa-e. upon the same
Mr. Sprietsma stated today that Irving J. Tucker in the Allegan C. Zickler, J. Zuidema.
Peter Dykhuizenplace in Blendon
premises, mads by said Susan Hill
the state tax records have not county court house. The room forSecond division—Mrs. S. Blocker township.
Expires Feb. 12—16665
Verkes to said Grand Haven State
been brought up to date and be- merly used as a waiting room and and Mrs. H. Steffens, chairmen;
Born to Mrs. Helen Van Loo in
September 26, 1926
A. Boone, R. Champion, Holland a son, named Dick. Mrs.
cause of the delay many descrip- office of the judge has been rear- Mesdames
Mesdi
• • a
«nd recorded September 28. 1925
tions of property have been in- ranged, providing tables and chairs i. Du Mez, G. Klaasen, A. Meyer, Vann I>oo is the widow of the late
STATE OF MICHIGAN
In the office of the said Ottejva
Miller, S. Nettinga, J. Olert, D. C. Van Loo, formerly of Zeecluded which should not have been in tne reception room, and informal fC. M
• • •
ISBORNt
County Register of Deeds in Liber
listed in the tax sale advertise- tion and derks’ desks so that fil- K. Oaborne, M. Pellegrom, R. Ris- land.
The Probate Court for the Coun126 of Mortgageson page 513. on
ments. He advises those who have ing claims,and other minor busi- selada, H. Rooks, E. Slooter, R.
George Doswell Brooke
ty of Ottawa.
PROMT complied with the provisionsprev- ness may be transactedpromptly. Smith, M. Steketee, N. Tiesenga, Their 50th wedding anniversary George Doswell Brooke, recentl) which mortgage there is claimed tn At a sessionof said Court, held
he due and unpaid at the date of
iously mentionedto disregard the
Entrance to the probate office at J. Van Dam, W. Van’t Hof. K.
BREED
was observed Tuesday by Mr. and elected President of the Chesapeake this notice, for principal snd In- at the Probate Office in the City
tax sale notice.
Allegan is now made only ehrough Veneklaasen, W. Wichers, B. WierMrs. William H. Lundie, West & Ohio Railway Company,now be- terest. the sum of $2,175.82;and of Grand Haven, in aaid County, on
the north door of the quarters, im- sma and Miss Rose Slooter.
comes Presidentalso of the Pere
WHEREAS each of said mort- the 18th day of January, A. D.,
Third division— Mrs. M. Mulder 32nd St. A family party was held Marquette Railway Company ami
methately inside the north entrance
Grandbon el 384 Egg Hen imported by CELEBRATION OF FOUNDING
in the evening. Both Mr. and Mrs.
gages further secures payment of 1938.
to the court house. The visitors’ and Mrs. B. Du Mez, chairmen;
Lundie, the former Annette But- the Nickel Plate Road as a result taxes on the mortgaged premises
Present, Hon. Cora Vande WaP.J. OSBORNE
OF HOLLAND WILL AGAIN
waiting room there is now equipped Mesdames B. Baldus, C. Burgh, P.
of his election by the Boards ot l)i
ler of Ixmdon, England, are memAmericanHeadquarter! ior White. Buif'
in the amount of $301.10 and In- ter, Judge of Probate.
with a table on which attorneys Coster, J. De Koning, J. De KraBE OBSERVED
rectors
of
the
two
roads
at
their
rebers of Trinity Reformed church.
In the Matter of the Estate of
and Black Auitralorpe. We imported
surance In the amount of $23.75.
and their clients can handily spread ker, M. De Vries, B. Hamm, J.
cent meetings in Cleveland.He
Peter Berghula, Deceased.
Haan, G. Huizenga, G. Huntley, H. Children of the couple are John succeeds W. J. Harahan, who died paid by said mortgagee, and $14.40
their papers for discussion.
the Official World Champion 353-361Letters have been sent out to
Isaac Kouw having filed in said
interest thereon, making the total
The western sectionof the room Ketel, T. Kuiper, J. Marcus, J. Mo- Lundie and Mrs. Fred Jordan of December 14, last.
314 Egg Hens horn Australiaand New participantslast year in the comChicago; and the following,all of
of mortgage principal,taxes. In- Court his final administrationachouses
the office of Murl Moreland, ran, B. Nabesrhuis,H. J. Potter, G.
Zealand.
Mr.
Brooke
was
also
named
a
memoration ceremony held in memprobate register,and Miss Ger- Van Anrov, W. Vander Veer, J. Holland: William Lundie, Mrs. Wil- director of the two roads, which lie surance and Interestdue and un- count, and his petition praying for
ory of the settling of the Dutch in
liam Reed, Watson Lundie, Miss
Mirt Hitchiig Egg Flocks ReedeJ Western Michigan, asking them to aldine Urfer, stenographer, who Vander Woud, A. Van Lent*, J. Frances Lundie, and Mrs. Louis has served in the capacityof Ex- paid on said mortgage, at the date the allowance thereof and for the
of this notice, the sum of $3,611.21, assianment and distribution of the
will be able to handle all routine Vaupell,J. K. Vivian, J. Westrate,
Mony local lanaon art now •aminq $1.00 or again join in a celebrationof the
Mulder, Jr. There are twelve ecutive N ice President since De- and
residue of said estate.
matters
which
do
not require Judge W. Westveer, A. White, A. Welters.
cember,
19.16.
His
appointments
moro EXTRA PROFIT pot bird,mpplying ui event, to be held Feb. 9, under the
Fourth
division— Mrs. P. Notier grandchildren.
Tucker’s
immediate
attention.
MemWHEREAS no suit or proceed- It is Ordered, That the 28rd day
climax an active 35-ycar career in
halching tpT* al Premium Pricot from llodu
sponsorship of the directors of the
bers of the public wishing to han- and Mrs. F. Lievense, chairmen; AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAS, railroading, marked by a sequence ing. at law or in equity,has been of February, A. D.,,1938. at ten o'raiood from our chick*. W» n**d additional Netherlands Historical and PionArendshorst,H.
dle such details will be able to do Mesdames
of promotionsfrom rodman to institutedto recover the said in- clock in the forenoon,at aaid ProAmtralorp. Banod Rock. Now England Rod.
eer Foundation.Committees, hisbate Office, be and is hereby apvarious executive posts.
debtedness secured by said mortand Whit* Loghorn batching *gg flocks to torical data, and displays are solic- so with greater dispatch than iq Boone, A. Bosman, G. Bredewep- R.
pointed for examiningand allowthe past. Heretofore many of them Broekstra,P. Brower, F. Drummer,
supply tho incr*asing demand lor our problMr.
Brooke
joined
the
C.
A
O.
gages,
or
any
part
thereof;
ited by the letters. A meeting of
ing said account and nearing aaid
went directly into the judge’s quar- H. De Maat, H. De Pree, J. Dykm
1924, after a career on the Baltiabl* chicks. Writ* lor our propositionb*loi*
NOW THEREFORE, by virtue of
board members was called Tuesday
ters in this room and waited for ema, J. Geerlings,P. Heiminga, N.
boyingchicks anywhsro lor tho 19)1 season.
more & Ohio Railway that bad cen- the powers of sale contained In petition;
at 4:30 p. m., in the officeof Wilhim to finish with other matters Hoffman, J. Kardux, L. Kardux,
It is Further Ordered, That pubtered attention on him as one of the said mortgages, and pursuantto
lard C. Wichers, district superin0SB0IIE RESEARCH FARM
before learning where they could A. Karsten, C. Kleis, R. Knowles,
most promising young men in the the statutesof the state of Michi- lic notice thereof be given by publiFebruary
6,
1938.
tendent of the HistoricalRecords
A. Kronemeyer,T. Muilenberg, C.
get necessary forms.
railroadindustry. His first con- gan In such case made and provid- cation of a- copy ef this order, for
BOX 45, HOLLAND, MICH. Survey, in the city hall.
The judge now will hold court Van Dyke, W. Van Dyke, H. Was.
Challenging the Social Order- nectionwith the C. & O. was as
three successiveweeks previous to
ed, notice Is hereby given, that on
Fifth division— Mrs. I. Schuppert Mark 2:13-22.
hearings in the office to the south
said day of hearing, in the Holassistant to R. N Begien, operating
March
28, 1938, at ten o'clock In
of this room, which will hold from and Mrs. D. Oosting, chairmen;
Vice President.
land City News, a newspaper printthe
forenoon,
Eastern
Standard
Henry Geerlings
10 to 15 persons. Matters can be Mesdames J. Bennett, E. Blekkink,
Under two Presidents—the late time, at the north front door of ed and circulatedla said Cotmty.
handled in a semi-privateway, al- M. Borgman, C. De Boer, H. Du
\V. J. Harahan, and the late J. J.
CORA VANDE WATER,
We talk about society, but what Bernet— Brooke's rise was rapid. the court house In the dty of
though the move is not designed to Mez, H. Geerlings.C. Groenewoud,
Judge of Probate.
Grand
Haven.
In Ottawa County.
do
we
mean
?
We
have
a
rating
reduce the privacy of the court, and H. Hilarides,C. Huntley, P. HuHe was made a Vice Presidentby Michigan (that being the place of A true copy.
for society, indicating that we recany hearings requiringa large lis- man, H. Kronemeyer, J. Muller, A.
Mr. Bernet in 1930. In 1936, under
Harriet Swart,
holding Circuit Court In said Counognize differentkinds of society.
tening audience can be held in the Nauta, J. Oosting, H. Overway, A.
Mr. Harahan, he was advanced to
Register of Probate.
ty). said mortgages will be foreis this fact that justifies our
circuit court room.
Pommerening,B. Vanden Berg, M.
the highest ranking post next to the
closed by sale at public auction, to
speaking
of
a
Christian society.
Judge Tucker is well known in Vander Meer, W. Vander Schel, W.
Presidency—the otficc of Executive
the highest bidder, of the premises
Clearly there must be society that
Expiree March 26
Holland,for years being a resident Van Kersen, R. Welch.
Vice President on the C. & O., the
is not Christian,and it should be
of near East Saugatuck.
Sixth division— Mrs. F. Drake
Pere Marquetteand the Nickel described in said mortgages,for NOTICE OF
the purpose of satisfying the
and Mrs. J. Van Alsburg, chair- the desire of all Christiansto put Plate Road.
amount so, as aforesaid,due and
men, Mesdames T. Barendse, F. into society the elements or factors
Mr. Brooke was born at SuthcrHolland Gets $14,000
Default having been made in the
owing upon and secured bv said
Bolhuis, N. Bosman, J. De Vries, which guarantee a Christiansocie- lin, Va., and is a graduate of the
Government Aid
ty. This desire carrieswith it remortgages,
with
Interest thereon conditions of a certain mortgage
Virginia
Military
Institute.
He
G. Dubbmk, W. Eby, J. Ederle,S.
for Sewer Building Habing, P. Holleman, A. Huizenga, sponsibilityfor action, for some taught at Culver (Ind) Military «t the rate of 6V4% per annum made by James Hop and Laora
Hop. his wife to John W. Tan
A. Hyma, A. Joldersma, E. Kar- contributionto society as we find Academy before entering railway from the date of this notice, and Brinke and EUaabeth Ten Brinke,
U. S. Senator Arthur H. Vandendux, N. Karsten, C. Lokker, W. it, in the hope of transforming it service. He is a civil engineer ot all legal costs, charges and expens his wife, or to the survivorof eithburg has informed local authorities
into which we want it to be.
standing in the profession. He is es (including the attorney fees proLokker, J. Masselink, G. Mooi, C.
that $14,050 has been appropriated
A questionas to what makes so- of a studious and quiet temperament vided lor in said mortgages and er dated the 3rd day of April 1926,
Roos, C. Van Lopik, G. Van De
by a WPA allotment,approved by
by law) of foreclosureand sale; and recorded in the offloe of the
Riet, E. Van Dyke, A. Van Raalte, ciety finds its answer in different with a likeable personality, and has
Registerof Deeds for the County of
President Roosevelt,for construcpeople.
The
kind
of
people
determany friends among railroad men said premises so to be sold being Ottawa and State of Michigan, on
A. Ver Hulst, H. Steketee, D.
tion of storm and sanitary sewers
the
following
described
land
and
mine
the
kind
of
society.
To
change
and shippers.
Weaver, H. Weller and C. Wierin the city. In addition, according
premises situated In the city of the 8th day of April 1926, in Liber
society there must be a Change of
sma.
to City Engineer Jacob Zuidema,
Grand Haven, County of Ottawa 140 of mortgagee, on page 894 on
Numerous standing committees people. The process of this change
which mortgage there is claimed to
the city will add $17,536 to this
and State of Michigan, viz:
have been appointed.Included in confronts us as we contemplate
amount before the 10-monthpro- this number are the following:
making a Christiansociety. How is
One Hundred Fifty-five(155) be due at the date of this notice,
for principaland interest and taxgram can be carriedinto effect. As
feet off the East end of Lot numQuilt, Mrs. M. Dalman, chairman, a Christiansociety different? What
es paid by mortgagee* the sum of
soon as Louis P. Nims, state WPA
has
been
put
into
it?
What
has
ber one (1) In Lakeview AddiMrs. A. Brinkman,Mrs. A. Golds,
One Thousand Two Hundred Eighdirector, sends his allocation, work
tion to the city of Grand Haven,
Mrs. C. De Keyser, Mrs. M. Man- been expelled from it? What
ty and 98/100 (81280.98) dollan,
will start on the project*, a sumaccording to the recorded plat
ting, Miss Jennie Prakken, Miss chance is there to change society?
and an Attorney’s fee of Thirtymary of which follows:
thereof,the same being a part
Kate Ver Meulen, Mrs. Voorhorst; What share can I have in making
five ($36.00) dollars, as provided
Storm sewers will be constructed
of the Southwest ^ of the NorthGown, Mrs. C. Groenewoud, chair- it Christian? If there is to be a
for in said mortgage, and no suit or
on 20th St. from Maple to Wash- man, Mesdames H. Hilarides,J. crusade for a Christian society,
west Vi of Section 29, Town 8,
proceedings at law having been inington Aves., 21st St. from Pine to
North, Range 16 Weat.
Van Zomeren, I. Schuppert,P. Hol- what must be involved? There
stituted to recover the moneys seMaple Aves.; Pine Ave. between leman and M. Mulder; Church, must be a leader. There must be
Dated
December
20,
1937.
Expires Eeb. 5—17025
cured by said mortgage, or any
19th and 20th Sts., 10th St. from
Mrs. P. De Kraker, chairman, Mes- principles of uniting the Christian
GRAND
HAVEN
STATE
BANK,
part thereof.
Pine to Central Aves., Central Ave.
people. There must be a well-deSTATE
OF
MICHIGAN
dames
G.
Bredeweg,
M.
Borgman
Mortgagee.
The "glad-to-heat-you'‘ coal does itself prdud with
Notice is Hereby Given, that by
from 10th to 12th Sts., and 12th and J. Vande Woud; Flower, Mrs. fined purpose accepted by all. There
The Probate Court for the Coun- LOUIS H. OSTERHOUS,
virtue of the power of sale conSt., from Central to College Aves.
the way it heats, left on its own, throughoutall those
must
be
a
willingness
to
pay
the
ty of Ottawa.
J. De Koning, chairman, Mrs. H.
tained in said mortgage,and the
Attorney for Mortgagee.
In addition,sanitary sewers will Kronemeyer and Mrs. A. Hyma; price and a zeal that is persistent.
long, cold hours between bedtime and breakfast 1
a session of said Court, held
statutein such case made and probe built at the following places: Relief, Mrs. W. Van Kersen, chairNow there always have been atAt
Business Address:
the Probate Office in the City
vided. on Tuesday the 29th day of
THEN, soon as you're up. UP goes the house tempera29th St. from Washingtonto Van
Grand Haven, Michigan.
man, Mrs. P. Ihrman and Miss K. those who believe that religion has of Grand Haven in the said CounMarcn, 1938, at Ten o'clock in the
Raalte Aves., on 15th and 16th Sts.,
nothing
to
do
with
this
present
Ver Meulen; Red Cross and Hosture to wherever you please, with this clinker-freefire
forenoon, the undersigned will, at
between Lincoln and Fairbanks ital, Mrs. W. Westveer, chairman, world except to condemn it and con- ty, on the 14th day of January, A.
D., 1938.
the North Front Door of the Court
Expires Feb. 12—16995
so ready and eager for ACTION I Conquer the cold
Aves., 17th St. between Lincolnand
Si
‘rs. C. Nibbeiinkand Mrs. G. sign it to the final judgment of
House in the City of Grand HavPresent, Hon. Cora Vancfc Wathe
Pere
Marquette
track,
Lincoln
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
God.
Thev
advocate
that
the
funcwith ease and economy with
ni?.
en, Michigan, that being the place
ter,
Judge
of
Probate.
Ave. between 16th and 17th Sts.,
The
Probate
Court
for
the
Counman and Mrs. C. Huntley; Enter- tion of the religionis to prepare
where the Circuit Court for the
In the Matter of the Estate of ty of Ottawa.
30th St. between State St. and Lin- tainment, Mrs. M. Steketee;Press men for the next world, for the
County of Ottawa ia held, tell at
coln Ave., Lincoln Ave. from 30th Mrs. G. Vander Borgh; Custodians bliss of heaven. It goes without
Adealia M. Lawrence,Deceased. At a sessionof said Court, held
public auction, to the highest bidto 31st Sts., 22nd St. between Mr. and Mrs. A. Ver Hulst.
saying that this view of religion
at
the
Probate
Office
in
the
City
It appearingto the court that
Washingtonand Van Raalte Aves.,
enshrines solemn truths. But the time for presentationof claims of Grand Haven in said County, der, the premisea describedin said
mortgage, or so much thereof,as
Register**U. S. ratMt Olhc.
and WashingtonAve. from 28th to CREW OF 85 SPEEDS
though not false, it is seriously de- against said estate should be lim- on the 24th day of January, A. D
may be necessaryto pay the
29th Sts.
1938.
STATE PARK PROJECT fective. It neglectsand ignoresan- ited, and that a time and place be
amount due on said mortgage, with
other important aspect of religion. appointed to receive, examine and
Present, Hon. Cora Vande WaHot, Practically Soot/ess, Right-Priced
Six per cent interest, ana all legal
John Van Nuil, 123 Westl3th
Grading operationsat the Grand And it is that other aspect, ignor- adjust all claims and demands ter. Judge of Probate.
costs, together with said Attorney’s
St., reported that fishing equip- Haven state park WPA expansion ed by many, that confronts and against said deceased by and beIn tho Matter of the Estate of
fee of Thirty-five($35.00) dollars,
hourly prtpartd, is iit«i for firseco, htaftr or froto.
concerns us in this lesson.
ment and tackle had been taken project speeded up this week as
Jacob
Schaap,
Deceased.
fore said court:
the premises being described in
recently
from
his
shanty
stationed
We
are
urged
to
challenge
the
Donald
Schaap,
having
filed
his
crew totalling 85 men reported and
4il si obost WASHED MaabaHas for raifSk
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
said mortgage as follows,to wit:
on the ice at Pine Creek Bay, Lake a small narrow gauge track was social order, not merely condemn
petition, praying that an instrusaid deceased are required to prethe land and premises situated in
Macatawa.Al Barveld and Ed Ter- laid for dump cars to move the or abandon it. That is what Christ
ment filed in said Court be ad- the City of Holland,County of Otsent their claims to said court at
meer of Holland also owned some sand. Several trucks are being em- did. He challenged by word and
mitted to Probate as the last will
tawa and State of Michiganmore
said Probate Office on or before
of the stolen property.
ployed to move sand to parts of the deed the social order of his day to the 18th day of May. A. D., 1938. and testament of said deceased particularlydescribed as follows,
the
shocked
indignation
of
the
and
that
administration
of
said
esproject, gitoded and staked last
* » •
viz:
at ten o’clock in the forenoon,said
Pharisees, its main pillars. He
tate be granted to John Galien or
Ottawa county’s delegationto the fall.
Lot Thirty-two(32) of Bay
time and place being hereby apcalled sinners out of their secular
some other suitable person.
annual Michigan State Supervisors’
View Additionto the City of
pointed for the examinationand
life into a life that was separate
It is Ordered, That the 1st day
^hone
Columbia Ave associationmeeting at Lansing reHolland,according to the recordWANTED
adjustment of all claims and deand sacred. He called sinful men
of March, A. D., 1938, at toh A.M.,
turned from the convention last
ed map of said Addition on recLOUIS PADNOS
mands
against said deceased.
to repentance and faith in the good
at
said
Probate
Office
is
hereby
Thursday evening. City Assessor
to Buy aU Kinds
of Scrap
ord in the office of the Register
taaauo ui
It is Further Ordered, That pubnews of the kingdom of God.
appointed for hearing said petiPeter H. Van Ark was chosen
fttcrial. Old Iron,
Iron, Radiators,Old
of Deeds for said Ottawa County,
lic notice thereof be given by pubThe
call
of
Levi
to
discipleship
tion.
president of the group. William Battarieu and other
Michigan.
r Junk. Beat
lication of a copy of this order for
was
a
shock
to
the
Pharisees.
He
It is Further Ordered, That Pub- together with all tenaments, herBrusse was the other Holland rep- arket price; also feed and radar
three
successive
weeks
previous
to
was regarded as a sinner, unworlic notice thereof be given by pubresentative.
bats.
editamentsand appurtenances
thy of attentionand unfit for com- said day «f hearing, in the Hol- lication of a copy hereof for three
thereunto belonging.
land
City
News,
a
newspaper
printpanionship. He was the last man
successiveweeks previous to said
The mortgageen may elect to pay
whom the Jews would recommend ed and circulatedin said county. day of hearing in th« Holland any taxes due prior to the date of
CORA VANDE WATER, City News, a newspaper printed
as a future leader for a better sothe said foreclosuresale and add
Judge of Probate. and circulatedin said County.
ciety. But he must have been n
any amounts so paid to the amovnt
A
true
copy:
man of parts, wpll-eqnipped to
due on the said mortgage.
CORA VANDE WATER,
Harriet
Swart,
think straight, be particularabout
John W. Ten Brinke,
Judge of Probate.
Register
of
Probate.
details and scrupulous about acA true copy.
Elizabeth Ten Brinke, his wife,
counts. He was the kind of man
Harriet Swart,
Mortgagees.
Jesus could use. He was a teachJ. Thomas Mahan,
Register of Probate.
able, trainable man. He was the
Expires Feb. 5—16774
Attorney for Mortgagees,
type of man who is the backbone
Business Address:
Expires
Feb.
12—11288
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
of good society. All he needed was
Holland, Michigan.
Christianideals to be a strong facSTATE OF MICHIGAN
The Probate Court for the County of Ottawa.
tor in Christian society.
The Probate Court for the CounLASTING AS THE STARS1
We must not overlook the fact
At a session of said Court, held ty of Ottawa.
that he was prepared for the call. at the Probate Office in the City of
At a sessionof said Court, held
Jesus called a man who was ready Grand Haven in said County, on at the Probate Office in the City of
to be called. That call went to a the 12th day of January, A. D., Grand Haven in said County, on
man who could and would accept 1938.
the 20th day of January, A. D.,
a challenge to venture, even at
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- 1938.
great cost. We are quite surprised ter, Judge of Probate.
Present.Hon. Cora Vande Water.
at his quickness to obey the sumIn the Matter of the Estate of Judge of Probate.
mons, but it was his obedience,
Egbert Overweg, Deceased.
In the Matter of the Estate of
without argument or driving a barDirk Dirkae, Deceased.
Henry Overweg and Bort Brandt
gain, which made him a nucleus having filed in said Court their finPeter Luyendyk having filed in
It is usually the consistent pushing ahead, gainfor a better society.
al administrationaccount,and their said Court his first annual and
The conduct of the Master ran petition praying for the allowance final administration account, and
ing a minute now, another a while later, that
counter to the cherished traditions thereof and for the assignment of his petition praying for the alwins the trophy in a race.
of the Pharisees.It menaced their the residueof said estate, and also lowance thereof and for the associal . order. Here was a prophet, praying for authority to sell cer- signment and distributionof the
And so it is with thrift. Regular deposits,no
the reputed Messiah, demandingre- tificates of participation;
residue of said estate.
matter how small, over a period of time mean
pentance and proclaiming salvaIt is Ordered, That the 15th day
It is Ordered, That the 23rd day
tion, associatingHimself with pub- of February, A. D., 1938, at ten of February, A. D., 1938, at ten o’more than sudden bursts of enthusiasmfor savlicans. Instead of shunning them, o’clock in the forenoon,at said Pro- clock in the forenoon, at said Pro- Most beautifultribute to one deing. Have you the saving habit? If not, open
He befriendedthem- Even the dis- bate Office, be and is hereby ap- bate Office, be and is hereby ap- parted is the offering that expert*
Most of us know what traffic sle- when the light changes. They must ciples of John were puzzled by the
your account here todv, and keep your balance
pointed for examining and allow- pointed for examining and allow- no reward save its own evidence
nala and stop signs mean, but this he allowed to reach safety before unconventionalconduct of this
ing said account and hearing said ing said account and hearing said of lasting worth. - Whether strait
rising steadily.
is a reminder so you will be preore- you start on the
tha Green.
strange prophet They questioned petition;
petition;
or imposing in character,menronal
pared if asked when applying for a
but Christ met their questions with
It is Further Ordered, That pubIt is Further Ordered, That pub- problems of yoms become
driver’s license.
„ THROUGH HIGHWAYS
the pronouncement of a great prin- lic notice thereof be given by pub- lis notice thereof be given by pub- from the day yon consultas.
Red means STOP. Yellow in
ciple by saying that He came to lication of a copy of this order, for lication of a copy of this order, for
combinationwith Green also means
All State Trunk Line Highways, call sinnersto repentance.Thus He three successiveweeks previous to three successiveweeks previous to
STOP. Green alone means GO. and other roads and streets desig- rebuked the hollow self-righteous- said day of hearing,in the Holland said day of hearing, in the HolMONUMENT WORKS
The Yellow is shown to give driv- nated by local authorities,are ness of the scribesand Pharisees,City News, a newspaper printed
land Cjty News, a newspaper printers approaching on the Green a "through highways". Come to a and justified his conduct. Though it
Block
and circulated in said County.
i
J
ed and circulated in said County.
chance to stop, and to prelect
complete stop before entering was a radical and revolutionarydeCORA
VANDE
WATER,
CORA
VANDE
WATER,
sons caught in the
them.
parture from customs and convicJudge of Probate.
Judge of Probate. west of Warm Friend Tavern
Member federal Depoelt Ineursnce Corporation
tions that were clothed with au- A true copy.
A true copy.
... ‘I i •- ' thority and sanctity, it was in full - Harriet Swart,
Harriet Swart,
accord with His divine mission.
Register of Probate;
Register of Probate.
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the FennvilleHijfh School. In the
evening at 8:00 p. m. Mr. Manhall
and Mr. Raamossen will hold an*
other meeting on the same subject
in the county agent’s office over
the Penney Store in Allegan.There
are many changes taking nlace in
spraying and handling of apples
so it is important that you attend
one of these meetings for first-hand
information."

DanielBoone,pioneer
Kentucky, bom. 1735

ol

Overisel un-

derwent an operation in Holland
hospital. He is doing nicely.
• •

•

A regular meeting of the Christian Kndeavor society was held
Sunday evening at Benthelm, Ottawa county. Herman Nyhnf of
Hamilton was the leader and the
« •

is

a

di-

rector on the board of the Nation-

al Cahners associationwent toi
Chicago Thursday to prepare for
the convention to be held there
this week. Lionel Becher, Walter
Hicks and Richard Barron were
others from the local canners company who are in attendance this

^J

1 \

\
b

K raker Bros, of Overiselfurnished
special music.

«

*

ft

m+M
« V* f

Mr. Poet of Allegan, who has
substitutedas teacher at Burton
school, Dunningville.
for Mrs. Pearl
Clausen who had been unable to
tench due to illness,has returned.

• •

•

Mr. and Mrs. William Watts
have moved from the former Sarirent farm on Hutchins Lake to
'he Karl White farm at Pearl Mr
and Mrs. Norman Watts are living temporarily with Mrs. Watts’

and Mrs.

William

* •

•

Mrs. John H Kruidhof of Prenthe
was guest of honor at a hirthdav
rmrty given at her home Friday afternoon by a group of relativesA
pot-lucksupper was served and a
social hour was enjoyed.
• • •
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member of the Warsaw

Symphony

To Be Presented
For Last Concert

Concert Master.

Wednesday evening. Feb.
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SPECIDL SALE

ber Music Society,

SUNDAY. DINNER

many years with
Opera Company,

SumwUom3

—

great symphonic works.

for many years with the most
By ANN PAGE
Shapiro’s musical studies
Gerrard Van 1 tfelen.viola —
prominent
symphony
orchestras
of
were carried on under the direction Graduate of the Royal Conserva"DEEP price* are clo*e to midJD depression levels, including even
of Hans Richter and Arthur Ni- tory of Antwerp, member of the America.
steaks from the loin. Pork and lamb,
Anton Sailer, trumpet— member too, are very reasonable. Veal, howkisch; he has conducted in many Antwerp Symphony orchestra and

BOKAR
COFFEE

Mr.

ever, is high. Broilers and duck* offer
the best poultry values.
Carl Brueckner, cello— 40 years Richani Strauss and Krongold, and
Eggs are cheap and plentiful, though
recent cold weathermay slow pro100 musicians.
with the Chicago Symphony or with the State opera of Yugoslavia, the
duction. Butter and cheese are moderThe orchestra has been called a chestra.
ately priced.
Belgrade.
Fruits, particularlyjuice and navel
League of Nations, with its artists
Oscar Wemheiwer, liass — for 20
oranges,
grapefruit and apples, are
Jacob
G.
Hultgren,
trombone
from Rus-ia. Denmark. Norway. years a member of the Chicago
abundant and low in prica.Strawbera member of the Royal Opera of ries, while a luxury at this season, are
Holland. Austria. Czerho-Slovakia, Symphony orchestra.
Copenhagen, Denmark, and with not expensive.The large supply of
Mexico, and the Cm ted States. Acwinter pears available means lower
Charles K. North, flute— for five
the Little Symphony orchestra for than usual prices for this popular
cording to Mr. Shapiro racial and
years with the Boston Symphony
salad and dessert fruit.
seven years.
religious differencesnever occur
Seasonablefoods make up the folorchestra, and three years with the
Otto Kristufek.timpani— mem- lowing menus.
during rehearsals,and the only

European centers; and in London
organized a symphony orchestraof

of the American Opera company.

of the BudapestSymphony under

—

TuiUy Kotittd
(ftound t* Otdcx
Can you mist

\

outstanding

this

coffaa value? Not only low prica

...

but

in addition

1-lb. cans

a blend of

thft world's finest coffees, freshly

roasted and freshly ground.
Why,

it's

e value you can't beat!

Buy yours freshly ground today.
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A birthday party was held F>atDetroit Symphony. On tour with
tirday afternoon at her home in problem he meets is that of temMine. Melha for four seasons as ber of the St. Louis Symphony and
Low Cost Dinner
Grnafschapfor Miss Alma Fern perament.
many years with the Chicago Civic
Round Steak Baked Potatoes
solo
flute.
The stockholders of the Fruit Schrotenboer. the occasion being
Creamed Onions
Growers State Bank of Saugatuck her 11th birthdayanniversary.Mrs
The orchestra include-:
Samuel Pine, oboe and English 0;>era company.
Bread and Butter
have named the followingofficers Janet Schrotenboer.Mr«. Gerrit G.
There
are
a
few
changes
in
the
Fruit
Cookies
Meyer Minkow (Concert Master), horn— for 11 years with the Chiand directors for the coming year: Rchmtenhoer. and the Misses GerTea or
Milk
personnel of the orchestra since
President,Dr. R. J. Walwer; vice trude Schrotenboer and Toni Tien violin — a graduate of the Gonserv- cago Civic opera and five years
the appearance last year in Holland.
Medium Cost Dinner
president, George L. Hoy; cashier. were in charge of refreshments atory of Music in Warsaw, Poland. with the Detroit Symphony.
Lemuel R. Brady; assistant cash- which were served. Prizes in the
Roast Stuffed ShoulderPork or Lamb
Mashed Potatoes Carrots and Peas
ier, Henry Till; directors, R. J. games played were awerded to EvBread and Butter
Walker, George L Hoy, Ira Hon- elyn King. Pylvia Blystra, and Don- foots of Crime." Mr. Newman is
HenriettaJane Van Dyke, daugh- 1 liam Overbook, and Maurice VanFloating Island
ing, H. H. Van Syckel and Leon na De Jonge. Those who attended G-man of the I'mted States De- i. r of Mr. and Mrs. Albert G. Vanjder Haar, class president, presided,
Tea or
Milk
Shepard.
the party included Arlene and partment of Justice, and has been Dyke. 336 West 20th Si., and Har- John Swierenga played the proces* * *
Very SpecialDinner
Glenn Schrotenboer,Verlete Maat- afliliatedwith the Federal Bureau old Alfred Borgman. son of Mr. ^ional. Special music was given by
Harold Ten Cate, Gil Boersma, man. June Nicol. Noreen Essen- of Investigationfor twelve years. and Mrs. Al Borgman of rural Edgar Holkeboer, John Ter Vree,
Fruit Cup
Celery Olives or Pickles
and Ben Ten Cate attended a meet- hurg. Donna De Jonge. Antoinette Before being assigned by Chief J.-j route No I were married Thurs- Joe Grevengoed, and Dick and Gary
ing In the mission station in Bravo Schutten. Svlvia and Harriet Bly- Edgar Hoover to thi Detroitarea. 'day evening at 8:30 in a ceremony . Ter Beek. Herman Weaver served Broiled Chicken New Parsley Potatoes
Mushroonis Green Peas
Sunday night and took part in the stra. Rachel and Orma Den Blev- .Mr. Newman was in turn in charge conducted in the bride's home by as toastmaster. Dr. Wynand WicCurrantJelly
ker, Mary Ruth Schrotenboer,Ruth of offices at St. Louis. San Fran- [)r |{ j Danhnf. pastor of Four- 1 hers, president of Hope College,
service while there.
Rolls and Butter
Genzing, Gladys Busscher, Barbara cisco, and
Chocolate Ice Cream Wafers
• • •
fenth St. Christian Reformed was speaker of the evening. Joyce
Coffee
. .
church. A single ring ceremony Timmer. Elaine Beilefeldt,June
ConsumersPower extended their Rnmsel. Alma Jean Grotenhuis.
rural, electrification
lines from Della Lubbers.Fern Brnt. Doris Von
Mr and Mrs. W. Welling. 22 West was used. Attendants on the couple, Meredith,and Joanne \ ander \elde
Fennvilleto the homes of Thomas Ins. Evelyn King, Wilma Groene- 17th St . celebratedtheir 25th wed- were Angeline Yander Schaaf and j presented a choral reading. Feter
The fifth issue of the Woman’s
J-?kson, Clifford Morse, Jr., C. B. veld, and Mary Ruth Schrotenboer.ding anniversary on Jan. 24 Con- l^-w Vaiaie Wegc. Miss Ethel Dreyer. chairman. Ray Knooihuiz- Day, a monthly publicationsponHelton, L. C. Pedersen, Ora Emgratulatorymessages were rccciv- Brandt, cousin of the bride, played en. Ralph Zoet, Bert Oosterbaan, sored by the Atlantic A Pacific
erick and John Larson the past GRIND HAVEN LIGHT
Jed from Mrs. Welling's brothers, Mendelssohn's wedding march at Bernie Deters, Julius Kleinhekael,Tea Co., is now availableand copEARNINGS
NEARLY
TWICE
week.
Frank Douma of Fremont, and An- 1 the service. Harvey Van Dyke and Harold Vande Bunte composed ies can be secured at 2c each at
AS MITCH
egan
• » *
drew Douma of Ripon, Calif. Mrs. presented a reading at the recep- the committee in charge of arrange- any Holland, Ottawa, or Alle;
Mrs. Florence M. House, 7B
Douma, the former Nellie Dou- tion which followed the ceremony, ments. Dick Boter gave the closing county AAP food stores, Ask
Net earnings of the Grand Haven ma, was born in North Holland.Mr. and guitar music was furnished speech, followed by concluding for your copy. Copies of the
wife of Dr. Walter B. House, died
Friday at her home in Saugatuck light plant were nearly twice as Welling is also a native of North fiy the groom and the best man. prayer by the Rev. James Wayer. weekly, eight-page, recipes and
from influenza.Funeral services much for December,1937. as for Holland.Both are members of First Mrs. Thomas Kane and the Misses
menus — in rotogravure — are also
were held at the home at 2 Mon- December, 193fi. according to a re- Reformed church. The Wellings had ! Oivta Kane, and Charlotte and
A farewell party was presented availableeach week.
day, with burial in Riversidecem- nort submitted the board of pub- three children of whom one, W'il- ||arrjet Yander Schaap were in Friday night by Mr. and Mrs. Jack
etery, Saugatuck,Rev. Maycroft lis works bv J. Brian Sims, super- lard, is living. About i>0 relativescharge of the wedding dinner.Mr. Dykstra.68 West 22nd St., for
UNMARRIED
HAVE
officiating. The Dykstra Funeral intendent Mon. night. The gain was attended the affair.
and Mrs. Borgman have made their Mr. and Mrs. Sam Dykstra. who
HARDEST JOBS SAYS
Home had charge of the arrange- attributed to increaseduse of elec$ ft t
will soon leave the city to take up
'home at 388 West 17th St.
MARJORIE HILLIS
ments. Mrs. House was bom in tricity, 589.957 kilowatt hours, comresidencein Conklin. A two-course
ft ft ft
A pot-luckdinner was presented
Clevelandand attended Oberlin pared to 527.465. and lowered fuel
lunch
was
served,
and
a
gift was
Thursday night at his home by J
A surprise housewarming party presented to the honored guests.
college, where she met Dr. House. costs. Earnings of the plant are
Vos, 151 West Kith St., the occawas held last Saturday evening at Prizes in games played went to But Vera Connolly says “no” in
They were married July 14, 1885, being used to speed retirement of
sion being his Tilth birthday annimd celebrated their golden wed- indebtednesson the new J1 25,000 versary. Mr. and Mrs William Mov- the home nf Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mr. and Mrs. Sam Dykstra and Debate that Started in Editorial
Staff Word-Battle
Srhuitema. 299 Fast Eighth St. Mr. and Mrs. John Dykstra. Aside
ding three years ago. They moved diesel generatingunit.
ing!),Mr. and Mrs (' R. Ash, Mr
• • •
to Saugatuck in 1914 from Detour.
The
Misses
Viola
and
Delia
SchuitMr. Sims was authorized to let
and Mrs. Charles Vos, Mr. and | ema furnished music for the oc- from those already mentioned,
Besides the husband, she is sur- contracts for construction of a
"I
take
my
hat off to single
those
attending
the
affair included
vived by a daughter, Mrs. Richard second 100.000 fuel oil storage tank Mrs. Jack Dykstra. Mr. and Mrs. 1 casion. Games were played and re- Mr. and Mrs. M. Dykstra, Miss women,’’ writes Marjorie Hillis in
| George Kuiper, and Mr. and Mrs.
M. Meyer, and two grandchildren to the lowest of five bidders Bids
, froshments were served. Mr. and
B. Kragt were among those at- Mrs. Albert Srhuitema and Miss Margaret Dykstra,and Mr. and this month’s Woman’s Day magaof Pasadena, Calif. She was loved ranged from J2.086 to J2.600 but
zine. “No,” answers Vera Connolly
Mrs. Ed De Jonge.
and respected by Saugatuckfolks actual cost will probably be about undmg the celebration.
Edna Rlagenhocf of this city: and
• • •
in the same issue, "the married woft ft ft
end the entire country-side. The $2,500 as additionalsteel work to
i Edwin Schuitema. the Misses Viola
Her 88th birthday anniversary man has the hardest job."
O
Harris,
James
Benson.
Calvin
floral tributes from home and strengthenthe tank i« being speciand Delia Schuitema. and Mr. and was appropriately observedMonIt all started in the editorial staff
abroad were many and beautiful fied bv Mr. Sims to eliminatecost- Nordhof. Mrs. Charles Stewart, Mrs. William Schuitema of Zee- day evening by Mrs. E. Scheer- rooms a month ago. Exactly, oneAdam
McClay.
and
the
Misses
MarDr. House is a highly respected Iv brick work. The board voted to
land; and Mr. and Mrs. Ed Schuit- horn, 112 East Nth St., when a half of the women on the magajorie Borgman, Grovone Dick, and
citizen and very civic minded.
double it« memliership in the rhamma and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Fish surprise party was presentedat zine's staff are married— the other
• • •
meml>orshipsat a cost of $250.
her home by her children and her half single. Words began to fly, at
services
Says A. D. Morley, Allegan Agri- her of commerce and will hold ten
who attended the affair.
grandchildren.A gift was present- first good-natured jibes, but soon
Sunday
night at Grace Episcopal
ft ft ft
cultural Agent: — “I have secured
ed to the aged lady. Mr. and Mrs. heated arguments.
church by the Rt. Rtv Lewis Bliss
the services of E. J. Rasmussenand
"We’ll settle it in public,” said
The Young Men's Bible class of Ed Scheerhorn. Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Whitemore.
bishop
of
Western
R. E. Marshall for two meetings
SOCIETY
Michigan Mrs John Kramer was Eir«t Reformed church, of which Scheerhorn and children,Bernard, Mrs. Saydie Yates. She promptly
in Allegan County on Tuesday, Febm charge of a reception held for Dick Boter is teacher, held its an- Bob, Laverne, and Marian, Mr. and engaged Marjorie Hillis, of "Live
ruary 8th. Mr. Rasmussen will YTTTTTTTTTYTTTTTTTftftTTTY
the new communicants. Mrs. Verne nual banquet at the church last Mrs. Gordon Scheerhorn, Mr. and Alone and Like It” fame, and Vera
meet with the growers from the
Mrs. Ed De Graaf. Mr. and Mrs. Connolly, long champion of the
The Woman’s Literary club, at C Hohl and Mrs. Wilbur J. King- Friday night. Mrs. James Wayer's
western part of Allegan to discuss
Simon Scheerhorn, Mrs. M. Palmer. married woman, to represent the
the
|
Sunday
school
class
served
lunch
will
poured
at
a
tea
held
by
anple spraying problems and Mr. its meeting Tuesday afternoon,
Russell Visser, and Richard two sides — on two facing pages of
Marshall will discuss storage and heard an address bv Jay C. New- Young People'.- club prior to the to the 150 who were present.The Scheerhorn attended the party.
the February issue.
|.
invocation
was
pronounced
by
Wilmeeting.
man
of
Detroit,
entitled.
"The
Efhandling problems at 2:00 p. m. in
• •

time. G. Prince led scoringof

visor, Clerk, Treasurer, Justice of “
Ver Hage on Sunday.
the Peace, Member of the Board of >
Mr. and Mrs. I. Koster and sons
Lansing St. Mary’s became the Review, Constables.Petition blanks of Dorr were callers at the home victim of Holland Chriatian High’a
may be had from the Townshipn
of their cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
cagers last Thursday night on the Clerk on request.
De Weerd Thursday.
local floor when the Tulsmen took
JOHN E1LANDBR,
The sacrament of Holy Baptism the visitors into camp by a 24-15
Clerk of Holland Twp.
will be administerednext Sunday. score. The locals led 11-8 at haUHolland, R. R. 2, Mich.
The Ladies Aid society will meet
on Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Ed Nederveld is seriously
ill at her home.
Arthur Hansen, clarinet
a
The Young People’ssociety met
young man of great musical abilon Sunday evening. Rev. S. Vroon
ity. His tone is pure and his chose the topic, "The Parable of
technique is phenomenal.
the Lost Son.” Miss Ruth Ensink
John C. Schon, bassoon — for five gave a reading. Miss Scholma favyears with the PhiladelphiaSym- ored with vocal duets accompanied by Miss Northouse.
phony under I^eopold Stokowski;

Joseph Silberstem.violin — for 24 the Chicago Civic
years a member of the Chicago and two years with Sousa's Band.
Theodore Stass, French horn
Symphony orchestra.

George H. Shapiro conducting,will

WEEK

SPORTS OP THE

teams with 18 Votau. rt, ,
Holland high won its second de- was viewed as an upset, si:
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Schipper and cision over the Muskegon Big Reds Mary’s was state class *tCn
daughter of Galewood, spent a few last Friday at the local armonr by pion for the put two yean.
days at the of home oz her par- a decisive 40-29 victory: By virtue
The Pure Oils remained in undeln
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Peuler. of its win, the local live topped the
feate'd first place in the City Leagu T
Southwestern
Conference
with
5
The familiesof Wm. Van Haitalut week with six wins. Zeeland ii 5
ms, John -Mulder,Dick Ver Hage, wins and 1 defeat Van Dort tal- in second place with 8 losses am ®
Luke De Kleine, Joe Zwiers. Georgs lied 17 for the Holland boys, while as many wins. Post Jewelen hav<
Kalman, Julian Aulkman,Nick Me- Grissen came second with 12. Gris- 4 in the lots column, and 2 in tin
yer and Peter Rock are enjoying sen was the see fool shooter of the positive, while Heins is in lut place
evening with six baskets out of six
the convenience of electricity.
attempts. Wiersma led Muskegon with one victory and 5 defeats.
Mr. Harm Ensing of Forest with 9 points.
Grove spent a few days at the
• • •
Expirea Feb. 12
home of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van
NOTICE
Led hi
oy Marcus, who counted 10
Ess.
Notice is hereby given that I will
points
for
Hope,
the
li)cal
college
Mrs. George Ensing visited her
receive Nominating Petitons for the
aunt, Mrs. H. De Weerd in Hud- cagers defeated Alma at Alma Friday night 36-28. Hope’s win caus- folowing Township Offices in the
tonville on Thursday.
. of Holland up to and
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Huisinga ed a three-way tie in first place in
including Tuesday,Feb. 15, 1938.
And Donna Fae of Zeeland visited the M.I.A.A.— Hope, Kazoo, and A1
Officers to be elected are Soper- *
thsir parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tom bion. Hope led at the half, 18-9.

year with

Little Philharmonic orchestra, with orchestra.

he here to present >ome of

;i

Master of the Ckrainia 0|>era, four several seasons with the Bouree
WGN Radio Symphony Little Symphony, New York Cham-

the date for the List concerton the

Midland Choral union

Philhar-

monic orchestra under Miynarski,
second Concert Master of the
American Opera Company.
S. Nafshun, violin assistant

ZUTPHEf

I

,1

*

•

Their ruby wedding anniversary
was observed Fridav night at their
The Sidney Grodin resort east of , honip on rS-.U hist south of the
Pullman, Allegan county, burned |rjty by Mr. and Mrs George Hofdown, from a defective chimney, it meyer. Mr Hofmever i« a native
is believed.Mr. Grodin and his i ,,f j-'illmore.and Mrs. Hofmever.
daughter,Mrs. Anna Glassner.hadjibf former Jennie \’er l ee. was
just returned home and had built, born on the present farm Both are
a fire in the furnace. Only a few , m(Mnb«,r* nf the Maple A ve. Christhings were saved, the smoke being tian Reformed church They have
so dense the rooms could not be en- rix children.Mrs. Hofmeyer’sfatered, the flames getting a good ther. A. Ver Lee. 82. and Mr. Hofstart before help arrived.
meyer’s mother. Mr* Fannie Van• • •
denberg. 78, are still living. Mr
Dixie and Jackie Crane, little Ver Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hof
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. V. S meyer. Hub Hofmeyer, Mr and
Crane of Fennville, have been quite Mrs. Paul Michielson.Mr. and Mm.
Arnold Hofmeyer, Mr. and Mrs.
ill at their home on M89.
Jack Vsndenberg, and Mr. and Mrs
• • •
John Klingenberg.

Marc Hutchinsonwho

Hope Memorial Chapel Feb. 16

*

Immpen of

narents. Mr.
Rasmussen.

ALLEGAN COUNTY

Little Philharmonic Orchestra at

•

Gelatin
Coffee

a

Coffee

•

Denver.
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14-ox.

Dole Pineapple C*USH'?E-TII,-,ITSp\
Pork and Beans

IONA

... 4

Pork and Beans

IONA

... 4

16-ox.

22-ox.

I

29c
2-lb.

.....

12-ox.

Orange Juice

natuk.sweet,

twist

soft

.

,

Ige.

......

Iona Salad Dressing. .

.

No

we

do

23c

.

Sunnyfiald Corn Flakes

.

Kan-L Ration Dog Food

.

8 o’Clock Coffa

for this

—buy
when

.

annual event.

all

Buy

right

you need for every room.

Tm

lit

49c

........
6

pk9<-

25c

Mello-Wheat

2

X*.

29c

. . .

.

3]lb. can 49c

Crisco or Spry

Pink'Salmon
Rinso, Oxydol/Am. Fam.

2 cans 25c

»r

Flakes

American Family^Soap 10
Daily Dog Food

Mackerel

.

3

a a a a

1

...........*

Two-in-Ona Shoe Polish

Bixby’s Jet Oil Shoe Polish

Clapp's Baby Food

a a a

cans

25c

cans

15c

can

10c

bottla

15c

cans

25c

lbs.

25c

3

a

N. B. C. Pioneer Fig Bars

Sc

can

a

.

25c

6-ox.

1

2

.

lbs.

16-ox.

1

a

Campbell’s Tomato Soup

19c

bars 49c

Fig Bars, Ginger Snaps

2

BOTS AND BIILS

Reid “Valentine Ptrtiet"by
DMU Lutes; "Married Women
— Single Women" by Ver* Connolly end Marjorie Hlllii;many
other itoriee,article*,feeture*

Mystify Your FHtnJil

FREE

Ma'gicTricks given away with
every loaf of

Day 2c

AAP

Soft Twiit Bread

19c

ior
for

2 bunches

6c
bunch §€
lb. SC
each

•

•

ORANGES

39c

a.,

s

Feb. Sale

a

great deal of

you will smile with

BRANDED BEEF SALE
Steaks
Round—

satisfaction#

SALE CLOSES SAT., FEB. 12

ib

Sirloin

19c

Roasts

Bake

Choice Cuts

ib.

16c

lb.

FRESH GROUND BEEF PURE PORK SAUSAGE -

Pnr|f
nil IV

Ribs

Phone 3537

ISC
ib.

25c

J;;''

15k

: 2

Loin Roast
Chops

or Boil

•

-

C.»..r

Cut.

Bologna, Franks, Liver Sausage lb.

“The Old Reliable Furniture Store”

25c

now

Then

prices rise, you’ll.beable to say

Jas. A. Brouwer

212-216 River Ave.— Holland

cans

3

Sparkle Gelatin Dessert. .

we have cut

glad I bought during the

And

25c.

pkgs.

,

one knows when prices may go
know this: Our February sale

prices are the lowest they will be this year, because

them deeper than ever

8c

loaf

iga.

CARROTS fresh California
NEW CABBAGE Texas

shooting skyward. But

25c

cans

BROCCOLI fancy Texas
HEAD LETTUCE solid heads

thing to smile about.

15c

can

...

Grapefruit L"aL, 6

some

25c

ib,.

Salad Dressing

Iona Cocoa

Womans

this sale really give you

25c

cans

qt.

Ann Page

In the ftbruaryhtut #/

The savings to be had during

19c

cans

Macaroni and Spaghetti

Bread

10c

can

lb.

19c

ia>^€

0&P FOOD STOR€S

